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Abstract 

Mammalian hibernators undergo profound behavioural, physiological and 

biochemical changes to cope with hypothermia, ischemia-reperfusion, and finite fuel 

reserves during days or weeks of continuous torpor. Against a backdrop of global 

suppression of energy-expensive processes such as transcription and translation, selected 

genes/proteins are strategically up-regulated to meet challenges associated with 

hibernation. Hence, hibernation involves substantial transcriptional and post-

transcriptional regulatory mechanisms and provides a model to determine how a set of 

common genes/proteins can be differentially regulated to enhance stress tolerance beyond 

that which is possible for nonhibernators. The present research analyzed epigenetic 

factors, signal transduction pathways, transcription factors, and RNA binding proteins 

that regulate gene/protein expression programs that define the hibernating phenotype. 

Epigenetic factors alter gene expression programs by influencing the accessibility of 

DNA promoter regions to the transcriptional machinery. While DNA methylation was not 

differentially regulated comparing summer and winter animals, posttranslational 

modifications on histone proteins were responsive to torpor-arousal, possibly providing a 

mechanism to dynamically alter chromatin structure. Unique posttranslational 

modifications on H3 and H2B were identified by mass spectrometry; these have never 

been found in other organisms. Signal transduction pathways such as mitogen-activated 

protein kinases convert information received at the cell surface to regulatory targets 

within cells that promote changes in gene expression. Results showed that MAPK 

regulation is crucial during arousal from torpor in muscle and heart. Important 

cytoprotective features needed for hibernation are antioxidant defenses; regulation of 

antioxidant genes is under primary control of transcription factors, such as Nrf2. Data 
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presented elucidates the regulation of Nrf2 transcription factors by post-translational 

modifications (e.g. serine phosphorylation, lysine acetylation) and protein-protein 

interactions with a negative regulator (KEAP1) during hibernation. Finally, a role for 

RNA binding proteins including TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 is described. Data showed 

the localization of RNA-binding proteins to subnuclear structures which may represent 

highly organized storage centers and/or enhance mRNA stability. Taken together, the 

thesis identifies novel regulatory mechanisms that aid suppression of transcriptional and 

translational rates, while also coordinating complex pathways that selectively enhance 

cytoprotective pathways aimed at mitigating stresses associated with torpor-arousal.  
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General Introduction 
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The expression of mammalian genes is regulated by epigenetic factors, signal 

transduction pathways, transcription factors and other constituents of the transcriptional 

machinery, mRNA processing factors, components of the translational apparatus, and the 

subcellular distribution of each these factors. Epigenetic factors such as DNA 

methylation influence the binding of transcription factors or corepressors and post-

translational modifications of histone tails alter chromatin structure and accessibility, 

collectively affecting transcriptional competence [Ling and Groop 2009]. The eukaryotic 

transcriptional machinery consists of RNA polymerase II, transcription factors, and other 

accessory factors which recognize specific regulatory elements in gene promoter regions 

in order to implement active transcription [Thomas and Chiang 2006]. During 

transcription, pre-mRNA is processed by a vast array of proteins which orchestrate 

5’capping, constitutive and alternative RNA splicing, and 3’ polyadenylation which may 

also be influenced by regulatory elements present in the 5’ and 3’ UTR [Bentley 2002]. 

The journey continues as mRNAs interact with diverse RNA binding proteins and are 

shuttled from the nucleus to the cytoplasm where they interact with the translational 

machinery and are subject to intricate regulatory features [Proud 2002]. Also, 

microRNAs and other non-coding RNAs exert control over translation [Morin et al. 

2008a; Liu et al. 2010; Kornfeld et al. 2012]. Finally, overlaid alongside each of these 

steps are subcellular domains which act to enrich and localize factors into organizational 

centers for improved efficiency and control of mRNA fate [Mao et al. 2011].     

 A particularly interesting model for the regulation of gene/protein expression in 

response to environmental stress is mammalian hibernation. Hibernation is defined as a 

reversible state of seasonal heterothermy employed as a survival strategy to survive long 
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winter months with limited food [Wang and Lee 1996]. Seasonal hibernators cycle 

through multiple periods of profound torpor (where core body temperatures can fall to 

near ambient 0-5°C) interspersed with intermittent periods of arousal until environmental 

conditions in the spring return to a state that again can support normal euthermic life 

[Wang and Lee 1996]. In this capacity, mammalian hibernators endure hypothermia, 

ischemia-reperfusion, and restricted nutritional resources and yet transition seamlessly to 

and from the torpid state. The ability to induce a hibernation-like state holds immense 

clinical promise since it would serve as a means of lowering tissue energy needs and 

reduce damage caused by ischemia-reperfusion; however, it is also associated with many 

adverse effects in humans and most mammals. Nonetheless, hypometabolic states have 

been applied for treatment of stroke, heart attack, multiple organ failure, as well as brain 

and spinal cord injury [Lee 2008]. Moreover, the ability to induce and maintain a 

dormant state could improve chances for survival by injured patients during transport to 

medical facilities or extend the viability of donor organs removed for transplantation. 

Importantly, it has been proposed that this capacity to survive during severe seasons may 

rely to a great extent on regulated and coordinated use of common genes/proteins rather 

than specially evolved ones [Srere et al. 1992]. This principle not only signifies that 

human cells may one day be able to take advantage of these positive survival strategies 

for the improvement of human health and disease, but suggests that the principles which 

define a hibernating cell hold a wealth of knowledge, especially as it pertains to the 

regulation of gene/protein expression programs.   

Mammalian hibernators are an excellent model system for uncovering 

mechanisms involved in gene/protein expression in response to stress since they display 
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regulatory mechanisms which act to globally reduce transcription [Morin and Storey 

2006] and translation [Frerichs et al. 1998] during torpor, yet a small subset of stress-

responsive pathways must be activated in order to overcome the stresses associated with 

the hibernating phenotype [Hittel and Storey 2001; Eddy et al. 2005; Yan et al. 2008]. 

Furthermore, many studies of mammalian hibernators have shown that the total pool of 

mRNA remains stable [Frerichs et al. 1998] but there are many examples of a discord 

between mRNA and protein expression profiles [Shao et al. 2010]. These data suggest 

that mRNA substrate availability does not explain the inhibition of protein synthesis nor 

does it provide a full understanding of the differential regulation of the hibernator 

proteome. Taken together, mammalian hibernators are subject to substantial 

transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation and various mechanisms have been 

elucidated to date [Storey and Storey 2004b]. For example, work spanning a range of 

mammalian hibernators has identified epigenetic controls that coordinate the global 

suppression of transcription [Morin and Storey 2009; Storey 2014], the involvement of 

signal transduction pathways and their regulatory effect on gene expression [Eddy and 

Storey 2007; MacDonald and Storey 2005; Abnous et al. 2012], the involvement of 

transcription factors and their regulation by posttranslational modifications in achieving a 

directed cellular response to the various stresses faced as a result of hibernation [Carey et 

al. 2000; Cai et al. 2004; Lee et al. 2007; Mamady and Storey 2008; Morin et al. 2008b; 

El Kebbaj et al. 2009; Tessier and Storey 2012], and, finally, the regulation of translation 

via post-translational modifications on ribosomal initiation/elongation factors [Wu and 

Storey 2012; Van Breukelen et al. 2004] and the disaggregation of polyribosomes during 

hibernation [Knight et al. 2000; Hittel and Storey, 2002; Pan and Van Breukelen 2011]. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Morin%20P%20Jr%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16979617
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Hibernation 

The ability to enter a hypometabolic state occurs widely across the animal 

kingdom and examples of mammalian hibernators include fat-tailed mouse opossums, 

ground squirrels, little brown bats, hedgehogs, tenrecs, lemurs, and bears (Storey 2010). 

Hibernation is a response to limited food reserves and decreases in Tb which approach 

ambient temperatures. Hibernating ground squirrels generally exhibit low body 

temperatures (~5°C for thirteen-lined ground suiqrrels), while other species such as 

lemurs may hibernate at relatively higher temperatures. Many species use only body fuel 

reserves to survive the winter necessitating a phase of hyperphagia prior to hibernation 

that hugely increases body fat reserves [Storey 2010]. Data from several hibernators 

suggest a strong preference for lipid catabolism during torpor coupled with mechanisms 

which mediate carbohydrate sparing [Carey et al. 2003; Dark 2005; Shao et al. 2010]. As 

shown in Fig. 1.1, hibernation generally consists of multiple bouts of deep torpor, either 

occurring on the order of days or weeks, with intermittent periods of arousal during 

which animals rewarm to euthermic body temperature [Tb; Wang and Lee 1996]. The 

mechanisms utilized to limit energy expenditure involve profound behavioural and 

physiological changes that can be traced to important molecular “switches” that shut 

down metabolism and aid in meeting challenges associated with hypometabolism [Storey 

2010; Bouma et al. 2012]. For example, mammals limit activity in their burrows as they 

settle into a deep torpor and this behaviour is matched with the strong downregulation of 

ATP costly intracellular processes including gene transcription and protein synthesis 

[Wang and Lee 1996; Storey and Storey 2004]. A secondary, yet equally important 

component to the hypometabolic state is the selective upregulation of multiple 
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preservation mechanisms that counteract the otherwise deleterious aspects of surviving 

hypothermia, ischemia-reperfusion, and restricted ATP availability [Storey and Storey 

2004, 2010; Storey 2010]. 

 A torpor bout begins with a process of regulated metabolic suppression which in 

turn leads to a fall in Tb. This has been documented multiple times. For example, in the 

liver of ground squirrels, a reduction in mitochondrial metabolism precedes the drops 

observed in Tb [Chung et al. 2011] and bears demonstrate only minimal changes in Tb yet 

display a 75% decrease in basal rates [Tøien et al. 2011]. This reduction in Tb further 

slows metabolic rate allowing some hibernating species to achieve a Tb that approaches 

0
o
C, with torpor metabolic rates of <1% of their resting euthermic rate [Geiser 2004; 

Heldmaier et al. 2004; Chung et al. 2011]. Relatively low Tb is not the only challenge 

hibernators must overcome. In ground squirrels heart rate, respiration rate and cerebral 

blood flow fall to approximately 1%, 3% and 10% of their normal levels, respectively 

[Zatzman 1984; McArthur and Milsom 1991; Martin et al. 1999; Dave et al. 2012]. These 

and other physiological parameters are rapidly returned to euthermic levels during 

intermittent arousals supported by  a 10-20 fold surge in oxygen consumption within 

minutes as the animal rewarms to 37°C [Storey 2003; Staples 2011]. This surge in 

oxygen consumption increases the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

necessitating most organisms that use hypometabolism to possess increased antioxidant 

defenses, which protect macromolecules from damage by ROS during both extended 

periods of torpor and the arousal process [Storey 1996].  

 

DNA methylation and histone modifications  
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The field of epigenetics – the study of heritable changes in gene expression that 

are not caused by changes in the underlying DNA sequence – is an explosive area of 

research that has begun to provide valuable insight into the functional specialization of 

cells containing essentially the same genetic information. Two particularly interesting 

epigenetic mechanisms of interest in the present thesis are DNA methylation and 

posttranslational modifications on histone proteins. DNA methylation involves the 

addition of a methyl group to cytosine residues in DNA, primarily those that are 

distributed at CpG islands. Occurring near transcription start sites, DNA methylation has 

a general repressive effect on gene expression. Another epigenetic mechanism associated 

with the chromosomes on which they act is posttranslational modifications on histone 

proteins. One of the most commonly studied posttranslational modifications on histone 

proteins is acetylation which acts to neutralize positively charged amino acid side chains 

that are attracted to the negatively charged DNA backbone. Therefore, the addition of an 

acetyl functional group has the general effect of relaxing chromatin to a more accessible 

structure. Epigenetic modifications play a role in transcriptional regulation by modifiying 

how transcription factors interact with DNA regulatory elements [Medvedeva et al. 

2014]. DNA methylation at transcription factor binding sites prevents their interaction 

with DNA and transcription factors recruit coregulators such as p300/CBP (a histone 

acetyltransferase) into complexes which catalyze histone modifications.       

The control of gene expression is vital to surviving mammalian hibernation since 

metabolic rate depression relies on coordinated decreases in energy-consuming processes 

such as transcription [Morin and Storey 2006; Storey 2014]. It may be suggested, 

therefore, that one possible mechanism to achieve global controls on gene expression 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Morin%20P%20Jr%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16979617
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may include epigenetic factors such as DNA methylation and posttranslational 

modifications on histone proteins. Preliminary work has already identified a potential 

regulatory role for epigenetic factors during hibernation, although the data are very 

sparse. Morin and Storey (2006) identified two forms of covalent modifications on 

histone H3 that are associated with active transcription and that were both significantly 

reduced in muscle during hibernation. Consequently, these data suggest that epigenetic 

factors may play an important role during hibernation and has fueled further advances in 

the area of metabolic rate depression.  

 

Signal transduction 

Cellular responses to various stimuli rely on the coordination of complex signal 

transduction pathways and their interaction with a range of effector targets aimed at 

mitigating exogenous and endogenous perturbations. Conserved from yeast to humans, 

the family of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) has entered the spotlight as an 

important regulator of gene expression, cell survival and apoptosis, among many others. 

MAP Kinases contain a three-tiered signal relay in which an activated MAP kinase 

kinase kinase (MAPKKK or MEKK) activates a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK or MEK), 

which then activates a MAP kinase (extracellular-signal-regulated kinases, ERK; c-Jun 

N-terminal kinases, JNK; p38) [MacDonald, 2004]. One type of particularly relevant 

downstream target are transcription factors since these signals change the transcriptional 

program with influences in all aspects of cellular survival and physiological responses. In 

many ways, therefore, transcription factors represent the bridge point between sensing 

external cues and directing the transcription of genes which will ultimate allow a cell to 
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survive adverse conditions. Another central channel of MAPK regulation includes the 

regulation of heat shock protein 27 (HSP27) which is a chaperone protein that also plays 

an established role in the regulation of translation and influences stress-induced apoptosis 

[Cuesta et al. 2000; Zheng et al. 2006]. 

Signal transduction pathways and their regulatory effects on gene expression have 

been shown to be pivotal in meeting challenges associated with hibernation in ground 

squirrels and bats [Tessier and Storey 2012, Mamady and Storey 2006; Eddy and Storey 

2007; Morin et al. 2008]. Furthermore, the actions of transcription factors have been 

shown to play a role in enhancing stress tolerance including the activation of the unfolded 

protein response by ATF4 [Mamady and Storey 2008; Eddy and Storey 2007], 

modulating antioxidant capacity by Nrf2 and NF-κB [Morin et al. 2008; Allan and Storey 

2012; Carey et al. 2000], protecting and readjusting cellular metabolism by HIF-1α 

[Morin and Storey 2005; Maistrovski et al. 2012], and playing a role in the regulation of 

lipid metabolism by PPARγ and PGC-1α [Eddy et al. 2005], amongst many other 

examples [Tessier and Storey 2010; Tessier and Storey 2012; Brooks et al. 2011]. 

Furthermore, data from multiple studies with hibernators suggest that heat shock proteins 

play an important role during torpor-arousal [Carey et al. 2003; Eddy et al. 2005; 

Epperson et al 2010]. Consequently, studies which trace the activation of signal 

transduction networks and their effector molecules (e.g. transcription factors, HSPs) 

would help to bridge connections between signaling and gene expression, while also 

developing our understanding of the stress response. Analysis of these pathways in a 

hibernating animal with higher resistance to various forms of stress would increase our 
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understanding of the mechanisms of adaptation and compensation that are available to 

nonhibernating mammals.   

 

Nrf2 and antioxidant defenses  

Attack by ROS is a major cause of damage to cellular macromolecules (e.g. DNA, 

protein, lipids) and therefore, all organisms maintain robust antioxidant defenses that can 

nonetheless be overwhelmed in a variety of stress and disease states [Halliwell and 

Gutteridge 2007]. Adaptation of antioxidant defenses is widespread as a response to 

physiological or environmental challenges and, in fact, the first evidence of this actually 

came from hibernators. In 1990, Buzadzic et al. showed that antioxidant defenses were 

elevated seasonally to very high levels in brown adipose tissue of hibernating ground 

squirrels to counter ROS produced in association with the extreme rates of oxygen 

consumption needed to power thermogenesis during arousal. The expression of 

antioxidant enzymes at the optimal time, concentration and in the optimal cellular 

compartment is the key to the maintenance of redox homeostasis. Regulation of 

antioxidant genes is under the primary control of redox-sensitive transcription factors 

which rescue cells by the upregulation of key antioxidant enzymes [Chan and Kan, 1999; 

Storey, 2010]. One of these is Nrf2 (Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2, also 

known as NFE2L2), a basic leucine zipper transcription factor that regulates a number of 

antioxidant/detoxification enzymes [Giudice and Montella, 2006]. 

There are many signals known to regulate transcription factors (TFs), and 

certainly more to be uncovered. It is estimated that the majority of transcription factors 

do not operate alone but rather in complexes. These associations, whether they act to 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
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enhance, inhibit, or selectively direct transcription are extremely dynamic and stress 

responsive. The signals which initiate complex formation or, conversely, promote 

complex dissociation are regulated by signal transduction pathways and a multitude of 

post-translational modifications (PTMs). While phosphorylation plays pivotal roles in the 

control of transcription factor regulation, other understudied PTMs, such as acetylation, 

methylation, sumoylation, ubiquitination, etc, are also beginning to be recognized as 

having important regulatory roles. Over 80 transcription factors as well as their accessory 

proteins are now known to possess at least one of these PTMs, aside from 

phosphorylation, demonstrating the importance of such regulatory mechanisms to the cell 

[Glozak et al. 2005]. Therefore, it is of interest to map the protein-protein interactions as 

well identify PTMs on Nrf2 transcription factors over a time course of torpor and arousal 

in order to elucidate new mechanisms of TF regulation.  

 

RNA binding proteins and nuclear dynamics   

One prominent feature of eukaryotic cells is the ability to organize discrete 

subcellular compartments, enabling more efficient systems with enhanced control. To 

date, numerous subcellular compartments and the microenvironments therein have been 

identified as playing a role in the post-transcriptional regulatory program including 

several stress-responsive nuclear (e.g. fibro-granular material, amorphous bodies, Cajal 

bodies) and cytoplasmic bodies (e.g. stress granules). Vast networks of RNA-protein and 

protein-protein complexes are recruited to specific sites of transcription, splicing, 

processing, storage, and transport [Zimber 2004], resulting in their enrichment and 

improving the efficiency of mRNA processing. In contrast, limiting components of these 
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large regulatory complexes may be sequestered in compartments such as the nucleolus 

rendering them unavailable, and effectively inhibiting unwanted cellular functions 

[Audas et al. 2012]. With the growing list of environmental stress conditions and disease 

states that are related to changes in cellular compartmentation, it is becoming 

increasingly important to understand these changes in the context of gene/protein 

expression programs. Mammalian hibernators present a unique opportunity to explore 

these concepts and these are relevant to the hypometabolic state because this form of 

control allows mRNA/proteins to be regulated without changes in their total expression.   

The presence of nuclei containing structural components that form in response to 

torpor/hibernation has been observed in several tissues of the hazel dormouse 

(Muscardinus avellanarius) and the edible dormouse (Glis glis) [Zancanaro et al. 1993; 

Malatesta et al. 1994a, b, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2000; Tamburini et al. 1996]. For example, 

structures including coiled bodies (CBs) and amorphous bodies (ABs) are suggested to 

represent storage sites for splicing factors that can be rapidly used upon arousal 

[Malatesta et al. 2001]. The presence of these nuclear structures is correlated with 

reduced metabolic rate and their reversal occurs within a few minutes of arousal, 

providing a mechanism for the rapid resumption of protein synthesis [Malatesta et al. 

2001]. Additionally, using linear sucrose gradients aimed at separating monosome versus 

polyribosome fractions, protein constituents that regulate ribosome transitions have also 

been studied [Hittel and Storey 2002]. In this study, a redistribution of PABP-1 (a protein 

known to be associated with cytoplasmic stress granules) from monosome fractions 

(fractions 8–10) to fractions 4, 5, and 7 occurred during torpor. Although not confirmed 

by immunofluorescence, fractions 4, 5, and 7 were suggested to represent mRNA 
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sequestered into stress granules during hibernation. Therefore, there is compelling 

evidence to suggest that nuclear and cytoplasmic structures may play a critical role in 

torpor-arousal transitions. Since knowledge of the exact functional role and interplay of 

each structure is in its infancy, it is of interest to identify the role of RNA binding 

proteins known to be involved in posttranscriptional regulation and the formation of 

subcellular structures in the hibernating mammal.  

 

Objectives and hypotheses 

Since mammalian hibernators are subject to substantial transcriptional and post-

transcriptional regulation as they transition to and from the torpid state, I chose for my 

Ph.D. thesis to explore multiple regulatory mechanisms that can guide gene/protein 

expression and provide the hibernating cell with the means to survive the stresses 

associated with cycles of torpor-arousal (e.g. hypothermia, ischemia-reperfusion). I chose 

to approach this task at multiple levels including the analysis of global epigenetic 

controls on gene expression including DNA methylation and histone modifications 

(Chapter 2), the link between signal transduction pathways and gene expression (Chapter 

3), expanding the known types of regulatory factors that influence transcription factor 

activity to under-studied PTMs (e.g. acetylation, ubiquitination, and sumoylation) and 

protein-protein interactions (Chapter 4), and analysis of the involvement of RNA-binding 

proteins and subcellular compartmentation in post-transcriptional regulation (Chapter 5). 

Each of these biochemical themes were analyzed in three major tissues (muscle, heart, 

liver) of the hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus). 

Muscle was selected for its importance in shivering thermogenesis during arousal, while 
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the heart must maintain function at low body temperatures. Finally, liver was chosen 

since it plays an established role in metabolism and in the maintenance of homeostasis 

during hibernation. While each chapter is aimed at deepening the understanding of 

established themes in the field of hibernation, the present thesis also utilizes novel 

approaches and makes significant advances. 

 

Objective 1: Epigenetic regulation, histones and DNA methylation.  

As mentioned above, metabolic rate during torpor can fall to <1% of resting 

euthermic rate when animals are hibernating at low ambient temperatures, necessitating 

molecular controls which provide the cell with the means to virtually shut down all but 

the most vital metabolic processes, thereby lowering metabolic rate and conserving 

precious fuel/energy. One such mechanism may involve controls which act to globally 

reduce transcription. Initial studies in thirteen-lined ground squirrels evaluated the 

involvement of RNA polymerase activity, histone deacetylase activity (HDAC), and two 

forms of covalently modified histone H3 (phosphorylated Ser 10 and acetylated Lys 23) 

as mechanisms of transcriptional suppression; all were consistent in indicating an overall 

decrease in transcriptional activity during torpor [Morin and Storey 2006]. In this thesis, I 

greatly extended the analysis of epigenetic mechanisms as methods of achieving global 

reductions on gene expression, focusing particularly on direct controls on DNA via 

cytosine methylation and chromatin modification by PTM controls on histone proteins 

H3, H2A, H2B, and H4. 

Hypothesis 1: Epigenetic mechanisms including DNA methylation and 

posttranslational modifications on histone H3, H2A, H2B, and H4 will provide a means 
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of reducing transcriptional rates during torpor and this response will be reversed during 

arousal.       

Chapter 2 tests this hypothesis by exploring DNA modifications including 

methylation at the 5 position of cytosine (5-mC) which has the specific effect of reducing 

gene expression. Recently, additional DNA cytosine modifications have been identified 

including 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5-hmC), 5-formylcytosine (5-fC) and 5-

carboxylcytosine (5-caC) which are intermediates in an oxidative demethylation pathway. 

Levels of 5-mC, 5-hmC, and 5-caC were assessed in the muscle of thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel comparing summer, late torpor, and interbout arousal using a technique called 

DNA dot blots. Furthermore, chromatin is composed of DNA wrapped around 

nucleosomes consisting of two copies of each H2A, H2B, H3, H4. These core histone 

proteins carry epigenetic information in the form of posttranslational modifications 

(PTMs) and Chapter 2 focuses on the best characterized of these including acetylation 

(associated with relaxed chromatin), methylation (variable effects on transcription) and 

phosphorylation. While acetylation may be viewed as having the general effect of 

increasing access to DNA, the “histone code” hypothesis suggests that specific histone 

modifications or combinations of modifications confer unique biological functions 

[Strahl and Allis 2000]. Using western blots, the modifications assessed include 

acetylation of H3 at lysine residues K9, 14, 18, 23, 27, and 56 and phosphorylation of H3 

at serine 10, as well as acetylation of H2A and H2B at K5, and H4 at K8. Finally, histone 

purification followed by mass spectrometry was used to identify novel PTMs on histones 

that are associated with the hibernation phenotype in thirteen-lined ground squirrel.   
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Objective 2: Linking signaling pathways to gene expression.   

Signal transduction pathways and transcription factors play a vital role in 

hypometabolism of all model organisms assessed to date, yet the underlying molecular 

mechanisms that connect signaling to gene expression are not always well understood. 

Initial studies have shown that MAP kinases are differentially regulated in select tissues 

of Richardson’s ground squirrels (Spermophilus richardsonii) comparing control and 

torpid conditions [MacDonald and Storey, 2005; Abnous et al. 2012]. However, the 

responses of MAPKs over cycles of torpor-arousal have not been assessed over the 

multiple stages of the full torpor-arousal cycle. MAPKs regulate a vast array of 

downstream substrates, although the present chapter focuses on their regulation of 

transcription factors and heat shock proteins. These are of particular interest because 

transcription factors mediate changes in the expression of specific genes, and heat shock 

proteins are a conserved feature of hypometabolism. Hence this thesis examines the 

differential regulation of MAPKs, transcription factors, and heat shock proteins since 

they have been attributed to overcoming ischemia-reperfusion, cold Tb, and metabolic 

rate depression.    

Hypothesis 2: MAPK family members will be differentially regulated over the 

torpor-arousal cycle and this regulatory mechanism will play a role in activating select 

transcription factors and heat shock proteins involved in surviving hibernation.   

Chapter 3 tests this hypothesis by exploring the relative expression of 

extracellular-signal-regulated kinases (ERK), c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNK), and p38 in 

their phosphorylated active forms since these provide a convenient signature for the 

activation of MAPK pathways. Additionally, phosphorylated transcription factors 
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including CREB1, ELK1, c-Jun, ATF2, and p53 as well as total and phosphorylated 

forms of heat shock proteins HSP27, HSP60, HSP70 (HSP72) and HSP90α are assessed. 

This chapter uses multiplex Luminex® assays which are extremely sensitive - using as 

little as 130 ng of total protein per well. The method uses color-coded microspheres that 

are coated with antibodies specific for given protein targets. The microsphere-antibody 

captures the target from complex biological samples. Detection of the analyte is based on 

flow cytometry and excitation of the dyes measures the amount of analyte bound. Finally, 

some additional western blots are performed in order to add additional targets not 

available in the multiplex format.  

 

Objective 3: Nrf2 regulation by posttranslational modifications and protein-protein 

interactions.  

 As mentioned above, transcription factors play a vital role during hibernation. 

Against a backdrop of global decreases in transcription/translation, select pathways must 

be strategically enhanced and transcription factors are vital to this response. Particularly 

important targets that are enhanced in hibernation are antioxidant defenses. This is 

needed because arousal from torpor requires a massive increase in heat production that is 

fueled by a 10–20-fold surge in oxygen consumption and lipid oxidation by the 

thermogenic organs (brown adipose and skeletal muscle). The surge in oxygen use causes 

a corresponding overproduction of damaging reactive oxygen species (ROS). Nrf2 is a 

basic leucine zipper transcription factor responsible for regulating a variety of antioxidant 

and detoxification enzymes, although initial studies of Nrf2 indicated that total protein 

levels did not change over the torpor-arousal cycle [Morin et al. 2008]. Consequently, 
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Nrf2 was chosen for its established role in regulating antioxidant defense genes, but also 

because it exhibits complex regulatory patterns that could provide an interesting model 

for seeking hibernation-responsive adaptations. Known regulatory mechanisms that 

control Nrf2 include phosphorylation which releases the inhibitor protein KEAP1, 

acetylation which regulates its association with its transcriptional partner MafG (thus 

facilitating DNA binding capacity), and ubiquitination which targets Nrf2 for 

degradation. 

Hypothesis 3:  Nrf2 transcription factors will be differentially regulated by 

posttranslational modifications and protein-protein interactions aimed at modifying Nrf2 

activity/action during hibernation in a manner that does not require the large inputs of 

energy that would otherwise be needed to regulate Nrf2 via de novo synthesis of the 

protein. 

Chapter 4 tests this hypothesis by performing co-immunoprecipitation studies that 

purify Nrf2 along with its binding partners across the torpor-arousal cycle in skeletal 

muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels. With Nrf2 purified samples, western blots 

using antibodies directed against posttranslational modifications including serine 

phosphorylation, lysine acetylation, ubiquitination and sumoylation are assessed. 

Additionally, antibodies directed against a known inhibitor of Nrf2 activity, KEAP1, are 

employed in order to assess the involvement of protein-protein interactions in the 

regulation of Nrf2.     

 

Objective 4: RNA binding proteins and cellular compartmentation. 
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  RNA-binding proteins such as TIA-1/R and PABP-1 play critical roles in 

posttranscriptional regulation with influences on transcription and mRNA splicing as well 

as the localization, stability, and association of mRNA transcripts with the translation 

machinery. Moreover, these RNA binding proteins have an established function in the 

formation of cytoplasmic stress granules which have been previously suggested to play 

roles during hibernation in thirteen-lined ground squirrels [Hittel and Storey 2002]. 

Additionally, TIA-1 and TIAR are expressed as two major isoforms (TIA-1a/TIA-1b, 

TIARa/TIARb) which display distinct functional properties and may be differentially 

regulated during hibernation.  

Hypothesis 4: RNA binding proteins will play a role in the enhancement of 

mRNA stability, act as sites of transcript storage and/or play a role in pre-mRNA 

processing and this response will support the overall suppression of translation during 

torpor and its rapid resumption during arousal.  

 Chapter 5 will test this hypothesis by performing computational analysis in order 

to obtain the full TIA-1/R and PABP-1 sequences, PCR in order to identify TIA-1/TIAR 

isoforms, immunofluorescence and fluorescence microscopy matched with subcellular 

fractionation in order to determine the subcellular distribution of these factors in response 

to torpor, and solubility tests that distinguish soluble versus insoluble forms of TIA-

1/TIAR that are typically associated with specific functions. Since RNA-binding proteins 

play a role in mRNA processing, these proteins could provide a framework for the global 

suppression of translation and selective regulation of key cellular networks during torpor, 

as well as facilitate the arousal from torpor and return to euthermic metabolism.   
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Figure 1.1: Body temperature (Tb) of a thirteen-lined ground squirrel as a function of time 

over one hibernation season. Highlighted in yellow is one torpor-arousal cycle. The 

different stages are: (1) euthermic, cold room (EC), (2) entrance (EN), (3) early torpor 

(ET), (4) late torpor (LT), (5) early arousal (EA), and (6) interbout arousal (IA). Modified 

from Hindle et al. 2011.  
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Chapter 2 

 

The role of DNA methylation and histone protein modifications in achieving global 

controls on gene expression during mammalian hibernation. 
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Introduction 

It was once believed that the underlying DNA sequence of our genes represented 

our sole mechanism of heritability. All of this changed as researchers discovered that 

environmental factors could alter traits without changing the nucleotide sequence of 

genes and this information could be passed through generations. Researchers began an 

active pursuit to elucidate this secondary genetic code and it soon became apparent that 

epigenetic regulatory mechanisms were involved in an overwhelming number of 

physiological and pathological processes [Jirtle and Skinner 2007]. Core epigenetic 

mechanisms are DNA methylation and post-translational modifications on histone 

proteins. Collectively, these alter gene expression programs by influencing the 

accessibility of DNA promoter regions to the transcriptional machinery [Ling and Groop 

2009]. Since the molecular response to environmental changes require coordination of the 

transcriptional program [Hittel and Storey 2001; Eddy et al. 2005; Morin and Storey 

2006; Yan et al. 2008], the present chapter aimed to deepen our understanding of the 

epigenetic factors which may contribute to global changes in gene expression during 

hibernation. More specifically, this chapter focuses on epigenetic factors which are 

physically associated with the chromosomes on which they act including DNA 

methylation and histone modifications.  

DNA methylation is a core factor in chromatin structure and plays an important 

role in numerous cellular processes including embryonic development, genomic 

imprinting, X-chromosome inactivation, suppression of mobile genetic elements, and 

gene transcription regulation [Martin-Subero 2011]. In mammals, methylation located at 

CpG islands (regions with a high frequency of cytosine-guanine dinucleotides) are the 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Morin%20P%20Jr%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16979617
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most important in regulatory terms and tend to be near transcription start sites [Caiafa and 

Zampieri 2005]. DNA methylation at the 5 position of cytosine has the specific effect of 

reducing gene expression and involves the transfer of a methyl group by DNA 

methyltransferase (DNMT) enzymes to the carbon 5 position of cytosine to produce 5-

methylcytosine (5-mC) [Xu et al. 2010]. The field of DNA methylation analysis has 

expanded recently with the identification of multiple 5-methyl cytosine variants. 

Research has shown that the Tet family of cytosine oxygenase enzymes is involved in 

oxidizing 5-methylcytosine into 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5-hmC), 5-formylcytosine (5-

fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5-caC) [Kohli and Zhang 2013]. The exact function of these 

5-methyl cytosine variants is still not fully elucidated; however, one hypothesis suggests 

that they are intermediates of an oxidative demethylation pathway [Kohli and Zhang 

2013].   

DNA is packaged in the nucleus via interactions with positively charged histone 

proteins organized into nucleosomes and forming the main building blocks of eukaryotic 

chromatin. DNA is wrapped around nucleosomes which are composed of an octamer core 

containing two copies of each of histone H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 and each nucleosome is 

separated by linker DNA which is organized by H1. Core histone proteins carry 

epigenetic information in posttranslational modifications (PTMs) including acetylation, 

methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and sumoylation [Bönisch and Hake 2012]. 

PTMs occurring on histone proteins can influence histone:DNA and histone:histone 

interactions, especially those in the N- and C-terminal tails. Of the posttranslational 

modifications present on histones proteins, acetylation is one of the best characterized 

and is almost invariably associated with relaxed chromatin and the activation of 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=B%C3%B6nisch%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23002134
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=B%C3%B6nisch%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23002134
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transcription [Shahbazian and Grunstein 2007]. In most mammals, H2B is primarily 

acetylated at Lys5, 12, 15, and 20, H2A at Lys5, 9, 13, and 15, H3 at Lys9, 14, 18, 23, 

27, and 56, and H4 at Lys5, 8, 12, 16, and 20 [Cheung et al. 2000; Strahl and Allis 2000]. 

Additionally, phosphorylation at Ser10 of histone H3 is tightly correlated with 

chromosome condensation [Goto et al. 1999].  

While epigenetic changes occur in response to various stimuli, DNA methylation 

patterns and histone modifications have a direct effect on the accessibility of chromatin to 

transcription factors thereby playing a critical role in gene expression programs. Since 

DNA methylation is a fairly long-term, stable modification, I hypothesized that global 

changes in DNA methylation contribute to the overall inhibition of transcription during 

the torpor phases of mammalian hibernation. Furthermore, I hypothesized that broad 

changes in histone acetylation and phosphorylation also contribute to gene silencing by 

chromatin compaction during torpor. The data in the present chapter analyze and 

compare DNA methylation and histone modifications in summer and winter animals and 

between aroused versus torpid animals during the winter season. In this capacity, a dot 

blot technique was used to measure relative changes in 5-mC, 5-hmC, and 5-caC in 

skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels. Additionally, previous studies on 

thirteen-lined ground squirrels made initial analyses of covalently modified histone H3 

(phosphorylated Ser 10 and acetylated Lys 23) finding significantly reduced levels in 

muscle during deep torpor [Morin and Storey 2006]. In order to expand on these 

measurements, western blotting was used to assess Ac-H3K23 and p-H3S10 over a range 

of other time points in the torpor-arousal cycle. In addition, the effects of hibernation on 

additional acetylation sites on histone H3, H2A, H2B, and H4 were also assessed (H3 K9, 
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14, 18, 27, 56; H2A and H2B K5; H4 K8). In general, I predicted that acetylation and 

phosphorylation levels would be reduced during deep torpor and these would be reversed 

during arousal from torpor. Finally, I tested the idea that ground squirrel specific PTMs 

may occur by using a histone purification technique and mass spectrometry. As a result, 

well known PTMs on histone proteins were identified as well as novel modifications.        

Materials and Methods  

Animals  

Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus), weighing 130-180 

g, were wild-captured in August by a United States Department of Agriculture-licensed 

trapper (TLS Research, Bloomingdale, IL). Animals were transported to the Animal 

Hibernation Facility, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, NIH, 

Bethesda, MD. Hibernation experiments were conducted by the laboratory of Dr. J.M. 

Hallenbeck. Thirteen-lined ground squirrels for the summer experimental condition were 

sampled during July and had been in the NIH colony since the previous August. They 

were maintained at room temperature and had hibernated the previous winter. Thirteen-

lined ground squirrels were individually housed in shoebox cages in a holding room with 

an ambient temperature of 21°C under a 12/12-hour light/dark cycle. Animals were fitted 

with a sensor chip (IPTT-200; Bio Medic Data Systems, Seaford, DE) injected 

subcutaneously while the squirrels were anesthetized with 5% isofluorane. Animals were 

fed standard rodent diet and water ad libitum until they gained sufficient lipid stores to 

enter hibernation; weight typically plateaued at 220-240 g. To induce hibernation, 

animals were transferred to cold chambers at 4-6ºC and 60% humidity in cages 

containing wood shavings. Body temperature (Tb), time and respiration rate were 
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monitored and used to determine the stage of hibernation. Experiments were done during 

the winter months of December-March, and all animals (except summer animals) had 

been through a series of torpor-arousal bouts prior to sampling. Animals were sampled at 

different points over torpor-arousal cycles. They were removed from the hibernation 

chamber, anesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed by decapitation within 2 minutes. 

Tissue samples were quickly excised and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples 

were delivered to Carleton University on dry ice and stored at -80ºC until use. Tissue 

samples were retrieved from the following conditions: (1) EC designates euthermic, cold 

room; these euthermic squirrels had a stable Tb (~37°C) and high metabolic rate for at 

least three days. EC animals were capable of entering torpor but had not entered torpor in 

the past 72 hours. (2) EN designates entrance; animals that are in the entrance phase of 

the hibernation bout (Tb = 25-18°C) characterized by decreasing Tb (at least two 

successive temperature readings showed a decreasing Tb). (3) LT designates late torpor; 

animals that have remained in the deep torpor phase of the hibernation bout for 5 days 

and have not begun a periodic arousal (Tb = 5-8°C). (4) EA designates early arousal 

animals; characterized by an increased respiratory rate of more than 60 breaths per 

minute accompanied by a rising body temperature with sampling between Tb = 9-12°C. 

(5) IA designates interbout arousal; animals were naturally aroused after the torpor phase 

of the hibernation bout and reached the respiratory rate, metabolic rate, and body 

temperature of fully aroused animals for up to 18 hours after being in torpor for up to 5 

days.   

DNA extraction 
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 Samples of frozen skeletal muscle from three time points (Summer, LT, IA) were 

separately extracted (N=4). DNA extraction used small amounts of tissue (25 mg) and 

followed manufacturer’s instructions (Zymo Research Genomic DNA Tissue Prep, 

Cat#D3050). Briefly, a solution containing 95 µl H2O, 95 µl 2X digestion buffer, and 10 

µl Proteinase K (20 mg/ml Proteinase K in buffer) was added to each tissue sample. 

Samples were then vortexed, incubated at 55°C for 3 hours, and 700 µl of Genomic Lysis 

Buffer (containing 0.5% β-mercaptoethanol) was added. After thorough vortexing, 

samples were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for one minute to remove insoluble debris. The 

supernatant was transferred to a Zymo-Spin
TM

 IIC Column in a Collection Tube and 

centrifuged at 10,000 x g for one minute. DNA Pre-Wash Buffer (200 µl) was then added 

to the spin column in a new Collection Tube and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for one 

minute. The g-DNA Wash Buffer was added (400 µl) to the spin column and centrifuged 

at 10,000 x g for one minute. The spin column was transferred to a clean microcentrifuge 

tube and 200 µl of distilled deionized-H2O (ddH2O) was added. After an incubation of 5 

min at room temperature, the DNA was eluted from the column by centrifuging at top 

speed for 30 seconds. DNA concentrations were determined by reading absorbance at 

260 nm on a GeneQuant Pro spectrophotometer (Pharmacia) using the ratio of 

absorbance at 260/280 nm as an indicator of DNA purity. DNA was standardized to 2 

ng/µl with ddH2O and stored at -40 °C until use.      

DNA dot blots  

Pieces of positively charged nylon membrane were cut into the appropriate size, 

submerged in distilled water, and then placed on a rocker. DNA samples were diluted to 

the desired concentration using 1 M NaOH and 200 mM EDTA (pH 8.2) to give a final 
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concentration of 0.4 M NaOH/10 mM EDTA. The samples were then heated for 10 min 

in a water bath at 100°C, quickly centrifuged to collect the condensate, and placed on ice. 

The nylon membrane was placed in the Bio-Dot Apparatus (Cat# 170-6545) and 

assembled according to manufacturer’s instructions. The membrane was then prewashed 

with 500 µl of distilled water per well by switching on the suction of the manifold device 

and allowing the water to filter through. The DNA samples were then applied to the wells 

(total of 100-200 ng/well, as determined by dilution curves) and filtered through by 

gravity. After all the samples had filtered through, each well was rinsed with 500 µl of 

0.4 M NaOH, the manifold suction was briefly applied, the manifold was dismantled, and 

the membranes was allowed to air dry. The DNA was cross-linked to the nylon 

membrane by placing the membrane between two pieces of filter paper and placing in the 

oven for 2 hours. Following DNA crosslinking, the membrane was treated similar to a 

basic western blot; the membranes were washed three times (5 min each wash) in 2X 

SSCT (3M NaCl, 0.3 M sodium citrate, 0.05% Tween-20), blocked with milk diluted in 

2X SSCT, and incubated with primary/secondary antibody diluted in 2X SSCT.  

The total amount of DNA loaded per well ranged from 100 ng (5-hmC) to 200 ng 

(5-mC, 5-caC). Membranes to be incubated with antibodies recognizing 5-mC 

(Cat#61256), 5-hmC (Cat#39792), or 5-caC (Cat#61230) were blocked for 60 min with 

10% milk, 40 min with 5% milk, and 60 min with 5% milk, respectively. Primary 

antibody dilutions were 1:2000 v/v for 5-mC, 1:7500 v/v for 5-hmC, 1:2500 v/v for 5-

caC and all were incubated overnight at 4°C. HRP-linked anti-rabbit IgG secondary 

antibody dilutions were 1:14000 v/v (30 min) for 5-mC and 1:12000 v/v (40 min) for 5-

hmC and 5-caC. All membranes were washed three times (5 min/wash) prior to 
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visualization by enhanced chemiluminescence. Dot blots were then restained using 

methylene blue (0.02% methylene blue in 1X Tris-acetate-EDTA; recipe for 50X TAE 

40 mM Tris, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH of 8.4) and, finally, destained using 

20% ethanol in order to visualize total genomic DNA.    

Total protein extraction 

Samples of frozen skeletal muscle from five time points in the torpor-arousal 

cycle (EC, EN, LT, EA, IA) were separately extracted (N=4). Briefly, samples of skeletal 

muscle were quickly weighed, crushed into small pieces under liquid nitrogen, and then 

homogenized 1:2 w:v using a Polytron PT10 in ice-cold homogenizing buffer (20 mM 

Hepes, 200 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaF, 1 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM β-

glycerophosphate) with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Bioshop), and 1 μl 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma Genosys) added immediately before homogenization. 

Each sample was centrifuged at 10,000 x g (10 min, 4°C) before removing the 

supernatant containing soluble proteins. Protein concentration was quantified by the 

Coomassie blue dye-binding method using the BioRad reagent (BioRad Laboratories, 

Hercules, CA) with absorbance read at 595 nm on a MR5000 microplate reader. Samples 

were adjusted to a constant 10 µg/µl by addition of small amounts of homogenizing 

buffer and then aliquots were combined 1:1 v/v with 2X SDS loading buffer (100 mM 

Tris-base pH 6.8, 4% w/v SDS, 20% v/v glycerol, 0.2% w/v bromophenol blue, 10% v/v 

2-mercaptoethanol) and boiled. The final protein samples (5 µg/µl) were stored at -40°C 

until use. 

Western Blotting 
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Equal amounts of protein from each sample were loaded onto SDS-

polyacrylamide gels or Tris-tricine gels and separated on a BioRad Mini Protean III 

apparatus. The appropriate amount of protein loaded was determined using protein 

dilution curves. For Tris-tricine gels, the stacking gel was composed of 375 µl 3.0 M 

Tris-HCl/SDS (pH 8.45), 253 µl 30% acrylamide, 875 µl water, 15 µl 10% APS, 1:5 µl 

TEMED whereas the 15% resolving gel contained 1.875 mL 3.0 M Tris-HCl/SDS (pH 

8.45), 2.875 mL 30% acrylamide, 316 µl water, 112 µl 10% APS, 3.5 µl TEMED. The 

Tris-tricine 10X anode buffer was 2 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 and the 10X running buffer was 

1 M Tris-HCl, 1 M tricine, 1% w/v SDS, pH 8.3. Samples loaded on 15% Tris-tricine 

gels were run at 30 V for 1 h followed by ~2 h at 150 V. Other proteins were separated 

by standard SDS-PAGE and run at 180 V for 45-60 min in 1X Tris-glycine SDS running 

buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3). SDS-polyacrylamide gels 

were made based on a discontinuous gel system; stacking gel pH 6.8 (130 μl 1.0 M Tris-

HCl, 170 μl 30 % acrylamide, 680 μl water, 10 μl 10% SDS, 10 μl 10% APS, 1 μl 

TEMED) and conditions for a 10% resolving gel pH 8.8 (1.3 ml 1.5 M Tris-base, 1.7 ml 

30% acrylamide, 2.0 ml water, 50 μl 10% SDS, 50 μl 10% APS, 2 μl TEMED). Proteins 

were then transferred to PVDF membrane (0.2 micron PVDF for transfer of Tris-tricine 

gels and 0.45 µm PVDF for all others) by electroblotting at 160 mA for 1–1.5 h using a 

transfer buffer containing 25 mM Tris (pH 8.5), 192 mM glycine and 10% v:v methanol 

at room temperature. 

To evaluate relative protein levels of all targets, 20 μg of protein was loaded into 

each well. PVDF membranes to be probed with antibodies specific for all targets were 

blocked with 2.5% w/v non-fat dried milk dissolved in TBST for 30 min. Epitopes 
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corresponding to all primary antibodies were mapped to sites in the thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel genome to confirm specificity. Antibodies specific for mammalian p-H3S10 

(#3377), Ac-H3K9 (#9649), Ac-H3K14 (#7627), Ac-H3K18 (#9675), Ac-H3K23 

(#8848), Ac-H3K27 (#8173), Ac-H3K56 (#4243), Ac-H2AK5 (#2576), Ac-H2BK5 

(#12799), Ac-H4K8 (#2594) were all purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. 

Antibodies for histone H3 cross-reacted with bands on the immunoblots at the expected 

molecular masses of 17 kDa for the mammalian protein whereas H2A, H2B, and H4 

cross-reacted with single bands at 14, 17, and 10 kDa, respectively. Antibodies were all 

used at 1:1000 v/v dilution in TBST. Membranes were then probed with HRP-linked anti-

rabbit IgG secondary antibody (~1:4000 v:v dilution). All membranes were washed three 

times between incubation periods in TBST for approximately 5 minutes/wash. Bands 

were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence and then blots were restained using 

Coomassie blue to visualize all protein bands. Immunoblot band density in each lane was 

standardized against the summed intensity of a group of Coomassie stained protein bands 

in the same lane; these were chosen because they did not show variation between 

different experimental states and were not located close to the protein bands of interest. 

Western blots of housekeeping genes (e.g. GAPDH) were also performed in order to 

confirm total protein levels remained constant.  

Histone Purification  

 The histone purification kit enables the purification of histone proteins while 

preserving their post-translational modifications including acetylation, methylation, and 

phosphorylation states (Active Motif, Cat#40025). Histones prepared for mass 

spectrometry were purified from euthermic controls (EC) and followed manufacturer’s 
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instructions. Skeletal muscle tissue (550 mg) was homogenized 1:3 w:v in ice-cold 

Extraction Buffer (containing protease inhibitor, 1 mM NaF, and 10 mM β-

glycerophosphate) using a Dounce homogenizer and incubated on a rotating platform 

(overnight, 4°C). After centrifugation at 14,000 × g (10 min, 4°C), the supernatant was 

transferred to a clean tube. The pellet was neutralized by adding 100 µl 1M Tris HCl pH 

8.0 and subjected to western blotting to confirm that histone proteins were not isolated in 

the pellet. The supernatant containing histones was neutralized and equilibrated with 5X 

Neutralization Buffer. If still acidic, additional Neutralization Buffer was added until a 

pH of 8 was achieved. The column was prepared by adding enough purification resin for 

a packed column of 1 mL and all buffers/samples were added without disturbing the resin 

bed or introducing air bubbles. The packed column was cleaned with a total of 9 mL 

sterile water and equilibrated with a total of 9 mL Equilibration Buffer before adding 1.5 

mL of sample and washing the column with 9 mL of total histone wash buffer.  

All fractions were collected in microcentrifuge tubes by gravity flow (1 mL/ 

fraction) including the unbound flow through and wash in order to confirm that histones 

were retained on the column. Histone H2 fractions were collected by adding a total of 10 

mL H2A/H2B Elution Buffer (the majority of H2A/H2B proteins were isolated in 

fractions 2-5). Elution of the H3/H4 tetramers used a total of 4 mL H3/H4 Elution Buffer 

(H3/H4 proteins were mainly recovered in fractions 1-3). All fractions were combined 

with 4% perchloric acid overnight (4°C) for precipitation of core histones. The following 

day, samples were centrifuged 14,000 × g (1 hour, 4°C) and the supernatant transferred to 

a clean tube (supernatant was kept to verify histone precipitation). The pellet was then 

washed with 4 % perchloric acid to eliminate salt, washed twice with acetone containing 
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0.2% HCl, washed twice with 100% acetone, and air dried for 20 minutes until the pellet 

was completely dry. Fractions were resuspended in sterile water, combined 1:1 v:v with 

2× SDS loading buffer and boiled. Final protein samples were stored at -40°C until use.  

Mass spectrometry and protein identification  

 MS experiments were performed by the Proteomics Platform of the Eastern 

Quebec Genomics Center (Quebec, Canada). After washing with water, tryptic digestion 

was performed on a MassPrep liquid-handling robot (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) 

following manufacturer’s specifications and the protocol of Shevchenko et al. (1996), 

with the modifications suggested by Havlis et al. (2003). Peptides were then loaded on a 

75 µm C18 PicoFrit column (BioBasic, New Objective, Woburn, MA, USA) and 

resolved by reversed-phase (RP) nanoscale capillary liquid chromatography (nano LC) 

using a 30 min 2-50% solvent B (acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) gradient at 200 nL/min 

(obtained by flow-splitting) with a Thermo Surveyor MS pump. The peptides were 

directly electrosprayed into and analyzed by an LTQ linear ion trap mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) equipped with a nanoelectrospray ion 

source (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Mass spectra were acquired using a data dependent 

acquisition mode using Xcalibur software version 2.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Each 

full scan mass spectrum (400 to 2000 m/z) was followed by collision-induced 

dissociation of the seven most intense ions. The dynamic exclusion (30 seconds) function 

was enabled, and the relative collisional fragmentation energy was set to 35%.  

Database searching 

A dataset of peptide assignments was obtained by searching these spectra with the 

Mascot analysis program (Matrix Science, London, UK; version 2.4.1) using a Rodentia 
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peptide database (UR13_3_Rodentia_9989_20130403; 207730 entries) and assuming the 

digestion enzyme trypsin (Perkins et al, 1999) with allowance for two missed cleavages. 

Mascot was searched with a fragment ion mass tolerance of 0.100 Da and a parent ion 

tolerance of 0.100 Da. Iodoacetamide derivatives of cysteine were specified in Mascot 

and X! Tandem as a fixed modification while deamidation of asparagine and glutamine, 

methylation of lysine and arginine, oxidation of methionine, acetylation of lysine and 

phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine were specified in Mascot as variable 

modifications. Scaffold (version Scaffold_2_01_02, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, 

OR, USA) was used to validate MS/MS-based peptide and protein identifications. The 

identification of a protein was confirmed when at least 2 unique peptides are identified 

with a peptide probability more than 95% for each of the two peptides. Proteins that 

contained similar peptides and could not be differentiated based on MS/MS analysis 

alone were grouped to satisfy the principles of parsimony.  

Results  

Changes in the methylation status of genomic DNA 

The global DNA methylation status of skeletal muscle across three experimental 

conditions (summer, LT, and IA) was assessed using a DNA dot blot technique. These 

experimental conditions were chosen because only seasonal changes (summer versus 

winter animals) were hypothesized to involve significant changes in global methylation. 

Figure 2.1 shows that 5-mC and 5-hmC DNA methylation targets did not change 

significantly over the three experimental conditions tested. However, 5-caC content was 

unaffected between summer and late torpor but levels were significantly reduced during 

interbout arousal, a 45% reduction as compared to LT.     
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Analysis of Histone posttranslational modifications  

Posttranslational modifications on histone H3, H2A, H2B, and H4 protein levels 

in skeletal muscle were analyzed by immunoblotting comparing muscle from euthermic 

control animals (EC) with up to four time points on the torpor-arousal cycle: EN, LT, EA, 

and IA (Fig. 2.2-2.4).  Morin and Storey (2006) previously described the relative changes 

in Ac-H3K23 and p-H3S10 (that are associated with active transcription) comparing EC 

and LT conditions in thirteen-lined ground squirrel muscle. While the previous study 

showed a significant decrease for both targets during LT as compared to EC, the present 

study expanded this analysis to include other time points over the torpor-arousal cycle. 

However, as Fig. 2.2 shows, the relative acetylation at lysine 23 and phosphorylation at 

serine 10 of H3 did not change during EN, EA, and IA, as compared to EC values.   

 Relative changes in the amount of histone H3 protein acetylated at lysine 9, 14, 

18, 27, and 56 from thirteen-lined ground squirrel skeletal muscle was also assessed over 

the torpor-arousal cycle (Fig. 2.3). While there were no statistically significant changes in 

histone H3 acetylated at lysine 9 or lysine 56, the relative amount of Ac-H3K14 showed a 

3.2-fold increase during EA, as compared to controls. A parallel change was also 

observed for Ac-H3K27 whereby a 1.8 fold increase during EA as compared to EC was 

observed. Additionally, relative changes in Ac-H3K18 occurred during the transitory 

phases of the torpor-arousal cycle, showing statistically significant increases during EN 

(2.9 fold) and EA (2.8 fold) as compared to EC levels.  

Relative changes in the amounts of histone H2A and H2B proteins acetylated at 

lysine 5 and histone H4 acetylated at lysine 8 were also assessed in thirteen-lined ground 
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squirrel skeletal muscle (Fig. 2.4). There were no statistically significant changes in 

lysine acetylation on histone H2A, H2B, and H4 over the torpor-arousal cycle.  

Identification of Histone posttranslational modifications by mass spectrometry    

Following purification of histone proteins from EC muscle, bands were excised 

and sent for mass spectrometry analysis by the Eastern Quebec Genomics Center 

(Quebec, Canada). Histone proteins contain gene duplications as well as non-allelic 

variants with only subtle differences in their primary sequence [Bönisch and Hake 2012]. 

As a result, the present alignments combined genes with identical sequences and these are 

only represented once in the figures (Fig. 2.5-2.8). Peptides are assigned to a particular 

gene variant based on the principles of parsimony; however, it is often unclear which 

variants were indeed represented since differences in variant sequences may be attributed 

to just a single amino acid substitution and the peptide containing such a substitution 

might not have been detected by mass spectrometry. Table 2.1 summarizes the 

posttranslational modifications on histone peptides obtained from skeletal muscle of 

thirteen-lined ground squirrel. Additionally, amino acid residue number assignments are 

influenced by the original published paper describing the site as well as other factors (e.g. 

the first methionine is sometimes not considered in the numeration). Consequently, 

amino acid residues corresponding to the thirteen-lined ground squirrel sequence as 

depicted in Fig. 2.5-2.8 are cross-referenced with those commonly reported in the 

literature and in the PhosphoSitePlus database (Table 2.1; www.phosphosite.org).  

The sequence coverage obtained for mass spectrometry was determined to be 

43%, 41%, 75%, and 42% for ground squirrel histone H3, H2A, H2B, and H4, 

respectively (Fig. 2.5-2.8). Posttranslational modifications on histone H3 were detected at 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=B%C3%B6nisch%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23002134
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=B%C3%B6nisch%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=23002134
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lysine 19 and 24 (K*QLATK*AAR) (Fig. 2.5) which correspond to Ac-H3K18 and Ac-

H3K23 according to commonly reported residues in the literature, respectively. A lysine 

methylation was also detected on histone H3 at lysine 80. However, no posttranslational 

modifications were detected for H2A or H4 by mass spectrometry (Fig. 2.6 and Fig 2.8). 

The sequence coverage was best for histone H2B with many peptides and 

posttranslational modifications detected by mass spectrometry. Peptides which contained 

amino acid substitutions relative to the human sequence were also detected and are 

shown as thirteen-lined ground squirrel peptides (13LGS) (Fig. 2.7). While containing 

amino acid substitutions relative to the human sequence, the peptide PEPARSAPAPK 

and SRKESYSVYVYNK (Unit Prot G5BV35) were identical matches to the naked mole 

rat, a species whose genome has recently been sequenced (Kim et al. 2011).  

Furthermore, these peptides were found to contain posttranslational modifications 

including a methylation on arginine 6 (PEPAR*SAPAPK) and an acetylation on lysine 

45 (SRKESYSVYVYNK*). With respect to lysine 45 acetylation, this modification has 

also been found in humans and mice (corresponding to lysine 44), although the present 

peptide contains an amino acid substitution in the -1 position. Additional posttranslational 

modifications on H2B included acetylation of lysine 48 (VLK*QVHPDTGISSK), 

methylation of arginine 74 (AMGIMNSFVNDIFER*), acetylation or methylation of 

lysine 110 (LLLPGELAK*), and methylation of lysine 118 

(HAVSEGTK*AVTKYTSSK). To my knowledge, arginine 6 and 74 methylation 

represent unique modifications in thirteen-lined ground squirrels which have not been 

characterized in other animals.    
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A. 

 
B. 

 
 

Figure 2.1: Relative changes of DNA modifications in skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel during summer, late torpor (LT), and interbout arousal (IA). A. Histograms show mean 

relative expression levels (± S.E.M., n=4 independent proteins isolations) for three sampling 

points. B. Representative DNA dot blots are shown for 5-methylcytosine (5mC), 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC). The DNA modification and 

experimental conditions are labeled to the left and right while sample numbers (lanes) are labeled 

along the top indicating 4 samples of one type (e.g., Summer/IA lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples of 

another (e.g. LT lanes 5, 6, 7, 8). Data were analyzed using analysis of variance with a post-hoc 

Tukey test (p<0.05); values are not significantly different from each other share the same letter 

notation.  
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A.  

 
B. 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Relative changes in histone H3 protein acetylated at lysine 23 (Ac-H3K23) or 

phosphorylated at serine 10 (p-H3S10) in skeletal muscle from thirteen-lined ground squirrels 

over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms show mean relative expression levels (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent proteins isolations) for four sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are 

shown for Ac-H3K23 and p-H3S10. The protein of interest and selected experimental conditions 

are labeled to the left and right while sample numbers (lanes) are labeled along the top indicating 

4 samples of one type (e.g., EN lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples of another (e.g. LT lanes 5, 6, 7, 

8). Other information as in Figure 2.1.    
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A. 

 
B. 

 
 

Figure 2.3: Relative changes in histone H3 protein acetylated at lysine 9, 14, 18, 27, or 56 in 

skeletal muscle from thirteen-lined ground squirrels over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms 

show mean relative expression levels (± S.E.M., n=4 independent protein isolations) for five 

sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are shown for Ac-H3K9, Ac-H3K14, Ac-

H3K18, Ac-H3K27, Ac-H3K56. The protein of interest and selected experimental conditions are 

labeled to the left and right while sample numbers (lanes) are labeled along the top indicating 4 

samples of one type (e.g., EA lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples of another (e.g. IA lanes 5, 6, 7, 8). 

Other information as in Figure 2.1.     
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A. 

 
B. 

 
 

Figure 2.4: Relative changes in histone H2A and H2B proteins acetylated at lysine 5 and histone 

H4 acetylated at lysine 8 from thirteen-lined from skeletal muscle of ground squirrels over the 

torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms show mean relative expression levels (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent proteins isolations) for five sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are 

shown for Ac-H2AK5, Ac-H2BK5, and Ac-H4K8. The protein of interest and select 

experimental conditions are labeled to the left and right while sample numbers (lanes) are labeled 

along the top indicating 4 samples of one type (e.g., EA lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples of another 

(e.g. IA lanes 5, 6, 7, 8). Other information as in Figure 2.1.     
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Figure 2.5: Full amino acid sequence alignment of human Histone H3 variants including 

HIST1H3A (NP_003520.1), HIST1H3F (NP_066298.1), HIST3H3 (NP_003484.1). Histone H3 

was purified from the skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels and peptides were 

sequenced by mass spectrometry; the peptides retrieved are shown as gray boxes and were 

identical with those of the human sequences. Proteins that contained similar peptides and could 

not be differentiated based on MS/MS analysis alone were grouped to satisfy the principles of 

parsimony. Variable modifications were assessed including methylation of lysine (shown as green 

boxes) and acetylation of lysine (shown as blue boxes), or a lysine residue which contained either 

a methylation or acetylation (shown as red box). Dashed lines are inserted when residues are not 

present in all sequences, black letters are identical comparing the human H3 variants, and red 

letters represent substitutions.  
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Figure 2.6: Full amino acid sequence alignment of human Histone H2A variants including 

HIST1H2A (NP_003520.1), HIST1H2AA (NP_734466.1), HIST1H2AB (NP_003504.2), and 

HIST1H2AC (NP_003503.1). Histone H2A was purified from the skeletal muscle of thirteen-

lined ground squirrels and peptides were sequenced by mass spectrometry (shown as gray boxes). 

Other information as in Fig. 2.5.  
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Figure 2.7: Full amino acid sequence alignment of human Histone H2B variants including 

HIST1H2BB (NP_066406.1), HIST1H2BC (NP_003517.2), HIST1H2BD (NP_066407.1), 

HIST1H2BH (NP_003515.1), HIST1H2BM (NP_003512.1), HIST1H2BN (NP_003511.1), 

HIST1H2BO (NP_003518.2), and HIST1H2BE (NP_003514.2). Histone H2B was purified from 

the skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrel and peptides were sequenced by mass 

spectrometry (shown as gray boxes). Lysine residues that contained either a methylation or 

acetylation are shown as red boxes; other information as in Fig. 2.5. 
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Figure 2.8: Full amino acid sequence alignment of human Histone H4 variants including 

HIST1H4A (NP_003529.1) and HIST1H4G (NP_003538.1). Histone H4 was purified from the 

skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels and peptides were sequenced by mass 

spectrometry. The peptides retrieved are shown as gray boxes and were identical with those of the 

human sequences (shown as gray boxes). Other information as in Fig. 2.5. 
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Histone  Peptide and modified 

residue (denoted by *)  

13 LGS residue; 

modification(s) 

Human residue from 

literature (and UnitProt); 

modification(s) 

H3(Ref: 

P68431) 

K*QLATKAAR lysine 19; 

acetylation  

lysine 18 (K19); acetylated, 

methylated (mono), 

ubiquitination 

KQLATK*AAR lysine 24; 

acetylation 

lysine 23 (K24): acetylated, 

methylated (mono, tri), 

ubiquitination, sumoylated   

LVREIAQDFK*TDLR lysine 80; 

methylation 

lysine 80 (K80); acetylated, 

methylated (mono, di, tri), 

ubiquitination 

H2B 

(Ref: 

P33778) 

PEPAR*SAPAPK arginine 6; 

methylation  

lysine 5 (K6); acetylation, 

ubiquitination  

SRKESYSVYVYNK* 

 

lysine 45; 

acetylation  

lysine 44 (K44); acetylation, 

ubiquitination 

VLK*QVHPDTGISSK lysine 48; 

acetylation 

lysine 47 (K47); acetylation, 

methylation (mono, di), 

ubiquitination 

AMGIMNSFVNDIFER* arginine 77; 

methylation  

no known modifications 

LLLPGELAK*  lysine 110; 

acetylation or 

methylation   

lysine 109 (K109); 

acetylation, methylation 

(mono, di), ubiquitination 

HAVSEGTK*AVTKYT

SSK 

lysine 118; 

methylation 

lysine 117 (K117); 

acetylation, ubiquitin 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of peptides and posttranslational modifications obtained by mass 

spectrometry of thirteen-lined ground squirrel histone proteins purified from skeletal 

muscle. Peptides are indicated along with the specific modified residue (denoted by an 

asterisk) and amino acid substitutions (relative to the human sequence) are indicated by a 

red letter. The residue number is assigned based on the associated amino acid in each 

figure (for the 13LGS residue) and according to specific assignments in the literature and 

PhosphoSitePlus (for the human sequence).  
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Discussion  

The present chapter aimed at deepening our understanding of epigenetic factors 

including DNA methylation and the involvement of posttranslational modifications on 

histones during hibernation in the thirteen-lined ground squirrel. DNA methylation is 

believed to play a crucial role in repressing gene expression, perhaps by blocking the 

promoters at which activating transcription factors bind. Furthermore, DNA methylation 

has been shown to play a vital role in numerous cellular processes, and abnormal patterns 

of methylation have been linked to several human diseases. DNA is packaged into 

nucleosomes by histone proteins that contain a high proportion of positively charged 

basic side chains that are attracted to the negatively charged DNA backbone. One general 

mechanism to overcome this repressive effect is to add an acetyl functional group to the 

histone, neutralizing the positive charge and transforming condensed chromatin to a more 

relaxed structure [Shahbazian and Grunstein 2007]. While other histone modifications 

have also been shown to play important roles, their biological function is more site-

specific [Kouzarides 2007]. Since a common biochemical theme among organisms 

entering hypometabolic states is global controls on gene suppression [Morin and Storey, 

2006; Krivoruchko and Storey, 2010], it was of interest to expand current knowledge in 

this area in order to discern the importance of epigenetic regulatory mechanisms in 

achieving this response.  

While seasonal increases in 5-mC were hypothesized to occur in ground squirrel 

skeletal muscle during the winter, as compared to summer conditions, Figure 2.1 shows 

that there were no relative increases in any of the three DNA methylation modifications 

presently studied. Hence, these data suggest that changes in 5-mC may not provide a 
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global platform for decreased transcription in the skeletal muscle of hibernating ground 

squirrels. However, since only global changes were considered it remains a possibility 

that individual gene promoter regions are regulated in this way. Furthermore, since 

tissue-specific differences are known to occur during hibernation, global changes in DNA 

methylation may nonetheless remain a plausible hypothesis in other tissues. While there 

were no significant increases in DNA methylation modifications, 5-caC did show a 

significant decrease during IA, as compared to LT but not summer conditions.  

The ten-eleven translocation (TET) family enzymes oxidize 5-mC into 5-hmC and 

further into 5-fC and 5-caC [Kohli and Zhang 2013]. While the functional effects of 5caC 

in the genome are unclear, one study reported a significant reduction of RNA Polymerase 

II nucleotide incorporation and elongation efficiency on a template containing 5caC 

relative to those for the C template [Kellinger et al. 2012]. It is known that the activity of 

RNA Pol II from the muscle of torpid squirrels was only 57% of the euthermic value 

[Morin and Storey 2006] and significant decreases in 5-caC during interbout arousal may 

reflect a rebound of RNA Pol II activity during this experimental condition. 

Alternatively, different DNA modifications could be specifically recognized by different 

DNA-binding proteins. Although there is very limited data which describe changes in 

DNA-protein interactions for the newly discovered 5-caC, many methyl-CpG-binding 

domain proteins do not bind 5-hmC [Jing et al. 2010], suggesting these principles may 

extend to other DNA modifications.   

While only very small changes were observed in DNA modifications, the more 

transient and reversible posttranslational modifications on histone proteins showed 

fluctuations over the torpor-arousal cycle (Fig. 2.2-2.4). In general, the PTMs measured 
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in the present chapter including acetylation of lysine 9, 14, 18, 23, 27, and 56 and 

phosphorylation of serine 10 on histone H3, acetylation of lysine 5 on H2A and H2B, and 

acetylation of lysine 8 on H4 are generally associated with transcriptional activation. 

Previous studies have assessed the role of histone H3 as an epigenetic mechanism to 

achieve reduced transcriptional states during hibernation in ground squirrels; relative 

phosphorylation of Ser 10 and acetylation of Lys 23 on histone H3 were significantly 

reduced by 38-39% in muscle during hibernation [Morin and Storey 2006]. The present 

studies expanded these measurements to include additional time points across the torpor-

arousal cycle. Figure 2.2 illustrates that reversible modifications of H3 phosphorylated at 

serine 10 or acetylated at lysine 23 were strictly correlated with late torpor since no 

changes were observed at other time points. Histone H3 acetylations at lysine 9, 14, 18, 

27, and 56 were also measured over the torpor-arousal cycle in skeletal muscle (Fig.2.3). 

The data showed a unique expression pattern as compared to the response seen for Ac-

H3K23. While there was no change in relative acetylation over torpor-arousal for Ac-

H3K9 or Ac-H3K56, the content of Ac-H3K14, Ac-H3K18 and Ac-H3K27 was 

significantly increased during early arousal, as compared to EC values. Curiously, the 

relative acetylation of lysine 18 was also enhanced during entrance; however, acetylation 

of H2A at lysine 5, H2B at lysine 5, and H4 at lysine 8 were unaffected over torpor-

arousal in skeletal muscle (Fig. 2.4). While the biological significance of this is 

incompletely understood, this response suggests that changes in the properties of 

nucleosomes are particularly relevant in mediating transitions into and out of torpor.  

The lack of a common trend amongst relative changes in lysine acetylation across 

histone proteins over the torpor-arousal cycle suggests that modifications on histone 
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proteins are likely quite complex during hibernation and additional data will surely be 

required in order to fully comprehend their functional consequences. Nonetheless, it may 

be suggested that Ac-H3K23 remains an essential modification which is correlated with 

deep torpor [Morin and Storey 2006]. Furthermore, relative increases in acetylation of 

H3K14, H3K18, and H3K27 may aid in reversing a torpor-induced condensed state of 

chromatin during the arousal process. Since skeletal muscle plays a critical role in 

supporting arousal by generating heat via shivering thermogenesis such a chromatin 

relaxation to allow renewed gene transcription may be vital to this response. 

Alternatively, while regulation of transcription is thought to be the primary function of 

reversible histone modifications, acetylation of K14, 18, and 23 on H3 and K8 on H4 

may also play a secondarily role in DNA repair, as evidenced by the interaction of DNA 

repair proteins at these acetylated sites [Peterson and Laniel 2004]. These discrepancies 

may be resolved by considering several such modifications in combination. For example, 

H4K8 and H3K14 acetylation together with H3S10 phosphorylation is thought to be a 

signature that is more closely associated with transcriptional regulation than with DNA 

repair [Peterson and Laniel 2004]. Future studies which identify combinations of histone 

modifications may bring more clarity on the subject.  

With an appreciation of the complexity of histone acetylation during hibernation, 

I aimed to identify specific PTMs on histones via mass spectrometry, especially since 

limited sites are available for measurement via western blotting. It should be noted, 

however, that mass spectrometry of acetylated versus tri-methylated lysines may require 

further validation (e.g. via antibody recognition). To my knowledge these studies are the 

first to identify novel peptides and PTMs in hibernating ground squirrels (summarized in 
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Table 2.1). Mass spectrometry identified common PTM sites which were also assessed by 

western blotting in the present chapter including lysine 18 and 23 acetylation on histone 

H3. Located in the histone H3 tail, these sites may represent critical regulatory loci 

during hibernation since both were responsive to torpor-arousal cycles. Additionally, 

lysine methylation was also shown to occur at lysine 80 in thirteen-lined ground squirrel 

(Fig. 2.5). Lysine methylation at this site also occurs in humans (UnitProt Ref#P68431) 

and mice (UnitProt Ref#P68433) and this site is also subject to acetylation and 

ubiquitination in both speciess. Since this H3K80 (also H3K79) methylation site is one of 

three implicated in the activation of transcription (also includes H3K4, H3K36) 

[Kouzarides 2007], this may represent a future site of interest for further investigation in 

thirteen-lined ground squirrels during hibernation. Conversely, three lysine methylation 

sites are connected to transcriptional repression including H3K9, H3K27, H4K20 

[Kouzarides 2007] and may also be interesting as future directions.  

Multiple modifications on H2B were also detected including two particularly 

interesting modifications which occurred on peptides that are also found in the naked 

mole rat [Kim et al. 2011], but not in the human sequence. Naked mole rats are of interest 

to researchers because they have recorded lifespans approximately nine times greater 

than predicated for their body size [O'Connor et al. 2002] and are remarkably tolerant to 

stresses (e.g. brain slices are significantly more tolerant of oxygen and nutrient 

deprivation) [Nathaniel et al. 2009; Buffenstein 2008]. Additionally, naked mole rats are 

remarkable among mammals because they display a weak capacity to maintain body 

temperatures above ambient and a relatively low metabolic rate [Goldman et al. 1999]. 

Consequently, a comparison between naked mole rats and mammalian hibernators is 
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particularly interesting since, although naked mole rats are not hibernators, they do 

display parallel features and, by extension, common molecular/biochemical themes may 

also be observed. For example, naked mole rats have mechanisms in place to protect 

against stressors, especially oxidative damage including a role for Nrf2 transcription 

factors [Lewis et al, 2012] which are also responsive to hibernation in thirteen-lined 

ground squirrels (see Chapter 4). Naked mole rats and mammalian hibernators also 

display commonalities in fuel utilization during metabolic rate depression; glycolytic 

pathways seem to be of lesser importance in mole rats (in comparison to mice), as 

evidenced by the differential regulation of pyruvate kinase [Gesser et al. 1977]. Similarly, 

data obtained from hibernating golden-mantled ground squirrels (Spermophilus lateralis) 

also showed coordinated reduction in glycolytic rate [Brooks and Storey 1992].   

The peptides which were found to be conserved between thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels and naked mole rats included PEPAR*SAPAPK and SRKESYSVYVYNK* 

which contained a methylation on arginine 6 and an acetylation on lysine 45, 

respectively. These sites correspond/align with lysines at residues 5 and 44 in the human 

sequence. As mentioned above, lysine 5 on histone H2B plays a role in transcriptional 

regulation [Cheung et al. 2000] and, as a result, an amino acid substitution in such a 

location may have substantial cellular consequences. Additionally, an amino acid 

insertion was found in the -1 position to the lysine 45 acetylation site in thirteen-lined 

ground squirrel. Since lysine acetylation (corresponding to lysine 44 in the human 

sequence) was nonetheless present in this particular thirteen-lined ground squirrel 

sequence, it is clear that this amino acid substitution does not abolish the lysine 

modification but may have an influence on the effect of lysine 45 acetylation. For 
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example, this amino acid substitution may modify the recognition sequence that is the 

target for the acetyltransferase or deacetylase enzymes (or both) that modify this residue, 

and thereby exert an influence on histone-histone or histone-DNA interactions. 

Moreover, conserved peptides with known modifications, as compared to the human 

sequence, were also detected in histone H2B including an acetylation corresponding to 

lysine 48, 110, and 118. Although these residues are known to be present in the human 

sequence, there is very little data describing their functional role. Finally, arginine 74 

methylation was detected in thirteen-lined ground squirrel which, to my knowledge, has 

not been identified in any other animal.       

In summary, the present data elucidates the involvement of DNA methylation and 

demethylation pathways as well as histone protein modifications as a mechanism of 

achieving global controls on skeletal muscle gene expression over cycles of torpor-

arousal. While the DNA methylation patterns did not change between summer and winter 

animals, 5-caC levels decreased significantly during interbout arousal compared with late 

torpor, possibly with consequences for RNA Pol II activtity. PTMs on histone proteins 

were differentially regulated during deep torpor (Ac-H3K23) and early arousal (Ac-

H3K14, 18, 27), possibly playing roles in nucleosome dynamics during hibernation. 

Finally, a host of peptide sequences and PTMs were identified in thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels, especially in histone H3 and H2B. These sequences and PTMs have been 

confirmed in other species (e.g. human and naked mole rat), while novel modifications 

were also identified in thirteen-lined ground squirrel peptides. Further studies will be 

required in order to fully elucidate the functional roles for these sites.      
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Chapter 3 

 

Linking signaling pathways to gene expression and the stress response during 

mammalian hibernation. 
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Introduction  

Of particular interest in this chapter are the signal transduction pathways which 

convert information received at the cell-surface to regulatory targets within cells that 

promote changes in gene/protein expression programs as well as mitigate stress. 

Mammalian hibernators undergo profound behavioural, physiological and biochemical 

changes in order to cope with hypothermia, ischemia-reperfusion, and finite fuel reserves 

over weeks of continuous torpor [Storey, 2010]. Against a backdrop of global reductions 

in energy-expensive processes such as transcription and translation, a subset of 

genes/proteins are strategically up-regulated in order meet challenges associated with 

hibernation [Van Breukelen et al. 2004; Morin and Storey 2009; Storey 2014]. 

Consequently, hibernation provides a phenomenon with which to understand how a set of 

common genes/proteins can be differentially regulated in order to enhance stress 

tolerance beyond that which is possible for nonhibernators. 

Conserved from yeast to humans, the family of mitogen-activated protein kinases 

(MAPK) are now known to be master regulators of gene expression and the stress 

response (Fig. 3.1). MAPKs utilize a three-tiered signal relay in which an activated 

MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK or MEKK) activates a MAPK kinase (MAPKK or 

MEK), which then activates a MAPK in one of three MAPK subfamilies: extracellular-

signal-regulated kinases (ERKs); c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNKs); and p38 kinases 

[Cowan and Storey 2003; MacDonald, 2004]. The ERK module responds primarily to 

growth factors and mitogens [Ramos 2001], whereas JNK and p38 are collectively called 

stress-activated MAPK (SAPKs) since they are activated by stress signals including heat 

shock, osmotic stress, oxidative stress, inflammatory cytokines, ischemia and UV 
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exposure [Kyriakis and Avruch, 2001]. While there is a large degree of specificity in 

different MAPK cascades, there is also significant overlap in the initiating signals 

observed among them. The 3-tiered MAPK cascade can provide a huge amplification of 

signal and, since both upstream activators and downstream targets can be shared between 

different subfamilies, there is also an enormous potential for cross-talk and feedback in 

signaling [MacDonald, 2004; Qi and Elion 2005; Turjanski et al. 2007].  

A distinguishing feature of MAPK activation involves a dual phosphorylation 

event in the regulatory loop of the kinase, effectively acting as a “on” and “off” 

molecular switch to regulate kinase activity [Canagarajah et al. 1997]. This feature 

provides a convenient signature for the activation of MAPK pathways whereby 

phosphorylation sites are indicative of their activation profile. MAPKs have diverse 

downstream substrates which may be present in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus 

[MacDonald and Storey, 2005]. One group of downstream targets are transcription 

factors, making MAPKs major players in transcriptional programing with influences on 

all aspects of cell survival and physiological adaptation as well as pathological 

manifestations [Yang et al. 2003]. MAPKs phosphorylate many transcription factors in 

their transactivation domain (TAD) thereby enhancing their transcriptional activity 

[Turjanski et al. 2007]. Additionally, MAPKs can also activate a variety of kinases (e.g. 

MAPKAP kinases) and heat shock proteins (e.g. HSP27) which play central roles in the 

stress response [Nadeau and Landry 2007].    

I hypothesized, therefore, that MAPKs would play an essential role in signal 

transduction pathways which modulate gene transcription in skeletal and cardiac muscle 

of the thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) over the torpor-arousal 
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cycles of hibernation. Additionally, I hypothesized that another central pathway of 

MAPK regulation would involve heat shock proteins which play an established role in 

multiple forms of hypometabolism [Storey and Storey, 2011]. Taken together, these 

regulatory mechanisms should mitigate stresses associated with cycles of torpor-arousal. 

The relative protein expression levels of multiple phosphorylated MAPK signaling 

pathway members including p-MEK1 Ser222, p-ERK1/2 Thr185/Tyr187, p-JNK 

Thr183/Tyr185, p-p38 Thr180/Tyr182, and effector substrates including p-MSK1 

Ser212, p-CREB1 Ser133, p-ELK1 Ser383, p-c-Jun Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 Ser15, 

as well as heat shock proteins HSP27, p-HSP27 Ser78, p-HSP27 Ser78/Ser82, HSP60, 

HSP70 (HSP72) and HSP90α were assessed by Luminex® Assays and western blotting. 

In muscle, p-JNK was differentially regulated with a particular role for p-JNK2/3 during 

early arousal. By contrast, all MAPKs analyzed were responsive to torpor-arousal in 

cardiac muscle with peak responses during early arousal. While the majority of 

transcription factors and HSPs were not responsive to hibernation, the relative expression 

of p-ELK1 and HSP60 were significantly enhanced in skeletal muscle during interbout 

arousal and late torpor as compared to euthermic controls, respectively.   

 

Material and Methods  

Animals 

Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) were captured, 

treated, and organs harvested following the same protocol as previously described in 

Chapter 2 [McMullen and Hallenbeck 2010]. The skeletal muscle used was sampled from 

hind limb muscles while cardiac muscle was a mixture of atrial and ventricular tissue. 
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Total Protein Extraction and Immunoblotting 

Samples of frozen skeletal and cardiac muscle (~100 mg) were homogenized and 

prepared for Western blotting as previously described in Chapter 2. Total protein extracts 

to be used for Luminex® assays were extracted following a different protocol outlined 

below.  

 

Western Blotting 

Western blotting was performed as described in Chapter 2. Equal amounts of 

protein from each sample were loaded onto 10% polyacrylamide gels and run at 180 V 

for 45 minutes. To evaluate relative protein levels of p-JNK2/3 p54, p-JNK1 p46, p-

CREB1 or p-ELK1, aliquots of 20 μg of protein were loaded into each well. PVDF 

membranes were blocked using 2.5% skimmed milk in TBST for 30 min, and were 

probed with specific primary antibodies for mammalian p-JNK Thr183/Tyr185 (Cell 

Signaling Technology, 9251), p-CREB1 Ser133 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., sc-

7978), or ELK1 Ser383 (Cell Signaling Technology, 9181). Antibodies for JNK cross-

created with two bands on immunoblots at the expected molecular masses of 54 and 46 

kDa for the mammalian JNK2/3 and JNK1, respectively, whereas p-CREB1 cross-reacted 

with a single band at 43 kDa and p-ELK1 at 47 kDa. Antibodies were all used at 1:1000 

v/v dilution in TBST and incubated overnight at 4
o
C. Membranes were then probed with 

HRP-linked anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody (~1:4000 v:v dilution). All membranes 

were washed three times between incubation periods in TBST for approximately 5 

minutes/wash. Bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (H2O2 and 
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Luminol) and then blots were restained using Coomassie blue (0.25% w/v Coomassie 

brilliant blue, 7.5% v/v acetic acid, 50% methanol) to visualize all protein bands.  

 

Protein Extraction for Luminex® Assays  

 Samples of frozen skeletal and cardiac muscle (50 mg) from n=4 individuals from 

each of five time points in the torpor-arousal cycle (EC, EN, LT, EA, IA) were separately 

extracted as per manufacturer’s instructions (EMD Millipore; Cat #48-660 and 48-

615MAG). Briefly, tissue samples were Dounce homogenized 1:4 w:v in ice cold lysis 

buffer (Millipore; Cat#43-040) containing phosphatase (1 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM ß-

glycerophosphate) and protease (BioShop Cat# PIC001) inhibitors. After 30 min 

incubation on ice with occasional vortexing, samples were centrifuged (12,000 ×g, 20 

min, 4°C) and the supernatants collected as total soluble protein lysates. Protein 

concentration of the lysates was determined using the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad; Cat# 

500-0005), standardized to 5 µg/µl, and tissue extracts were stored at -80°C until further 

use. Aliquots were either combined with Milliplex MAP Assay Buffer 2 (Cat# 43-041) or 

Milliplex MAP Assay Buffer 1 (Cat# 43-010) for the MAPK and Heat Shock Protein 

panels, respectively. A final working concentration of 0.7 µg/µl for the MAPK/SAPK 

Signaling Panel (17.5 µg total protein/well) and 5.2 ng/µl for the Heat Shock Protein 

Panel (130 ng total protein/well) was prepared by diluting lysates at least 1:1 in their 

corresponding Assay Buffer.    

 Positive and negative controls were also prepared from human cell lines for each 

multiplex panel. For the Heat Shock Protein panel these consisted of cell lysates prepared 

from unstimulated HeLa cells (Millipore Cat# 47-205) versus heat shocked HeLa cells 
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(42°C for 30 min), grown for 16 h at 37°C, and treated with arsenite (400 µM for 30 

min). For the MAPK/SAPK Signaling panel the controls consisted of unstimulated HeLa 

cell lysates (Cat#47-205), HeLa cell lysates treated with arsenite and heat shocked 

(Cat#47-211), A431 cell lysates stimulated with epidermal growth factor (Cat#47-210), 

and NIH/3T3 cell lysates treated with anisomycin (Cat#47-219). Lyophilized cell lysates 

were reconstituted in 100 µl ultrapure water, gently vortexed, and incubated at room 

temperature for 5 min. The reconstituted lysates were prepared for use by the addition of 

an appropriate amount of assay buffer, as specified by manufacturer instructions for each 

kit. 

   

Luminex® Assays 

Luminex® assay panels were purchased from EMD Millipore and were used 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The assays employed in this study were 

used to measure MAP Kinase/SAP Kinase phosphoproteins (10-Plex MAPK/SAPK 

Signaling Panel – Phosphoprotein, Cat#48-660) and heat shock proteins (5-Plex Heat 

Shock Protein Magnetic Bead Panel, Cat#48-615MAG) in both skeletal and cardiac 

muscle of I. tridecemlineatus at each of five stages of the torpor-arousal cycle (as above). 

The protocol for multiplex analysis followed manufacturer’s directions. Briefly, 

premixed antibody capture beads were sonicated, vortexed, and diluted as required. After 

incubation with assay buffer, sample or control lysates were individually combined with 

the premixed beads in a 96-well microplate. The assay wells were then incubated 

overnight at 4
o
C on a plate shaker (600-800 rpm) while protected from light. Using a 

Handheld Magnetic Separator Block (Cat#40-285) to retain the magnetic beads, the assay 
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mixture was subsequently removed, and the wells were then washed three times each 

with assay buffer. Biotin-labeled detection antibodies were vortexed and diluted as 

required, and then added to wells containing the magnetic capture beads. After incubation 

for 1 h at room temperature on a plate shaker protected from light, the wells were 

decanted, washed, and incubated with appropriately prepared Streptavidin-Phycoerythrin 

for 15-30 min at room temperature on a plate shaker protected from light. After this 

incubation, amplification buffer was added to each well (15 min incubation at room 

temperature on a plate shaker) before decanting and resuspension in Sheath Fluid. 

Measurements were taken immediately after the assay was finished using either a 

Luminex 100® (MAPK/SAPK Panel) or a MAGPIX® (Heat Shock Protein Panel) 

instrument with xPonent software (Luminex® Corporation). 

 

Quantification and Statistical Analysis 

Bead-based assays used the net Median Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of a 

population of measurements (with a minimum bead count of 50) in order to determine 

relative protein levels. Band densities on chemiluminescent immunoblots were visualized 

using a Chemi-Genius BioImaging system (Syngene, Frederick, MD) and quantified 

using the associated Gene Tools software. Immunoblot band density in each lane was 

normalized against the summed intensity of a group of Coomassie stained protein bands 

in the same lane. Data are expressed as means ± SEM, n = 3-4 independent samples from 

different animals. Statistical testing of normalized band intensities used one-way 

ANOVA and a post-hoc Tukey test (p<0.05). 
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Results  

Regulation of MAPK signaling cascades in skeletal and cardiac muscle during 

hibernation 

Phosphorylated protein levels of several members of the MAPK signaling 

pathway fluctuated significantly in both skeletal and cardiac muscle during hibernation 

(Fig. 3.2-3.4). In skeletal muscle, p-JNK Thr183/Tyr185 was the only MAPK that 

increased significantly as compared to EC values; relative expression levels during EA 

were 3.7 fold higher (Fig. 3.2). Furthermore, while p-JNK values in LT were not 

enhanced as compared to EC values, a statistical significant difference was observed 

when comparing EN and LT values (LT was 3.4 fold higher than EN). The relative 

expression of p-ERK1/2 Thr185/Tyr187 was significantly reduced during EN and IA; 

values decreased to 63% and 65% of EC values, respectively.  

JNK is coded by three genes – JNK1 (p46), JNK2 (p54), and JNK3 (p54) – which 

display a high degree of homology (e.g. JNK1 and JNK2 exhibit 83% identity) as well as 

similarities in their regulatory mechanisms [Kallunki et al. 1994]. Since JNK was the 

only MAPK to increase over the torpor-arousal cycle in skeletal muscle and the 46 and 

55 kDa protein kinases could be separated by western blotting, further experiments were 

carried out to determine which p-JNK isoform was significantly elevated. As evidenced 

in Figure 3.3, the relative expression of JNK1 p46 did not change during hibernation; 

however, JNK2/3 p54 increased significantly during EA as compared to EC values (EA 

was 4.5 fold higher than EC).    

In cardiac muscle, levels of p-ERK1/2 were significantly elevated during EA as 

compared to EC (3.7 fold) and all other hibernation stages whereas the levels of p-MEK1 
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did not change significantly (Fig. 3.4). Levels of p-JNK were not significantly elevated 

over EC values, although statistically significant increases were observed when EA 

values were compared to values obtained from EN (3.2 fold), LT (2.3 fold), and IA (2.4 

fold). Finally, the levels of p-p38 Thr180/Tyr182 rose during LT (3 fold) and peaked 

during EA (8.5 fold), as compared to EC values.  

 

Regulation of MAPK effector kinases and transcription factors in skeletal and cardiac 

muscle during hibernation 

Transcriptional activity is regulated by posttranslational modifications such as 

protein phosphorylation at several distinct sites on transcription factors. MAPKs are one 

class of kinases which phosphorylate transcription factors (e.g. p-CREB-1 Ser133, p-

ELK1 Ser383, p-c-Jun Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 Ser15) either directly or via the 

activation of intermediate kinases (e.g. p-MSK1 Ser212) thereby playing a critical role in 

gene expression programs. As such, phosphorylated protein levels of several stress-

activated transcription factors were measured in both skeletal and cardiac muscle over the 

course of hibernation (Fig. 3.5-3.6). In skeletal muscle, the only target that was 

differentially regulation was p-ELK1 Ser383 whereby relative phosphorylation of the 

protein showed a rising trend during LT and EN and was significantly higher than the EC 

value during IA (by 2.1 fold) (Fig. 3.5).  

Similarly, p-ELK1 was the only target that was differentially regulated during 

hibernation in cardiac muscle. In this case, however, statistically significant decreases 

were observed during IA; values were just 23% of EC values and 18% of LT and EA 

values.  
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Expression of Heat Shock Proteins in skeletal and cardiac muscle during hibernation 

MAPKs also phosphorylate heat shock proteins which are pivotal to the stress 

response. Consequently, HSP27 which is regulated by MAPK phosphorylation on Ser78 

was analyzed along with a panel of other HSPs with possible roles in aiding skeletal and 

cardiac muscle responses to hibernation. In skeletal muscle, the majority of heat shock 

proteins were not responsive to the torpor-arousal cycle and no changes in the 

phosphorylation state of HSP27 or HSP70 were observed. However, HSP60 increased 

significantly during LT, as compared to EC (3 fold), EN (2.7 fold), EA (3.6 fold), and IA 

(5.5 fold) (Fig. 3.7). 

In cardiac muscle, none of the HSPs analyzed showed differential regulation over 

the torpor-arousal cycle as compared to EC values (Fig. 3.8). However, HSP27 levels 

decreased significantly during LT as compared to EN (by 50% of EC) and p-HSP27 

Ser78 levels decreased during EN by 49% as compared to LT  and IA values.    
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Figure 3.1: Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling. MAPK pathways are 

characterized by three-tiered protein kinase cascades in which an external stimulus serves to 

activate a MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK, e.g. A/B/C-Raf, MEKK1/4, MLK1/2/3), which then 

activates a MAPK kinase (MAPKK, e.g. MEK1/2, MKK3/6, MKK4, MKK7), which 

subsequently activates a terminal MAPK. The extracellular-signal regulated kinases (ERK1/2; 

indicated in green), the p38 (indicated in blue), and the c-Jun amino-terminal kinases (JNK; 

indicated in red) represent three major MAPK pathways. MAPKs then proceed to phosphorylate 

downstream effector molecules such as transcription factors (e.g. GATA4, CREB-1, ATF1, 

ATF2, MEF2, p53, Jun), heat shock proteins (HSPs), and others, either directly or via the 

activation of intermediate kinases (e.g. MSK1, MK2/3). P and TF denote a phosphate group and 

transcription factor, respectively.  
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Figure 3.2: Relative phosphorylation status of the MAPK signaling pathway kinases MEK1 

Ser222, ERK1/2 Thr185/Tyr187, JNK Thr183/Tyr185, and p38 Thr180/Tyr182 in skeletal 

muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle. Histograms showing relative protein 

levels for bead-based assays were determined using the net MFI as measured by Luminex®. Data 

are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different animals). Data were 

analyzed using analysis of variance with a post hoc Tukey test (p<0.05); values that share the 

same letter notation are not significantly different from one another. 
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 A.  

 
 B.  

 

Figure 3.3: Relative phosphorylation status of the MAPK signaling pathway kinases, JNK2/3 p54 

Thr183/Tyr185 and JNK1 p46 Thr183/Tyr185, in skeletal muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the 

torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms showing relative protein levels were determined using band 

densities from immunoblotting. Data are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations 

from different animals).  B. Representative immunoblots are shown for selected experimental 

conditions. The protein of interest and select experimental conditions are labeled to the left and 

right while sample numbers (lanes) are labeled along the top indicating 4 samples of one type 

(e.g., EC lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 3 samples of another (e.g. EA lanes 1, 2, 3). Other information as in 

Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.4: Relative phosphorylation status of the MAPK signaling pathway kinases MEK1 

Ser222, ERK1/2 Thr185/Tyr187, JNK Thr183/Tyr185, and p38 Thr180/Tyr182 in cardiac muscle 

of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle. Histograms showing relative protein levels 

for bead-based assays were determined using the net MFI as measured by Luminex®. Data are 

means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different animals). Other information 

as in Figure 3.2. 
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A.  

 
 B.  

 

Figure 3.5: Relative phosphorylation status of the effector kinase p-MSK1 Ser212 and 

transcription factors p-CREB1 Ser133, p-ELK1 Ser383, p-c-Jun Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 

Ser15 in skeletal muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms 

showing relative protein levels were determined using the net MFI for bead-based assays (p-c-Jun 

Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 Ser15) or band densities for immunoblotting (p-CREB1 Ser133, p-

ELK1 Ser383). Data are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different 

animals). B. Representative immunoblots are shown for selected experimental conditions. The 

protein of interest and select experimental conditions are labeled to the left and right while 

sample numbers (lanes) are labeled along the top indicating 4 samples of one type (e.g., EC lanes 

1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples of another (e.g. EN/LT lanes 1, 2, 3, 4). Other information as in Figure 

3.2.  
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A.  

 
 

B. 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Relative phosphorylation status of the effector kinase p-MSK1 Ser212 and 

transcription factors p-CREB1 Ser133, p-ELK1 Ser383, p-c-Jun Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 

Ser15 in cardiac muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms 

showing relative protein levels were determined using the net MFI for bead-based assays (p-c-Jun 

Ser73, p-ATF2 Thr71, p-p53 Ser15) or band densities for immunoblotting (p-CREB1 Ser133, p-

ELK1 Ser383). Data are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different 

animals). B. Representative immunoblots are shown for selected experimental conditions. The 

protein of interest and select experimental conditions are labeled to the left and right while 

sample numbers (lanes) are labeled along the top indicating 4 samples of one type (e.g., EC/EA 

lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 3/4 samples of another (e.g. EA/IA lanes 1, 2, 3, 4). Other information as in 

Figure 3.2.   
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Figure 3.7: Relative protein expression of selected heat shock proteins and their phosphorylated 

forms in skeletal muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle: HSP27, p-HSP27 

Ser78, p-HSP27 Ser78/Ser82, HSP60, HSP70 (HSP72) and HSP90α. Histograms showing 

relative protein levels for bead-based assays were determined using the net MFI as measured by 

Luminex®. Data are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different 

animals). All other information as in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.8: Relative protein expression of selected heat shock proteins and their phosphorylated 

forms in cardiac muscle of I. tridecemlineatus over the torpor-arousal cycle: HSP27, p-HSP27 

Ser78, p-HSP27 Ser78/Ser82, HSP60, HSP70 (HSP72) and HSP90α. Histograms showing 

relative protein levels for bead-based assays were determined using the net MFI as measured by 

Luminex®. Data are means ± S.E.M. (N=3-4 independent protein isolations from different 

animals). All other information as in Fig. 3.2. 
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Discussion 

Signal transduction pathways and their regulatory effects on gene expression have 

been shown to be pivotal in meeting challenges associated with hibernation in ground 

squirrels and bats. MAP kinases are differentially regulated in selected tissues of 

Richardson’s ground squirrels (Spermophilus richardsonii) [MacDonald and Storey, 

2005; Abnous et al. 2012], arctic ground squirrels (Spermophilus parryii) [Zhu et al. 

2005], little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) [Eddy and Storey 2005], and greater horseshoe 

bats (Rhinolopus ferrumequinum) [Lee et al. 2002]. Most recently, responses of MAPKs 

during hibernation in the white and brown adipose tissue of thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels has also been shown [Rouble et al. 2014]. Therefore, the present chapter aimed 

at comparing and contrasting MAPK regulation in skeletal and cardiac muscle of the 

thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) during hibernation. 

Furthermore, given the breadth of MAPK regulation, multiple downstream effector 

proteins were surveyed in order to glean information about the cellular consequences of 

differential MAPK regulation. Transcription factors are one class of particularly relevant 

downstream effector targets since they represent the bridge between sensing external cues 

and directing the transcription of genes which allow a cell to survive adverse conditions. 

Furthermore, HSP27 is also regulated by select MAPKs in response to stress [Armstrong 

et al. 1999]. Since HSPs are a conserved feature of hypometabolism [Storey and Storey 

2011], the phosphorylation status of HSP27 during hibernation was also evaluated along 

with other important HSP targets.  

While a host of transcription factors under MAPK regulation have already been 

shown to be differentially regulated during hibernation [Mamady and Storey 2008; Eddy 
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et al. 2005; Tessier and Storey, 2010; Tessier and Storey 2012], additional hibernation-

responsive transcription factors which are well known nuclear targets of MAP-kinase 

family members were identified by the current research. AP-1 transcription factors are 

bZIP DNA binding proteins which belong to the Jun and Fos families and are responsive 

to growth factors, cytokines, and cellular stress [Whitmarsh and Davis 1996]. Jun and Fos 

associate in various combinations with other transcription factors and the resulting  

dimeric complexes are thought to be essential to their cellular function [Kayahar et al. 

2005]. For example, when c-Jun is complexed with c-Fos the dimer is targeted to the 

tetradecanoyl-phorbol ester response element (TRE), while interactions of c-Jun with 

ATF2 target the complex to the cAMP response element (CRE) [Whitmarsh and Davis 

1996]. ELK1 is an ETS-domain transcription factor which has been shown to regulate the 

core gene regulation machinery including basal transcription complex components, 

spliceosome subunits, and ribosomal proteins [Boros et al. 2009]. The p53 transcription 

factor is a crucial stress-responsive transcription factor which regulates cell cycle, DNA 

repair, and apoptosis [Wu 2004]. Finally, HSP family members are chaperone proteins 

that prevent the aggregation of unfolded proteins as well as facilitate the folding of newly 

synthesized and malfolded proteins [Gething and Sambrook 1992].  

Diverse stress signals activate JNK and p38 whereas the ERK family is primarily 

regulated by mitogenic stimuli [Cowan and Storey 2003]. As a result, it is no surprise that 

there was only minimal correlation in the activation profiles of individual MAPKs 

assessed in ground squirrel skeletal muscle (Fig. 3.2). This trend was also observed in 

other hibernators whereby changes in the activation patterns of individual MAPKs within 

a given tissue appeared to be independent [Lee et al. 2002; MacDonald and Storey 2005]. 
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In contrast, cardiac muscle showed a much more concerted response with the 

phosphorylation of all MAPKs presently measured increasing during early arousal (Fig 

3.4). Indeed, other studies in thirteen-lined ground squirrels have also suggested a more 

unified MAPK response during arousal; p-ERK, p-JNK, and p-p38 were all generally 

enhanced in brown adipose tissue, while all MAPKs were generally decreased in white 

adipose tissue [Rouble et al. 2014]. Furthermore, one particular striking theme in the 

present study, but also extending to data obtained in white and brown adipose tissue 

[Rouble et al. 2014], is the observation that all MAPKs which were responsive to 

hibernation were activated during either early or interbout arousal in striated muscle cells 

or adipocytes, respectively. While tissue-specific differences are expected since each 

tissue faces unique stresses during hibernation, these data nonetheless suggest that 

regulatory factors under the control of MAP-kinases are particularly important in 

achieving transitions back to euthermic body temperatures following deep torpor. A 

connection between MAPK regulation and modifications on histone proteins may be 

hypothesized in light of concerted increases in these two pathways during arousal (see 

Chapter 2). Although further studies are required, MAPKs interact with the epigenetic 

machinery with capacity to influence post-translational modifications on histone proteins.   

Although commonalities in the regulation of MAPKs are evident when comparing 

responses within a given species, there seems to be very little consistency when 

comparing data collected across species [Lee et al. 2002; Eddy and Storey 2005; 

MacDonald and Storey 2005; Zhu et al. 2005; Rouble et al. 2014]. As the closest 

comparison to the present study, MacDonald and Storey (2005) surveyed five organs of 

Richardson’s ground squirrels; the activity of p-ERK1/2, p-JNK, and p-38 all increased in 
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skeletal muscle during torpor as compared to controls whereas p-JNK and p-38 were the 

only MAPKs to change in the heart. These differences may be attributed to differences in 

the experimental conditions whereby deep torpor in Richardson’s ground squirrels is 

defined as animals in continuous cold torpor for 2 days, rather than 5 days in thirteen-

lined ground squirrels. Alternatively, species-specific differences may be particularly 

relevant as it pertains to MAPK signal transduction.  

Despite the diversity of signals which regulate select MAPK, one particularly 

specific response was observed in the skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels. 

As compared to euthermic controls, the relative expression of JNK2/3 was significantly 

elevated during early arousal from torpor while JNK1 relative expression remained 

constant in muscle (Fig. 3.3). JNK isoforms display a high degree of homology as well as 

similarities in their regulatory mechanisms [Kallunki et al. 1994]; however, they have 

been shown to display preferences for specific substrates thereby influencing cellular 

outcome [Chen et al. 2002]. For example, c-Jun binds to JNK2 twenty-five times more 

efficiently than JNK1 [Kallunki et al. 1994]. While JNK2/3 levels were enhanced during 

early arousal, concomitant changes in c-Jun or other transcription factors regulated by 

JNK (e.g. p-ATF2, p-53) were not observed in the present study (Fig. 3.5), suggesting 

that JNK2/3 must serve a different role during hibernation. While further evidence is 

required in order to fully delineate the cellular effects of JNK2/3 activation, another 

possible substrate may be the redox-sensitive transcription factor Nrf2 which is further 

described in Chapter 4. JNK has been shown to regulate Nrf2 in vivo through direct 

phosphorylation [Sun et al. 2009b]. In this capacity, five residues were identified as 

putative phosphorylation sites and, when mutated to alanine, showed significantly 
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decreased phosphorylation levels compared to wild-type Nrf2 in the presence of 

overexpressed JNK2 [Sun et al. 2009b]. Taken together, JNK2 may play a role in the 

phosphorylation of Nrf2 in the skeletal muscle of thirteen-lined ground squirrels during 

early arousal.      

In the present study, ELK1 was the only transcription factor in muscle which 

showed a mounting response over the torpor-arousal cycle with statistically significant 

increases only observed in interbout arousal, as compared to controls (Fig. 3.5). Since 

interbout arousal is generally characterized as a period of renewal and ELK1 regulates 

components of the core gene regulation machinery, these data suggest that ELK-1 may be 

vital to achieving this response. This response may be particular relevant to skeletal 

muscle which must be resistance to extended periods of disuse [Lee et al. 2008; Choi et 

al. 2009] and, by extension, the arousal phase may represent an essential phase in the 

maintenance of muscle mass. ELK1 is one of the best studied targets of the ERK cascade, 

although it is also a p38, JNK, and Akt/PKB substrate [Whitmarsh et al. 1995; Yang et al. 

1998; Figueroa and Vojtek 2003]. The activation profile of ELK1 did not correlate with 

ERK1/2 or p38 and was slightly delayed in comparison to JNK, suggesting ELK1 may be 

primarily regulated by other kinases such as Akt/PKB during hibernation. Finally, the 

activation profile of muscle-specific ERK1/2 and p38 matched those of MSK1 and 

CREB-1 phosphorylation, suggesting this pathway is not activated during hibernation.  

In cardiac muscle, the phosphorylated form of ERK1/2 was significantly 

enhanced during early arousal as compared to all other experimental conditions, p-JNK 

was significantly enhanced during early arousal as compared to EN, LT, and IA, and p-

p38 was elevated during LT with peak values in EA as compared to all other 
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experimental conditions. These data suggest that the response of MAPKs in the 

hibernator heart is quite substantial and most important during early arousal from torpor. 

Despite this unified activation pattern, the phosphorylation status of the downstream 

transcription factors presently measured were not similarly enhanced, attesting to the 

capacity for MAPKs to propagate highly specific responses despite a vast range of 

downstream substrates. Other possible substrates for cardiac-specific MAPK regulation 

may include MEF2 (regulated by p38 and ERK5) and GATA4 (regulated by ERK1/2) 

transcription factors which have previously been shown to play an important role in the 

heart of thirteen-lined ground squirrels during torpor[Tessier and Storey, 2012; Luu et al. 

2014]. In these studies, GATA4 phosphorylation increased significantly during early 

arousal from torpor, suggesting that GATA4 may be regulated by ERK1/2 at this 

hibernation stage. In contrast, MEF2A/C activation did not correlate with p38 activity, 

leaving open the possibility that ERK5 is the preferential regulator of MEF2 in hibernator 

hearts. Indeed, other possibilities for p38 activity in cardiac muscle may include the 

regulation of the translation initiation factor eIF4E (via MNK1) since phosphorylation of 

this target is a central signal leading to decreased translational competence [Shveygert et 

al. 2010]. Of course, it is well established that the regulation of initiation and elongation 

translation factors is employed as a necessary means to achieve global reductions in 

translation during hibernation [Van Breukelen et al. 2004]. GADD153 is another 

plausible p38 target which may be targeted during hibernation. Although it is not known 

if the phosphorylation of GADD153 is increased during hibernation, Mamady and Storey 

(2008) demonstrated significant increases in the relative amount of of GADD153 protein 

suggesting that its activity may also increase. Nonetheless, further evidence will surely 
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unravel targets under the control of MAPK regulation during deep torpor and early 

arousal in the heart.               

 A second class of downstream effector molecules considered in the present study 

were heat shock proteins, in particular HSP27 which is a chaperone protein that also 

plays an established role in the regulation of translation and controlling stress-induced 

apoptosis [Cuesta et al. 2000; Zheng et al. 2006]. The p38 MAPK has been shown to 

phosphorylate HSP27 either directly or indirectly via MAPKAPK2/3 (MK2/3) [Zheng et 

al. 2006].  However, as evidenced in Fig. 3.7 and 3.8, the relative levels of HSP27 

phosphorylation were not responsive to the torpor-arousal cycle in either skeletal or 

cardiac muscle. Extending these measurements to additional HSP targets allowed a 

broader assessment of HSP roles in stress resistance during hibernation. Only one HSP 

was significantly enhanced in muscle over the torpor-arousal cycle whereby HSP60 was 

elevated in LT as compared to all other experimental conditions. HSP60 proteins are the 

chaperones of the mitochondrial compartment [Storey and Storey 2011], suggesting that 

HSP60 may play an important role in the stabilization of mitochondrial proteins at times 

when metabolic rate (ie. mitochondrial ATP production) is severely reduced. Similarly, 

this response was also hypothesized to be important in liver of thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels during deep torpor [Epperson et al. 2010] and in white adipose tissue when 

ground squirrels transition to lower body temperatures during the EN phase [Rouble et al. 

2014].     

In summary, the present study examines the regulation of MAPKs and various 

downstream effector targets such as transcription factors and HSPs in skeletal and cardiac 

muscle during ground squirrel hibernation. The only MAPK activated in skeletal muscle 
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was JNK2/3 whereas a unified response of all three MAPKs was observed in cardiac 

muscle. All MAPKs which were responsive to hibernation were activated during early 

arousal, suggesting that regulatory mechanisms under the control of MAP-kinases are 

particularly important during the transition from cold to warm body temperatures. 

Furthermore, ELK1 may also play an important role during arousal from torpor in muscle 

and HSP60 is probably more important during deep torpor.   
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Chapter 4 

 

Modulating Nrf2 transcription factor activity: revealing the regulatory mechanisms 

of antioxidant defenses during hibernation. 
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Introduction  

Of particular interest in this chapter are the molecular mechanisms which counter 

conditions known to cause oxidative stress in nonhibernating mammals. During deep 

torpor, thirteen-lined ground squirrels experience conditions that would be considered 

ischemic in nonhibernators including reductions in heart rate (1% of normal), respiration 

rate (3% of normal), and cerebral blood flow (10% of normal) [Zatzman 1984; McArthur 

and Milsom 1991; Martin et al. 1999; Geiser 2004; Heldmaier et al. 2004; Chung et al. 

2011; Dave et al. 2012]. Following prolonged periods of torpor, intermittent arousals are 

fueled by a 10–20-fold surge in oxygen consumption occurring within minutes as the 

animal rewarms thereby causing the production of damaging reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) [Storey 1996]. Since attack by ROS is a major cause of damage to cellular 

macromolecules (e.g. DNA, protein, lipids), most organisms that use hypometabolism 

possess enhanced antioxidant defenses, which protect macromolecules from damage by 

ROS both over extended periods of torpor and during the arousal process [Morin and 

Storey 2007; Allan and Storey 2012; Vucetic et al. 2013]. 

Critical intracellular antioxidant enzymes, such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), 

catalase, heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), and glutathione peroxidase (GPox) are responsible 

for the main antioxidant defense system of mammals. Nrf2 [Nuclear factor (erythroid-

derived 2)-like 2, also known as NFE2L2] is a basic leucine zipper transcription factor 

responsible for regulating a variety of antioxidant and detoxification [e.g., glutathione S-

transferase (GST)] enzymes [Giudice and Montella 2006]. Studies with Nrf2 knockout 

mice showed that expression levels of important antioxidant and detoxifying enzymes 

such as SOD, catalase, HO-1, GST, and others, were strongly reduced thereby 

implicating Nrf2 as a central regulator of the antioxidant defense system in mammals 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
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[Chan and Kan 1999]. Nrf2 is maintained in an inactive form by interaction the repressor 

KEAP1 (Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1) a component of the Cul3-Keap1 ubiquitin 

ligase complex (Figure 4.1) [Taguchi et al. 2011]. The high affinity of Nrf2 for Keap1 

under normal conditions means that Nrf2 is relatively short-lived because it is readily 

polyubiquitinated and subsequently degraded by the proteasome [Taguchi et al. 2011]. 

Nrf2 also interacts with actin, a building block of microfilaments, and this interaction has 

been hypothesized to participate in nuclear localization of Nrf2 [Kang et al. 2002]. 

Binding of Nrf2 in the actin complex has been shown to have a covalent component since 

the denaturing conditions of SDS-PAGE, which are typically known to disrupt protein-

protein interactions, do not disrupt the Nrf2-actin pair [Kang et al. 2002; Ni and Storey 

2010]. As a result, Nrf2 immunoblots cross-react with a ~60 kDa band at the expected 

molecular mass for Nrf2 as well as an additional 100 kDa band which represents the 

Nrf2-actin complex [Kang et al. 2002].    

Under conditions of oxidative stress Nrf2 is phosphorylated by protein kinase C 

(PKC) at S40 thereby releasing Nrf2 from its negative regulator KEAP1 and mediating 

its movement into the nucleus [Huang et al. 2000]. Whereas PKC phosphorylation is of 

central importance to Nrf2 activity, other protein kinases have also been shown to 

phosphorylate Nrf2 including phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) [Kang et al. 2002], 

mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) [Yu et al. 2000], protein kinase RNA-like 

endoplasmic reticulum kinase (PERK) [Cullinan and Diehl 2004], and protein kinase 

casein kinase II (CK2) [Pi et al. 2007]. Once released from Keap1, Nrf2 may dimerize 

with other basic leucine zipper proteins such as small Mafs (sMafF, sMafG, sMafK; 

small musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma), JunD, ATF4 (activating transcription factor-4), 
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and polyamine-modulated factor-1 protein (PMF-1) [Giudice and Montella 2006]. These 

interactions lead to the binding of Nrf2 to the antioxidant response element (ARE) that is 

present in the promoter region of many genes that respond to oxidative stress [Giudice 

and Montella 2006]. In addition, post-translational modifications such as acetylation by 

CREB-binding proteins (CBP) increases Nrf2 transcriptional activity while sirtuin 1 

(SIRT1) antagonizes this interaction by deacetylating Nrf2 [Katoh et al. 2001; Kawai et 

al. 2011]. Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated that in the presence of a SUMO-

specific protease, Nrf2-induced transcription was greatly enhanced, suggesting that 

sumoylation inhibits Nrf2-induced gene transcription [Theodore et al. 2010]. While there 

is a consensus SUMO site located in the ZIP domain of Nrf2, further work will be 

required to determine whether this site can be sumoylated in vivo. 

I hypothesized, therefore, that natural cellular preservation strategies which 

regulate the synthesis of key enzymes responsible for cellular antioxidant defense and 

detoxification, such as Nrf2, may be of central importance to skeletal muscle of the 

hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus). To test this, the 

relative protein expression levels of Nrf2, its binding partner KEAP1 and the downstream 

target catalase were assessed by western blotting and showed no significant differences in 

relative protein expression over the torpor-arousal cycle. However, Nrf2-KEAP1 protein-

protein interactions and posttranslational modifications (PTMs) on Nrf2 including serine 

phosphorylation and lysine acetylation were responsive to cycles of torpor-arousal with 

peak responses occurring during early arousal. These regulatory mechanisms (i.e. 

protein-protein interactions and PTMs) are crucial during hibernation since they provide 

mechanisms to mitigate stresses by modifying Nrf2 activity/action in a manner that does 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Giudice%20A%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Montella%20M%22%5BAuthor%5D
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not require the large inputs of energy that would otherwise be needed to regulate Nrf2 via 

de novo synthesis of the protein.  

 

Materials and Methods  

Animals  

Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) were captured, 

treated, and organs harvested following the same protocol as previously described in 

Chapter 2 [McMullen and Hallenbeck 2010]. The skeletal muscle used was sampled from 

hind limb muscles. 

 

Computational analysis 

The full sequence for ground squirrel Nrf2 was deduced using whole genome 

shotgun (wgs) reads. A wgs BLAST (NCBI) search using the human coding sequence 

allowed overlapping contigs to be assembled into the full coding sequences for the 

ground squirrel. Human sequences used for Nrf2 wgs BLAST (NCBI) searches had the 

accession number NM_006164.4. A minimum of two overlapping contigs were used to 

construct the full ground squirrel sequence. Additionally, the partial ground squirrel 

sequence, as obtained previously by Morin et al. (2008), was obtained from GenBank 

(DQ328859) and aligned with the predicted ground squirrel sequence from Ensemble 

(ENSSTOG00000000313) in order to create the predicted sequence. The predicted 

ground squirrel mRNA coding sequence was translated into amino acids and aligned with 

human using Geneious (Biomatters Ltd) in order to determine percent homology.  

 

 

Western Blotting 
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Western blotting was performed as described in Chapter 2. Equal amounts of 

protein from each sample were loaded onto 10% polyacrylamide gels and run at 180 V 

for 45 minutes. To evaluate relative protein levels of Nrf2 and KEAP1, 20 μg of protein 

was loaded into each well. PVDF membranes to be probed with antibodies specific for 

Nrf2 and KEAP1 were blocked with 2.5% w/v non-fat dried milk dissolved in TBST 

(0.05% Tween-20) for 30 min. Antibodies specific for mammalian Nrf2 (sc-722) and 

KEAP1 (sc-15246) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies while catalase 

antibody was purchased from GenScript (A01187-40). Antibodies specific for 

posttranslational modifications were purchased from the following companies: Life 

Technologies (phospho-serine; 61-8100), Santa Cruz Biotechnologies (acetyl-lysine; sc-

8663), and Abcam (ubiquitin-lysine; 19247). Antibodies for α-SUMO1-lysine and α-

SUMO2/3-lysine were obtained from the laboratory of Dr. Hallenbeck at the NIH [Saitoh 

and Hinchey 2000; Azuma et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2007]. Antibodies for Nrf2 cross-reacted 

with two bands on the immunoblots at the expected molecular masses of 62 and 100 kDa 

for the mammalian proteins while KEAP1 and catalase cross-reacted with single bands at 

70 and 60 kDa, respectively. Antibodies were all used at 1:1000 v/v dilution in TBST. 

Membranes were then probed with either HRP-linked anti-goat IgG secondary antibody 

(~1:8000 v:v dilution), HRP-linked anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (~1:2000 v:v 

dilution) or HRP-linked anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody (~1:4000 v:v dilution). All 

membranes were washed three times between incubation periods in TBST for 

approximately 5 minutes/wash. Bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence 

and then blots were restained using Coomassie blue to visualize all protein bands.  
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Chemical cross-linking of primary antibody 

When running a Co-IP on a denaturing SDS-PAGE gel the primary antibody 

heavy chain will run at approximately 55 kDa while the light chain will run at 25 kDa. In 

order to remove this interference, the primary antibody heavy and light chains were 

covalently cross-linked using dimethyl pimelimidate (DMP). The chemically cross-linked 

antibody and protein-A agarose beads were added as a unit after the pre-clear step (see 

Co-immunoprecipitation below). The desired volume of beads were extracted from the 

stock and centrifuged at 500 RPM for 1 min. After discarding the supernatant, an equal 

volume of 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS: 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM 

Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) was added to the beads (end concentration should be 

50% bead slurry) and rotated overnight on a rotisserie at 4°C. The following day, the 

bead slurry was centrifuged (500 RPM, 1 min) and the PBS supernatant was discarded. 

An equal volume of dilution buffer (1 mg/mL bovine serum albumin in 1X PBS) was 

added to the beads,  rotated on a rotisserie for 10 min at 4°C, centrifuged (500 RPM, 1 

min), and the supernatant discarded as before. During this incubation, the primary 

antibody was diluted in dilution buffer as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Generally, 

1-10 µl of antibody was used per 25-50 µl of bead slurry and this was combined with 

lysates containing 200-600 µg of total protein.  

The diluted antibody was added at a 1:1 ratio to the beads, mixed gently, rotated 

on the rotisserie for 2 hours (4°C), centrifuged, and the supernatant discarded as before. 

The dilution buffer (without primary antibody) was then added to the beads at a 1:1 ratio, 

mixed gently, rotated for 5 min at 4°C, centrifuged and the supernatant discarded as 

before. This wash step with dilution buffer was repeated with 1X PBS before the addition 
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of the chemical cross-linker DMP. The DMP was prepared in wash buffer (0.2 M 

triethanolamine in 1X PBS) at a concentration of 6.5 mg/mL, pH 8.2. The DMP was 

added to the beads at a 1:1 ratio, mixed gently, and rotated on the rotisserie at room 

temperature for 30 min. After this incubation the sample was centrifuged, the supernatant 

discarded, and the beads were washed with wash buffer for 5 min at room temperature. 

The DMP crosslinking-wash cycle was repeated four-five times, resulting in a total cross-

linking time of 2.5-3 hours. After the final wash, quench buffer (50 mM ethanolamine in 

1X PBS) was added at a 1:1 ratio, mixed gently, rotated for 5 min at room temperature, 

centrifuged, and the supernatant discarded. The quenching step was repeated two more 

times followed by a wash in 1X PBS. To remove the excess (unlinked) antibody the 

sample was combined 1:1 with elution buffer (1 M glycine), mixed gently, rotated for 10 

min at room temperature, centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. The removal of 

excess antibody was repeated three more times. Before addition to the homogenate, the 

cross-linked antibody and beads were equilibrated in wash buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.05% Triton X) by three rounds of washing (addition of wash buffer at 1:1 ratio, 

mix gently, 5 min rotation on rotisserie, centrifuge, and discard supernatant). Antibody-

protein-A-agarose beads were directly added to lysates.     

 

Lysate preparation for co-immunoprecipitation  

Samples of frozen tissue from five time points in the torpor-arousal cycle (EC, 

EN, LT, EA, IA) were be separately extracted (N=4). Co-immunoprecipitation was 

performed on lysates containing total protein. Samples of skeletal muscle were quickly 

weighed, crushed into small pieces under liquid nitrogen, and then homogenized in lysis 
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buffer (1:2 w:v) using a Dounce homogenizer (~ 20 piston strokes). Lysates were 

prepared with a medium salt lysis buffer containing 23 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% 

Triton X, 0.1 mM Na3VO4, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate, 10 µl/mL Sigma Protease 

Inhibitor cocktail (containing EDTA), pH 7.4. Following homogenization, total protein 

preparations were incubated on ice for 20 min, mixing gently every 5 minutes. The 

samples were then centrifuged at 12,000 RPM for 20 min (at 4°C) and the supernatant 

containing soluble proteins was transferred to a sterile Eppendorf tube.  

While centrifugation was taking place, protein A-agarose beads for preclearing 

were prepared. Beads were equilibrated in wash buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 

0.05% Triton X). Approximately 25 µl of bead slurry per 500 µl of sample lysate was 

removed from the stock and spun down for 2 min at 500 RPM. The supernatant was 

removed and the beads were re-suspended in wash buffer (1:1 bead:wash buffer ratio). 

This process was repeated at least three more times and beads were finally re-suspended 

in a 1:1 bead:wash buffer ratio. The equilibrated beads were then combined with the 

lysate supernatant for 2 hours at 4°C on a rotisserie machine. After the incubation the 

samples were centrifuged at 500 RPM for 5 minutes and supernatant transferred to a new 

tube. The protein content was then measured using the Bio-Rad assay and normalized to 

2 µg/µl using lysis buffer.  

 

Co-immunoprecipitation 

Crosslinked antibody and beads (prepared as above) were then added to the 

precleared homogenates (~25-50 µl bead-antibody/slurry per 200-600 µg of protein). The 

crosslinked antibody/beads and lysates were incubated overnight at 4°C on a rotisserie. 
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After this incubation, the samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 500 RPM and the 

supernatant removed. The precipitated product was washed 4 times with lysis buffer and 

re-suspended in a final 1:1 ratio with lysis buffer. Equal volumes of 2X SDS buffer were 

added to the samples, boiled, briefly centrifuged, and the supernatant transferred to a 

clean Eppendorf tube. The samples were stored at -20°C until use. Samples were run and 

transferred as described in the western blotting procedure above. Approximately 10 µl of 

each sample was loaded per well. PVDF membranes were probed with antibodies 

specific for the purified protein of interest, possible binding partners, and the following 

antibodies; phospho-serine, acetyl-lysine, ubiquitin-lysine, and SUMO1/2/3-lysine.     

 

Quantification and statistics.  

Band densities on chemiluminescent immunoblots were visualized using a 

Chemi-Genius BioImaging system (Syngene, Frederick, MD) and quantified using the 

associated Gene Tools software. Immunoblot band density in each lane was normalized 

against the summed intensity of a group of Coomassie stained protein bands in the same 

lane. Data are expressed as means ± SEM, n = 4-5 independent samples from different 

animals. Statistical testing of normalized band intensities used one-way ANOVA and a 

post-hoc test (Tukey, p<0.05).    

 

Results  

Characterization of thirteen-lined ground squirrel Nrf2 

The partial coding sequence for the thirteen-lined ground squirrel Nrf2 was 

obtained from GenBank with the accession number DQ328859 [Morin et al. 2008]. The 

human Nrf2 mRNA coding sequence was used in whole genome shotgun NCBI BLAST 
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analysis and, in combination with the Ensemble website (ENSSTOG00000000313), the 

amino acid sequence was deduced in order to derive the remainder of the ground squirrel 

Nrf2 sequence. Figure 4.2 shows the alignment of the amino acid sequence of ground 

squirrel Nrf2 and the human protein. The protein alignment scores revealed that the 

ground squirrel and human amino acid sequences were highly conserved (89.9%). The 

full Nrf2 sequence has 605 residues in human and the ground squirrel sequence is 

predicted to have 600 residues. Nrf2 transcriptional activity is regulated by 

posttranslational modifications such as protein phosphorylation, acetylation, 

ubiquitination, and sumoylation at several distinct sites. Figure 4.3 summarizes the 

possible posttranslational modifications mapped onto the Nrf2 sequence; numbers 

indicate amino acids corresponding to the ground squirrel residues followed by the 

human residues. All known amino acid residues which are predicted to undergo 

posttranslational modifications are conserved between the ground squirrel and human 

sequence.        

 

Analysis of Nrf2, KEAP1, and Catalase protein levels  

Nrf2 protein levels in skeletal muscle were analyzed by immunoblotting 

comparing muscle from euthermic control animals (EC) with four time points on the 

torpor–arousal cycle: EN, LT, EA, and IA (Fig. 4.4). The antibodies cross-reacted with 

two bands on the immunoblots at the expected molecular masses for Nrf2 of 62 kDa and 

100 kDa, as was also confirmed in ground squirrels in previous studies from our lab [Ni 

and Storey 2010]. The unusually slow migration of Nrf2 100 kDa in SDS-PAGE has 

been hypothesized to be related to posttranslational modifications of Nrf2 such as 

phosphorylation [Pi et al. 2007] or ubiquitination [Li et al. 2005]. Additionally, covalent 
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binding of an actin monomer (43 kDa) [Kang et al. 2002] may be responsible for the slow 

mobility and previous studies in our lab have confirmed that the actin antibody also 

shows the same double band pattern [Ni and Storey 2010]. Nrf2 62 kDa protein levels did 

not change across the torpor-arousal cycle whereas protein levels of Nrf2 100 kDa 

increased significantly by 1.7 fold, as compared to EC values (p<0.05). While KEAP1 

total protein levels did not change across the torpor-arousal cycle, catalase increased 

significantly by 1.6 fold during IA, as compared to EC values.    

 

Analysis of Nrf2 posttranslational modifications 

Transcriptional activity is generally enhanced when Nrf2 is phosphorylated and 

acetylated [Cullinan et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2009a; Sun et al. 2009b; Kawai et al. 2011] 

and reduced when Nrf2 is ubiquitinated and sumoylated [Zhang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 

2011; Malloy et al. 2013]. Therefore, pan-specific antibodies that recognize these 

posttranslational modifications were used to monitor the activity state of Nrf2 purified by 

co-immuniprecipitation from five experimental conditions over the torpor-arousal cycle 

(Fig. 4.5 and 4.6). Relative phosphorylation of Nrf2 62 kDa increased significantly 

during LT (5-fold higher than EC), peaked in EA (10.3-fold higher than EC), and 

remained elevated in IA (2.3-fold higher than EC). Similarly, relative acetylation of Nrf2 

62 kDa increased significantly during EA (2.1-fold higher than EC) and IA (2.4-fold 

higher than EC). Relative ubiquitination of Nrf2 62 kDa remained constant throughout 

the torpor-arousal cycle showing very low levels from EC to EA stages and showing an 

increase during IA (2-fold higher than EC). Finally, the relative Nrf2 62 kDa SUMO1 

and SUMO2/3 levels did not fluctuate over the torpor-arousal cycle, except for an 

increase in SUMO1 during EA (1.4-fold) as compared to EC.    
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 Changes in the posttranslational modifications of Nrf2 100 kDa were also 

observed over the torpor-arousal cycle (Fig. 4.6). Relative phosphorylation of Nrf2 100 

kDa increased significantly during LT (1.6-fold higher than EC), peaked in EA (2.2-fold 

higher than EC), and returned to control levels during IA. Relative acetylation levels 

increased modestly during EA (1.4-fold higher than EC) whereas ubiquitination showed 

the opposite response whereby relative levels were lowest during EA (38% of the EC 

levels). Relative Nrf2 100 kDa SUMO1 levels decreased during LT (32% of the EC 

levels) before returning back to values that were not statistically significant from EC 

values; however, SUMO2/3 levels were not responsive to the torpor-arousal cycle.    

 

Analysis of Nrf2 protein-protein interactions   

 KEAP1 (Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1) sequesters Nrf2 in the cytoplasm, 

thereby facilitating Nrf2 inhibition and ubiquitination. Consequently, the physical 

interaction between KEAP1 and Nrf2 was assessed across the torpor-arousal cycle (Fig. 

4.7). The total protein levels of KEAP1 did not change over torpor-arousal when assessed 

via immunoblotting of total soluble protein extracts. However, the amount of KEAP1 that 

co-purified with Nrf2 changed across the torpor-arousal cycle. As compared to EC, levels 

of KEAP1 associated with Nrf2 in LT, EA, and IA decreased significantly to 56%, 44%, 

18%, respectively, demonstrating a consistent decrease in the amount of KEAP1 that co-

purified with Nrf2 throughout the torpor-arousal cycle. Furthermore, immunoblotting for 

PTMs only showed cross-reaction with the Nrf2 protein bands and not KEAP1. These 

data suggest that KEAP1 co-purified with Nrf2 is not phosphorylated, acetylated, 

ubiquitinated, or sumoylated, although it is not known if PTMs occur on KEAP1 that was 

not bound to Nrf2.   
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Figure 4.1: Proposed Nrf2-ARE signaling pathway. KEAP1 sequesters Nrf2 in the cytoplasm, 

thereby facilitating Nrf2 ubiquitination. In cells under stress, stabilization of Nrf2 is thought to be 

dependent on mechanisms which prevent or reduce access of KEAP1 to Nrf2. Mechanisms which 

mediate KEAP1–Nrf2 interactions include several redox sensitive cysteine residues in KEAP1 

and phosphorylation events in Nrf2. Phosphorylated Nrf2 translocates to the nucleus where it 

forms heterodimers with small Maf-family proteins to activate the expression of antioxidant 

genes. U, P, A, and ROS denotes ubiquitination, phosphorylation, acetylation, and reactive 

oxygen species, respectively.  
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Figure 4.2: Predicted amino acid sequence of Nrf2 from 13-lined ground squirrels (13LGS; I. 

tridecemlineatus) compared to the Nrf2 sequence of human (NP_006155). The portion 

highlighted in yellow corresponds to the Genbank accession number for thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel Nrf2 (DQ328859) obtained from sequencing results in Morin et al. (2008). In 

combination with the Ensemble website (ENSSTOG00000000313), the human mRNA coding 

sequences was used in whole genome shotgun NCBI BLAST analysis to deduce the full length 

protein. The full length protein is 600 amino acids for 13LGS and 605 for human Nrf2. Dashed 

lines are inserted when residues are not present in all sequences, black letters are identical 

comparing the ground squirrel and human sequence, red letters represent substitutions.  
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A.  

 

B. 
Posttranslational modification Function References 

Phospho-S40 by PKC-δ Nrf2-Keap1 dissociation Bloom and Jaiswal 

2003 

Phosphorylation in Neh2 domain by PERK Nrf2-Keap1 dissociation and 

Nrf2 nuclear import 

Cullinan et al. 2003 

Ubi-K44 and K64 by KEAP1-Cul3 Negatively controls Nrf2 

function 

Zhang et al. 2004; Kim 

et al. 2011 

Phospho-S214/215 by MAPK - ERK and JNK Moderately induces transcription 

and nuclear localization 

Sun et al. 2009b 

Phospho-S403/408 by MAPK - ERK and JNK Moderately induces transcription 

and nuclear localization 

Sun et al. 2009b 

Phospho-S553/558 by MAPK - ERK and JNK Moderately induces transcription 

and nuclear localization 

Sun et al. 2009b 

Phospho-S572/577 by MAPK - ERK and JNK Moderately induces transcription 

and nuclear localization 

Sun et al. 2009b 

Phosphorylation by PI3K Cytoskeletal modifications 

which may destabilize the Nrf2-

Keap1 complex 

Kang et al. 2002 

Acetyl-K433/K438; K438/K443; K440/K445; 

K457/K462; K467/K472; K482/K487; K501/K506; 

K503/K508; K511/K516; K513/K518; K528/K533; 

K531/K536; K533/K538; K536/K541; K538/K543; 

K543/K548; K549/K554; K550/K555 by CBP/p300 

Augments promoter-specific 

DNA binding of Nrf2 

Sun et al. 2009a 

Acetyl-K591/K596; K594/K599 by CBP/p300 Augments promoter-specific 

DNA binding of Nrf2 

Kawai et al. 2011 

SUMO-Lys in bZIP domain inhibits Nrf2-induced gene 

transcription 

Malloy et al. 2013 

 

Figure 4.3: Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) of Nrf2. A. Illustration of PTMs mapped to 

the corresponding amino acid residues; the first number indicates ground squirrel followed by the 

human residues. Domains of Nrf2 are represented by blue boxes including Nrf2-ECH homology 

(Neh) domains, transactivation domains (TAD), and basic ZIP DNA binding domains (bZIP 

DBD). Kinases and acetyltransferases are denoted by a red circle and proteins which make 

physical interactions with Nrf2 are denoted by a purple circle. PTMs are denoted as Ubi 

(ubiquitination), P (phosphorylation), and Acetyl (acetylation). B. Summary of PTM sites and 

associated kinases/acetyltransferases/ubiquitin ligase and functions.           
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A.   

 

B. 

  
 

Figure 4.4: Changes in the protein levels of Nrf2 and KEAP1 over the course of the torpor–

arousal cycle in skeletal muscle of I. tridecemlineatus. A. Histograms show means (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent protein isolations from different animals) for five sampling points. B. Representative 

Western blots are shown for Nrf2 62 kDa/100 kDa, KEAP1, and catalase.  The protein of interest 

and select experimental conditions are labeled to the left and right while sample numbers (lanes) 

are labeled along the top indicating 4 samples of one type (e.g., EC lanes 1, 2, 3, 4) and 4 samples 

of another (e.g. EN/IA lanes 1, 2, 3, 4). Arrows indicate Nrf2 at 100 kDa (top) and 62 kDa 

(bottom). Data were analyzed using analysis of variance with a post hoc Tukey test (p<0.05); 

values that are not statistically different from each other share the same letter notation. 
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A.  

 

B. 

 
 

Figure 4.5: Changes in posttranslational modifications of Nrf2 (62 kDa) purified by co-

immunoprecipitation from ground squirrel skeletal muscle over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. 

Histograms show means (± S.E.M., n=4 independent Nrf2 purifications from different animals) 

for five sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are shown for Nrf2 62 kDa purified 

from EC experimental conditions and probed with phospho-serine, acetyl-lysine, ubiquitin-lysine, 

and SUMO1-lysine antibodies. The molecular weight marker is labeled to the left and the 

antibodies are labeled along the bottom. Other information as in Figure 4.4.  
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A.  

 

B. 

 
 

Figure 4.6: Changes in posttranslational modifications of Nrf2 (100 kDa) purified by co-

immunoprecipitation from ground squirrel skeletal muscle over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. 

Histograms show means (± S.E.M., n=4 independent Nrf2 purifications from different animals) 

for five sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are shown for Nrf2 100 kDa purified 

from EC experimental conditions and probed with phospho-serine, acetyl-lysine, ubiquitin-lysine, 

and SUMO1-lysine antibodies. The molecular weight marker is labeled to the left and the 

antibodies are labeled along the bottom. Other information as in Figure 4.4. 
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A.  

 
B.  

 
 

Figure 4.7: Changes in the levels of KEAP1 and KEAP1 bound to Nrf2 in ground squirrel 

skeletal muscle over the torpor-arousal cycle. A. Histograms show means (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent total protein extracts (i.e. KEAP1) and Nrf2 Co-IP purifications (i.e. KEAP1-Nrf2) 

from different animals) for five sampling points. B. Representative Western blots are shown for 

purified Nrf2 probed with the KEAP1 antibody. The experimental conditions are labeled to the 

left/right and the samples (lanes) are labeled along the top. Other information as in Figure 4.4. 
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Discussion   

The present chapter aimed at deepening our understanding of the molecular 

regulation of transcription factors and antioxidant responses during hibernation in the 

thirteen-lined ground squirrel. Common biochemical themes amongst organisms facing 

hypometabolic states include; (1) reversible protein phosphorylation of enzymes/proteins 

as a crucial mechanism that coordinates the suppression of metabolic processes [Storey 

and Storey 1990; Storey and Storey 2004; Storey and Storey 2007], (2) the widespread 

enhancement of antioxidant defenses as a means of viability extension in the 

hypometabolic state and of providing defense against a rapid production of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) when animals return to an active state [Storey 1996; Storey 2010], 

and (3) the involvement of transcription factors in achieving selected upregulation of 

genes which will aid in meeting challenges associated the various stresses faced as a 

result of hypometabolism [Fahlman et al. 2000; Hittel and Storey 2001; Morin and Storey 

2005; Mamady and Storey 2006; Eddy and Storey 2007; Morin and Storey 2007]. 

Therefore, it was of interest to discern the importance of each of these principles in the 

context of an established redox sensitive transcription factor (i.e. Nrf2) while also 

expanding the types of important regulatory factors that influence transcription factor 

activity to other under-studied PTMs (e.g. acetylation, ubiquitination, and sumoylation) 

and protein-protein interactions. These types of regulatory principles are likely crucial 

during hibernation since they can provide essentially “on” and “off” cellular responses 

with minimal impact on cellular energy status.     

Previous studies have assessed the role of Nrf2 transcription factors in the 

regulation of antioxidant defenses in thirteen-lined ground squirrels during hibernation 
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with a particular focus on cardiac muscle [Morin et al. 2008; Ni and Storey 2010]. 

Furthermore, other studies have described changes in well-known downstream targets of 

the antioxidant response element in skeletal muscle including manganese superoxide 

dismutase (MnSOD) and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) [Allan and Storey 2012]. The 

present work expands this to include catalase. Superoxide dismutases are a class of 

enzymes that catalyze the dismutation of superoxide into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide 

[Buzadzic et al. 1990]. While this cellular reaction is a central detoxifying mechanism, 

cellular levels of the hydrogen peroxide product must be closely monitored. For example, 

accumulating levels of hydrogen peroxide in myocytes can result in increased expression 

levels of ubiquitin ligases such as muscle atrophy F box/atrogin-1 (MAFbx) and muscle 

ring finger 1 (MuRF1) [Chambers et al. 2009]. As such, intracellular levels of hydrogen 

peroxide are regulated by catalase which degrades hydrogen peroxide into oxygen and 

water [Krivoruchko and Storey 2010]. HO-1 is an inducible enzyme that is involved in 

heme degradation and subsequent production of biliverdin which acts as a known 

antioxidant [Morin and Storey 2007]. Since MnSOD protein levels increased strongly 

during torpor and arousal, HO-1 protein levels rose during early arousal [Allan and 

Storey 2012] and the relative expression of catalase increased significantly during 

interbout arousal (Fig. 4.4), it was predicted that the Nrf2 response would be most 

important during these experimental stages.   

Curiously, however, Nrf2 and KEAP1 relative protein levels did not change over 

the torpor-arousal cycle, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. While these data were surprising at 

first, Nrf2 purified by co-immunoprecipitation was responsive to relative changes in 

posttranslational modifications which influence its transcriptional activity across the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dismutation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superoxide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_peroxide
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torpor-arousal cycle. Figure 4.3B lists well-known PTMs on Nrf2, their associated amino 

acid residue (if known), and the enzyme responsible for catalyzing the transfer of 

phosphate, acetyl, ubiquitin, or SUMO groups. While the present data do not identify the 

specific serine that is phosphorylated across the torpor-arousal cycle, the literature reports 

that serine phosphorylation serves a general role in transcriptional activation [Kang et al. 

2002; Bloom and Jaiswal 2003; Cullinan et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2009b] whether that be by 

promoting the dissociation of KEAP1 from Nrf2, enhancing nuclear translocation, or 

triggering a re-arrangement of actin microfilaments that influence the Nrf2-actin 

complex. Catalyzed by CBP/p300, many acetylation sites occurring on Nrf2 have also 

been reported to induce Nrf2-dependent gene expression; however, since they occur 

mainly in the DNA binding domain, acetylation has been proposed to be a mechanism to 

augment promoter-specific DNA binding by Nrf2 [Sun et al. 2009a]. The present study 

showed that ground squirrel Nrf2 was phosphorylated, including parallel changes in 

serine phosphorylation for Nrf2 62 kDa and 100 kDa (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6); relative 

phosphorylation of the protein begin to rise during late torpor and peaked during early 

arousal, before returning to levels similar to EC values (Nrf2 100 kDa) or remaining 

slightly elevated above EC values (Nrf2 62 kDa) during IA. Although it is not known 

which protein kinase (or combination thereof) is responsible for mounting this response, 

data presented in Chapter 3 showed that Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK) had a parallel 

activation profile and, therefore, may play a role in the activation of Nrf2, especially 

during EA. Relative changes in serine phosphorylation were complimented by relative 

increases in lysine acetylation of the protein which began to rise during LT (although not 

statistically significant) and peaked during early arousal from torpor. The delayed 
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response by lysine acetylation may suggest that phosphorylation is an essential priming 

event and that acetylation acts as a mechanism to augment the Nrf2 transcriptional 

response rather than direct it. Taken together, these data suggest that the activation of 

Nrf2 transcription factors is maximal during early arousal from torpor when huge surges 

in oxygen uptake and consumption are occurring within minutes thereby making the 

hibernator more susceptible to attack by damaging ROS.  

Ground squirrel Nrf2 was also responsive to changes in ubiquitination across the 

torpor-arousal cycle, albeit this response was not as strong as those signals for 

phosphorylation. Although further studies are required, this may be as a result of the 

short-life span of ubiquitinated Nrf2. KEAP1 serves as a substrate adaptor for protein 

ubiquitination of Nrf2 [Zhang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2011]. Two regions of KEAP1, the 

DGR or Kelch domains, make physical interactions with the Neh2 domain of Nrf2 (as 

illustrated in Figure 4.3) and the N-terminal BTB region of KEAP1 interacts with the 

ubiquitination catalytic complex [Atia and Abdullah, 2014]. As a result of subsequent 

reactions by ubiquitin activating enzyme (Ub-E1), ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (Ub-

E2), and ubiquitin ligase (Ub-E3), Nrf2 is ubiquitinated and degraded by the 26S 

proteasome [Kobayashi et al. 2004]. The Ub-E3 complex consists of a cullin protein 

which recruits its relative E2 enzyme and Keap1 displays selectivity to Cul3, one of eight 

cullin proteins [Kobayashi et al. 2004]. In response to changes in the redox state of the 

cell, the activity of the Ub-E3 ligase complex is suppressed due to chemical 

modifications of cysteine residues which prevent protein-protein interactions [Villeneuve 

et al. 2010]. For example, modification at Cys151 in the BTB domain of Keap1 leads to 

the disruption of Keap1 and Cul3 binding, thus impairing Nrf2 ubiquitination 
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[Rachakonda et al. 2008]. This central mode of regulation of KEAP1 is reflected in the 

fact that KEAP1 bound to Nrf2 was not regulated by post-translational modifications 

including phospho-serine, acetyl-lysine, ubiquitin-lysine, SUMO1-lysine, and SUMO2/3-

lysine during hibernation. Further studies which identify PTMs of purified KEAP1 alone 

would hopefully elucidate the role of posttranslational modifications on KEAP1 and 

perhaps delineate the relative importance of PTMs versus redox-sensitive cysteines as the 

primary mode of KEAP1 regulation during hibernation.  

As evidenced by the present study, protein-protein interactions between Nrf2 and 

KEAP1 decrease consistently over the torpor-arousal cycle (Fig. 4.7); statistically lower 

levels of KEAP1 co-purified with Nrf2 during LT and EA, stages when signals associated 

with enhanced Nrf2 activity (e.g. phosphorylation and acetylation) were strongest. 

Furthermore, a significant increase in ubiquitination levels were only observed during IA 

for Nrf2 62 kDa when serine phosphorylation and lysine acetylation were substantially 

reduced from peak values in EA, suggesting that the interbout arousal stage represents a 

transition from a highly activated Nrf2 response in EA to inhibition of this response in 

subsequent torpor-arousal cycles. Interestingly, however, the interaction between 

KEAP1-Nrf2 remained reduced during IA (Fig. 4.7), suggesting that KEAP1-independent 

Nrf2 ubiquitination was occurring during IA. Indeed, Malloy et al. (2013) has described 

such a mechanism whereby a SUMO-dependent degradation pathway mediated by the 

SUMO specific RING finger protein 4 (RNF4) E3 ubiquitin ligase promotes the 

ubiquitination of sumolyated Nrf2 without biologically active KEAP1 [Malloy et al. 

2013]. In this capacity, modest increases of Nrf2 62 kDa SUMO-1 levels during EA may 

represent an essential step in the transition of activated to ubiquitinated Nrf2 which 
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occurs during IA. While further evidence is required in order to confirm that a KEAP1-

independent ubiquitination event is in fact occurring during IA, the reason why two such 

pathways exist is intriguing. This may be related to differences in the regulatory 

mechanisms of cytoplasmic versus nuclear pools of Nrf2 or perhaps KEAP1-dependent 

and KEAP1-independent ubiquitination pathways result in differences in the final 

outcome of Nrf2 degradation pathways. Lastly, Nrf2 100 kDa significantly increased 

during IA, suggesting that increased association between Nrf2 and actin may possibly act 

to sequester Nrf2 thereby decreasing transcriptional activity.     

In summary, the present data elucidates the regulation of Nrf2 transcription 

factors by post-translational modifications and protein-protein interactions during 

hibernation and implicates this regulation in counteracting the deleterious effects of 

oxidative stress. Nrf2 is primarily regulated by its interaction with a negative regulator 

(KEAP1) and via serine phosphorylation and lysine acetylation. Presumably, serine 

phosphorylation promotes Nrf2 nuclear localization whereas acetylation promotes Nrf2-

DNA binding. In addition, ubiquitination acts as an inhibitory signal for Nrf2 activation 

and sumoylation may play a role in a KEAP1-independent ubiquitination event.  
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Chapter 5 

 

The involvement of mRNA processing factors TIA-1, TIAR, 

and PABP-1 during mammalian hibernation. 
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Introduction 

 The genes that support the hibernating phenotype appear to be common among all 

mammals, suggesting that regulatory changes determine why some mammals can enter 

torpor and survive the associated stresses while others cannot. Such regulatory changes 

may include altered controls over mRNA transcripts. From the moment these molecules 

are synthesized in the nucleus to their demise following translation in the cytoplasm, 

eukaryotic mRNAs are subject to an intricate array of regulatory events that mediate 

every step of their life cycle [Moore 2005]. A host of RNA-binding proteins act as 

mRNA chaperones and, through these protein adaptors, individual mRNAs can respond 

to a multitude of inputs. TIA-1 (T-cell intracellular antigen 1), TIAR (TIA1-related), and 

PABP-1 [poly(A)-binding protein] are stress-responsive DNA/RNA-binding proteins that 

exert control over mRNA fate during transcription [Suswam et al. 2005], pre-mRNA 

splicing [Minvielle-Sebastia et al. 1997; Suswam et al. 2005], translation [Sachs and 

Davis 1989; Kedersha and Anderson 2007], mRNA stabilization (Decker and Parker 

1993) and decay [Caponigro and Parker 1995]. TIA-1 and TIAR are composed of three 

N-terminal RNA recognition motifs (RRM1-3) and a C-terminal glutamine-rich motif 

(Suswam et al. 2005). The glutamine-rich motifs of TIA-1 and TIAR are structurally 

related to prion proteins (prion-like domains, PRD) and have the capacity to form dose-

dependent, reversible aggregates [Gilks et al. 2004]. TIA-1/TIAR are expressed as two 

major isoforms (TIA-1a/TIA-1b, TIARa/TIARb) which regulate alternative pre-mRNA 

splicing of various genes (e.g. FGFR-2, msl-2, Fas) and display distinct functional 

properties [Izquierdo and Valcárcel 2007], while p15-TIA-1 is derived from proteolytic 

cleavage of the C-terminus of TIA-1 [Taupin et al, 1995; Kawakami et al, 1994]. PABP-1 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Sachs%20AB%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=2673535
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Davis%20RW%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=2673535
http://genesdev.cshlp.org/search?author1=G+Caponigro&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
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contains four RNA-binding domains (RBDs) and a proline-rich C-terminal domain which 

associates with the 3’ poly(A) tail of mRNA [Burd et al. 1991].  

 In the present chapter, I endeavoured to identify the role played by RNA-binding 

proteins in the post-transcriptional regulatory control of mRNA transcripts during 

hibernation in the liver of thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus). 

Since RNA-binding proteins such as TIA-1/R and PABP-1 influence transcription and 

mRNA splicing as well as the localization, stability, and association of transcripts with 

the translation machinery I hypothesized that these factors could play a significant role in 

the global suppression of translation during hypometabolism. Further to this, I proposed 

that this response would be especially vital to the hibernating liver since this organ plays 

an established role in metabolism and in the maintenance of homeostasis over cycles of 

torpor and arousal. To address the hypothesis, a number of experimental approaches were 

taken. Firstly, the amino acid sequences of ground squirrel TIA-1, TIAR and PABP-1 

were determined and included identification of TIA-1 and TIAR splice variants in the 

liver. The generation of alternative splice variants and their differential expression have 

the capacity to modify protein function, yet their involvement remains a largely 

unexplored concept in mammalian hibernation. Fluorescence microscopy, protein 

fractionation, and western blotting were then applied to assess the localization and 

relative expression of the RNA-binding proteins. Finally, solubility tests were used to 

assess the formation of reversible aggregates that are associated with TIA-1/R function 

during stress. The data presented demonstrates the presence of two major TIA-1 and 

TIAR isoforms in ground squirrel liver that possessed a high degree of sequence 

similarity with other mammals. Surprisingly, the shorter variants of both TIA-1 and 
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TIAR (isoforms b) displayed consistently higher expression across experimental 

hibernation stages. Formation of nuclear foci was observed during hibernation using 

immunofluorescence microscopy, complementing the observation of a relative increase in 

TIA-1a and TIA-1b in the nuclear fractions of torpid ground squirrels. The solubility of 

TIARa/b, TIA-1 p15, and PABP-1 did not change, but a relative increase in the ratio of 

soluble:insoluble fractions was observed for TIA-1a and TIA-1b during hibernation. The 

data revealed that RNA-binding proteins play a role in mRNA processing during 

hibernation and these proteins could provide a framework for the global reduction in 

translation and selective regulation of key cellular networks as well as facilitate the rapid 

reversal of the hibernating phenotype.   

 

Materials & Methods 

Animals 

Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) were captured, 

treated, and organs harvested following the same protocol as previously described in 

Chapter 2 [McMullen and Hallenbeck 2010]. Livers sampled from control (EC) and 

hibernating (LT) thirteen-lined ground squirrel were used in the present chapter. 

 

Computational analysis  

 The full sequences for ground squirrel (I. tridecemlineatus) TIA-1, TIAR, and 

PABP-1 were deduced using whole genome shotgun (wgs) reads, as described in Chapter 

4. Human sequences used for TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 wgs BLAST (NCBI) searches 

had accession numbers NM_022173.2, NM_001033925.1, and NM_002568.3, 
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respectively. The predicted ground squirrel mRNA coding sequence was translated into 

amino acids and aligned with human (Homo sapiens), Rhesus macaque (Mucaca 

mulatta), bovine (Bos taurus), rat (Rattus norvegicus), mouse (Mus musculus), and 

African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) sequences using Geneious (Biomatters Ltd) in 

order to determine percent homology. The domains/motifs were predicted using the 

Eukaryotic Linear Motif resource for Functional Sites in Proteins (ELM, 

http://elm.eu.org/) and compared to those predicted using the ScanProsite tool 

(http://prosite.expasy.org/scanprosite/).  

Primer design and synthesis.  

Primers for Tia-1 and TiaR were designed using alignments created by Geneious 

(Biomatters Ltd) and online OligoAnalyzer software (Integrated DNA Technologies, 

Inc.) based on the deduced ground squirrel coding sequence and consensus sequences for 

the genes derived from several mammalian species (mouse, rat, cow, human). The Tia-1 

primer pairs span exon 5 (i.e. amplify Tia-1 splice variants a and b), while the TiaR 

primer pairs span an alternate in-frame splice site in the coding region (i.e. amplify TiaR 

splice variants a and b). The predicted transcript size of Tia-1a amplified from 

forward/reverse primers F1R1 and F2R1 is 314 bp and 319 bp, respectively, and the 

predicted transcript size of Tia-1b amplified from the same primer pairs is 281 and 286, 

respectively. The predicted transcript size of TiaRa amplified from F1R1 and F1R2 is 

290 bp and 338 bp, respectively, and the predicted transcript size of TiaRb amplified 

from the same primer pairs is 239 and 287, respectively. The primer sequences 

(purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.) were as follows:  

(1) Tia-1 forward 1 (Tia-1 F1) 5’ – GATAATGGGTAAGGAAGTCA –3’  

http://elm.eu.org/
http://prosite.expasy.org/scanprosite/
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(2) Tia-1 forward 2 (Tia-1 F2) 5’ – CGGAAGATAATGGGTAAGGA –3’  

(3) Tia-1 reverse 1 (Tia-1 R1) 5’ – CCAGTTAGTTCTGATTTGTC –3’  

(5) TiaR forward 1 (TiaR F1) 5’ – GGACCCTGTAAAAGCTGTAA – 3’  

(6) TiaR reverse 1 (TiaR R1) 5’ – GGGCAAATGCTGATTTGATA – 3’ 

(7) TiaR reverse 2 (TiaR R2) 5’ – GTTGCCATGTCTTTAACTAC – 3’ 

 

RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis and PCR amplification  

Total RNA was extracted from liver (~100 mg) of n=4 individual animals from 

control (EC) and late torpor (LT) groups. Samples were homogenized using a Polytron 

homogenizer in 1 mL Trizol
TM

 reagent (Invitrogen), according to manufacturer’s 

instructions and as previously described (Tessier and Storey 2010). In brief, following 

homogenization, chloroform was added to each sample, soluble fractions were removed, 

RNA was precipitated with isopropanol, and, finally, washed with 70% ethanol. RNA 

concentrations were determined by reading absorbance at 260 nm on a GeneQuant Pro 

spectrophotometer (Pharmacia) using the ratio of absorbance at 260/280 nm as an 

indicator of RNA purity (A260/280 ratio = 1.8-2). RNA quality was confirmed by native gel 

electrophoresis with ethidium bromide staining to check the integrity of 18S and 28S 

ribosomal RNA (rRNA) bands (28S rRNA band was about twice as intense as the 18S 

rRNA band). All samples were standardized to 1 µg/µl with diethylpyrocarbonate 

(DEPC)-treated water.  

First strand cDNA synthesis used 3 µg aliquots of total RNA from liver, 

according to manufacturer’s instructions and as previously described (Tessier and Storey 

2010). RNA aliquots were combined with 7 µl of DEPC-treated water and 1 µl of oligo-
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dT (Sigma Genosys; 200 ng/ul). Following a 5 min incubation at 65°C in a PCR machine 

(iCycler, BioRad) and rapid chilling on ice, the following components were added to 

each sample: 4 µl 5× first strand buffer, 2 µl 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 µl 10 mM 

dNTPs, and 1 µl Superscript II reverse transcriptase (all reagents from Invitrogen). The 

final mixture (19 µl) was incubated at 42°C for 1 h and then held at 4°C. Dilutions of 

cDNA were prepared (10
-1

) in DEPC water and were used to amplify Tia-1 and TiaR 

splice variants in ground squirrel liver.  

 PCR was performed by mixing 5 µl of cDNA (10
-1

) with 1.25 µl of primer 

mixture (0.3 nmol/µl forward and 0.3 nmol/µl reverse), 13 µl of DEPC treated water, 2.5 

µl of 10× PCR buffer (Invitrogen), 1.75 µl of 50 mM MgCl2, 0.5 µl of 10 mM dNTPs, 

and 1 µl of Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen) for a total volume of 25 µl. The cycles 

performed for amplification consisted of an initial step of 7 min at 95˚C, followed by 35 

cycles at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 53°C (Tia-1a/b) or 64.6°C (TiaRa/b) for 1 min, 

72°C for 1 min; the final step was 72°C for 10 min. PCR products containing 2 µg 

aliquots of xylene blue loading dye and 1× Sybr Green 1 (Invitrogen, Cat# S7563) were 

separated on 2.0% agarose gels (80 min, 130 V). 

 

Immunofluorescence and fluorescence microscopy  

 Liver cryosections were prepared by the Morphology Unit (Department of 

Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of Ottawa) and were stored at -80°C 

until use. Sections were immediately fixed in ice-cold methanol (5 min), transferred to 

ice-cold acetone (5 min), and washed twice with 1× PBS. Sections were then incubated 

with Hoeschst#33342 (Invitrogen) in order to stain DNA. Sections were blocked for 1 h 
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in goat serum (10% v:v made up in 1× PBS) and washed twice in 1× PBS at room 

temperature. All primary antibodies were diluted 1:100 v:v in 10% goat serum (1× PBS) 

and incubated overnight at 37°C (with 5% CO2). Antibodies for TIA-1/TIAR were 

purchased from Santa Cruz (D-9, sc-48371) while PABP-1 antibody was purchased from 

Upstate (Cat# 05-847). Before secondary antibody application, slides were washed four 

times in 1× PBS. Secondary Alexa488-conjugated antibodies (Invitrogen) were used at 

1:200 v:v in 10% goat serum (1× PBS) and incubated for 1 h 40 min at 37°C. Glass 

coverslips were mounted in Fluomount G, sealed with nail polish, visualized on a Zeiss 

AxioImager.Z1 microscope. A 100x oil immersion lens with a 1.3 NA was controlled by 

Zeiss AxioVision v4.8.2 software and images were captured on an AxioCam HRm 

camera. Thirty nuclei stained for TIA-1/TIAR and PABP-1 were counted for the presence 

or absence of signal localization in four separate fields (n=120 

nuclei/antibody/experimental condition). Images were prepared using Adobe Creative 

Suite CS4.  

 

Cytoplasmic/nuclear extract preparation  

 Samples of frozen liver from n=4 individuals from EC and LT experimental 

conditions were used to prepare cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions as previously 

described by Tessier and Storey (2010). Samples of liver (~200 mg) were homogenized 

using a Dounce homogenizer and 400 µl of homogenization buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 

7.9, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM EDTA, 20 mM β-glycerophosphate) with 10 µl 100 mM DTT 

and 10 μl protease inhibitor cocktail (BioShop) added immediately before 

homogenization. Samples were centrifuged (10,000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C) and the 
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supernatant was removed as cytoplasmic fractions. Pellets were re-suspended in 147 µl of 

extraction buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 400 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% v:v 

glycerol, 20 mM β-glycerophosphate) with 1.5 µl 100 mM DTT and 1.5 μl protease 

inhibitor cocktail added (a total of 150 μl/g starting material). After 1 h incubation, 

samples were centrifuged (10,000 rpm, 10 min, 4°C) and the supernatants were collected 

as nuclear fractions. Protein concentration was quantified by the Coomassie blue dye-

binding method using the BioRad reagent (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) at 595 

nm on a MR5000 microplate reader. Samples were then adjusted to 10 μg/μl and aliquots 

were combined 1:1 v:v with 2× SDS loading buffer (100 mM Tris-base pH 6.8, 4% w:v 

SDS, 20% v:v glycerol, 0.2% w:v bromophenol blue, 10% v:v 2-mercaptoethanol), 

boiled, and final protein samples (5 µg/µl) were stored at -40°C until use. Identical 

protein amounts of each sample (15-25 µg) were loaded onto SDS-polyacrylamide gels 

or 15% Tris-Tricine gels (to enhance resolving power). 

 

Soluble-insoluble fractionation of lysates  

 Samples of frozen liver from n=4 individuals from each experimental condition 

were separately extracted in order to assess total protein solubility (protocol adapted from 

Ripaud et al. 2003). The basic method involved tissue homogenization using 

mechanical/physical cell disruption thereby releasing proteins from both cytoplasmic and 

nuclear compartments as well as separating soluble and insoluble proteins using a 

suspension (i.e. aqueous) and solubilizing (i.e. containing detergent) buffer, respectively. 

Samples were quickly weighed, crushed into small pieces under liquid nitrogen, and then 

homogenized 1:5 w:v using a Polytron PT10 in ice-cold suspension buffer (1× PBS pH 
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7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.2% Triton-X) with 10 µl/mL protease inhibitor cocktail (Bioshop) 

added immediately before homogenization. Homogenates were incubated with gentle 

agitation for 20 min at room temperature and then centrifuged at 11,000 rpm (20 min, 

4°C). The supernatant was transferred to a clean Eppendorf tube (soluble fraction) and 

the pellet was washed twice with water (500 µl/wash) to minimize cross-contamination. 

Using equivalent volumes to the suspension buffer, the pellet was then resuspended in 

SDS solubilization buffer (1× PBS pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 2% v:v SDS, 1% v:v Triton-

X) with 2 mM DTT and 10 µl/mL protease inhibitor cocktail. Samples were then 

centrifuged at 11,000 rpm (30 min, room temperature) and the supernatant was collected 

as the insoluble fraction. Total protein control samples were used in order to ensure that 

the composition of total protein was preserved in each experimental condition. Total 

protein control samples were prepared using 1:10 v:v solubilization buffer (1× PBS pH 

7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 2% v:v SDS, 1% v:v Triton-X) with 2 mM DTT and 10 µl/mL 

protease inhibitor cocktail. Control homogenates were incubated with gentle agitation for 

1 h at room temperature and then centrifuged at 11,000 rpm (30 min, room temperature). 

The supernatant was removed, transferred to a clean Eppendorf tube, and saved as total 

protein controls. All samples (control and soluble/insoluble fractions) were combined 1:1 

v:v with 2× SDS loading buffer, boiled, and stored at -20°C until use. Identical volumes 

of each sample (3 µl of soluble/insoluble fractions and controls) were loaded onto SDS- 

polyacrylamide gels or 15% Tris-Tricine gels.  

 

Western blotting  
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 Western blotting was performed as described in Chapter 2. Equal amounts from 

each sample were loaded onto 10-12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and run at 180 V for 45-

60 min. Membranes were blocked with milk (2-5% w:v) in TBST and incubated with the 

membrane on a rocker for 20 min. Antibodies specific for mammalian TIA-1 (C-20, sc-

1751) and TIAR (C-18, sc-1749) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, TIA-

1 p15 was purchased from Abcam (ab2712), and PABP-1 was purchased from GeneTex 

(GTX101515). Antibodies for TIA-1a/TIA-1b and TIARa/TIARb cross-reacted with 

bands on the immunoblots at molecular masses of 43/41 kDa and 41/40 kDa, 

respectively, whereas antibodies for TIA-1 p15 and PABP-1 cross-reacted with bands on 

the immunoblots at molecular masses of 15 kDa and 70 kDa, respectively. Antibodies 

were used at 1:1000 v:v dilution in TBST. Membranes that had been probed with TIA-1 

p15 were probed with HRP-linked anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (1:4000 v:v 

dilution), PABP-1 were probed with HRP-linked anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody 

(1:5000 v:v dilution), and TIA-1 and TIAR were probed with HRP-linked anti-goat IgG 

secondary antibody (1:10,000 v:v dilution). All membranes were washed three times 

between incubation periods in 1× TBST for ~10 minutes/wash. Bands were visualized by 

enhanced chemiluminescence and restained using Coomassie blue.  

 

Quantification and statistics  

 Band densities on chemiluminescent immunoblots were visualized using a 

Chemi-Genius BioImaging system (Syngene, Frederick, MD) and quantified using the 

associated Gene Tools software. Immunoblot band density in each lane was standardized 

against the summed intensity of a group of Coomassie stained protein bands in the same 
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lane (except for solubility data); these were chosen because they did not show variation 

between different experimental states and were not located close to the protein bands of 

interest. Solubility data are expressed as the ratio of soluble:insoluble fractions. Data are 

expressed as means ± SEM, n = 4 independent samples from different animals. Statistical 

testing of standardized band intensities used the Student’s t-test.  

 

Results 

Characterization of thirteen-lined ground squirrel TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1  

 Human and mouse mRNA coding sequences were used in whole genome shotgun 

NCBI BLAST analysis to deduce the I. tridecemlineatus TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 

mRNA sequences. The encoded ground squirrel RNA-binding proteins were translated 

from the in silico derived open reading frames and motifs in the proteins were identified 

using online software (ELM and ScanProsite) (Fig. 5.1a and Table 5.1). As expected, 

protein alignment scores revealed that the ground squirrel amino acid sequences were 

highly conserved when compared to other species; (1) TIA-1 was 99%, 97%, 96%, and 

85%, (2) TIAR was 99%, 93%, 98%, and 68%, (3) PABP-1 was 100%, 99%, 99%, 93% 

identical to human, bovine, mouse, and African clawed frog sequences, respectively (note 

the very close identity as compared with other mammals) (Table 5.2). RT-PCR with 

primers designed to amplify  Tia-1 and TiaR confirmed the presence of the alternative 

splice variants of both proteins in ground squirrel liver (Fig. 5.1b). These splicing 

variants were also detected as mature proteins via western blotting, with antibodies 

targeting TIA-1 identifying two bands in the 42 kDa range, TIA-1a (top) and TIA-1b 
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(bottom), wheras TIAR antibodies detected two bands in the 41 kDa range, TIARa (top) 

and TIARb (bottom).  

 

Relative expression and nuclear localization of RNA-binding proteins 

 To better understand the functions of the mRNA processing factors during 

hibernation, immunohistochemistry was used visualize their subcellular distribution in 

euthermic control (EC) and torpor (LT) animals (Fig. 5.2). While a large pool of TIA-

1/TIAR and PABP-1 was found in the cytoplasm, a population of these molecules was 

also present in subnuclear bodies within the nuclei of LT ground squirrels but not in EC 

(Fig. 5.2a). These large (~48 µm) structures appeared as a single foci rather than the 

multiple, speckled domains as is sometimes observed for other types of nuclear bodies. 

Targeting of TIA-1/TIAR and PABP-1 to nuclear foci was observed in approximately 

98% and 90% of liver nuclei during LT, respectively (Fig. 5.2b, Table 5.3). Conversely, 

EC ground squirrels possessed subnuclear TIA-1/TIAR and PABP-1 in less than 3% of 

liver nuclei visualized (Fig. 5.2b). 

 Subcellular fractionation and immunoblotting was also used to determine the 

relative expression of TIARa/b, TIA-1 p15, TIA-1a/b, and PABP-1 in the cytoplasmic 

and nuclear fractions of ground squirrel liver, during EC and LT experimental conditions 

(Fig. 5.3). No change was observed in the protein levels of TIAR isoforms when 

comparing nuclear fractions across experimental conditions (Fig. 5.3a); however, TIARa 

and TIARb decreased significantly in the cytoplasm during torpor to levels that were 

46% and 59%, respectively, of EC values. As shown in Fig. 5.3b, TIARa was 

predominantly localized in the cytoplasm with negligible amounts in the nuclei under 
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both EC and LT conditions, whereas TIARb was present in both fractions. TIA-1a and 

TIA-1b showed parallel, statistically significant changes in relative protein expression 

levels whereby 7- and 3.7-fold increases were observed in the nuclear fractions from 

torpid ground squirrels as compared to EC, respectively (Fig. 5.3a). This increased 

nuclear population agreed with the immunohistochemistry results observed in Fig. 5.2. In 

contrast, neither TIA-1 isoform changed in cytoplasmic fractions between EC and LT. 

TIA-1 p15 and PABP-1 showed no significant changes in either cytoplasmic or nuclear 

fractions across experimental conditions. Representative Western blots corresponding to 

those quantified to produce histograms depicted in Fig. 5.3a are shown in Figure 5.3c. 

 

Relative expression of TIA-1a/b and TIARa/b isoform expression  

 Immunoblotting was also used to compare the relative protein abundance of each 

TIA-1 or TIAR isoform in EC versus LT stages. Expression levels of the b isoforms are 

expressed relative to the corresponding a isoforms in both the nuclear and cytoplasmic 

fractions (Fig. 5.4). Interestingly, when assessing the relative expression of TIARa versus 

TIARb in the nucleus, consistently higher levels of TIARb were observed in liver during 

both EC (4.7 fold) and LT (3.3 fold) stages (Fig. 5.4a). TIA-1b expression was also 

consistently higher than TIA-1a in the nucleus of both EC (1.9 fold) and LT (2.9 fold) 

(Fig. 5.4a) animals. When comparing the relative levels of TIARa/b and TIA-1a/b in the 

cytoplasmic fractions the b isoform of both proteins was regularly higher than the a 

isoform. TIARb was 2.4- and 3.3 fold higher in EC and LT, respectively, than was 

TIARa; comparable values for TIA-1b were 1.9- and 2.2 fold higher (Fig. 5.4b). 
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Together, these data suggest that the b isoform of both proteins is the predominant splice 

variant. 

 

Detergent solubility test of RNA-binding proteins  

 Soluble and insoluble protein fractions were collected through classic methods 

used to isolate pathological protein aggregates present in brain tissues of subjects with 

neurodegenerative diseases [Wolozin 2012]. However, the soluble versus insoluble forms 

of TIA-1 are associated specific functions [Gilks et al. 2004] and, by extension, may be 

used a means to learn more about their cellular function. The present study tested for 

differences in solubility of RNA-binding proteins, particularly those with the glutamine-

rich prion-related domain (PRD) such as TIA-1 and TIAR (Fig. 5.5). The solubility of 

TIARa/b, TIA-1 p15, and PABP-1 did not change when comparing the ratio of 

soluble:insoluble fractions between euthermic and torpid conditions. However, a relative 

increase in the ratio of soluble:insoluble fractions was observed for TIA-1a and TIA-1b 

during torpor; the relative amount of soluble protein during LT was 1.8- and 1.7-fold 

higher than EC for TIA-1a and TIA-1b, respectively. That is, relatively more TIA-1a and 

TIA-1b proteins were recovered in the soluble fractions during torpor as compared to 

euthermic controls.  
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Figure 5.1: Alternative isoform expression of RNA-binding proteins in the liver of hibernating 

thirteen-lined ground squirrel (I. tridecemlineatus). (a) Illustration of alternative splice sites. 

Patterns of alternative splicing are represented by a line and a red box, exons are denoted by 

alternating light and dark gray boxes, RNA Recognition Motifs (RRMs) are represented by green 

boxes, the Q-rich domain is represented by a blue box, the Poly-A-tail binding domain is 

represented by a yellow box, the location of ground squirrel amino acid substitutions (as 

compared to the human sequence) are represented by thick yellow lines, and numbers indicate 

amino acid residues. (b) Representative bands on agarose gels are shown for Tia-1 and TiaR 

splice variants amplified by primers spanning exon 5 and an alternate in-frame splice site in the 

coding region, respectively. The DNA ladder is labeled to the left and the isoform to the right of 

the gel. (c) Representative Western blots are shown for TIA-1 and TIAR protein isoforms with 

the protein ladder labeled to the left and the isoform to the right of the gel.  
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Figure 5.2: Localization of RNA-binding proteins to the nucleus in the liver of torpid thirteen-

lined ground squirrels (I. tridecemlineatus). (a) Immunostaining of endogenous TIA-1/R and 

PABP-1. Fluorescent signals from TIA-1/R and PABP-1 were distributed in the cytoplasm and 

nucleus during EC, but displayed distinct nuclear foci (shown by red arrows) during LT. Shown 

are representative cryosections immunostained with TIA-1/R and PABP-1 as well as Hoeschst 

stained nuclei (depicted in the bottom right quadrant) from EC and LT liver samples. (b) Number 

of cells possessing subnuclear foci averaged across four fields comparing euthermic control (EC) 

and late torpor (LT) conditions. Data were analyzed using the Student’s t-test; “a” denotes values 

are significantly different from EC, p<0.05.  
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Figure 5.3: Subcellular distribution of RNA-binding proteins in cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions 

sampled from liver of thirteen-lined ground squirrels (I. tridecemlineatus) comparing euthermic 

control (EC) and late torpor (LT) conditions. (a) Histogram showing mean relative expression of 

TIARa/b, TIA-1 p15, TIA-1a/b, and PABP-1 (± S.E.M., n=4 independent protein isolations from 

different animals). (b) Representative Western blots are shown of the cytoplasmic and nuclear 

distribution of TIAR with the subcellular fraction and experimental conditions labeled at the top 

of the gel and the TIAR isoform labeled to the left of the gel. (c) Representative Western blots are 

shown with the experimental conditions labeled to the left of the gel and the protein target labeled 

at the top of the gel. Data were analyzed using the Student’s t-test; “a” denotes values are 

significantly different from EC, p<0.05.  
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Figure 5.4: The expression levels of isoforms of RNA-binding proteins in liver of thirteen-lined 

ground squirrels (I. tridecemlineatus) comparing euthermic control (EC) and late torpor (LT) 

conditions as well as their subcellular distribution. (a) Histogram showing mean relative 

expression levels of TIARa vs. TIARb and TIA-1a vs. TIA-1b in nuclear fractions (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent protein isolations from different animals). (b) Histogram showing mean relative 

expression of TIARa vs. TIARb and TIA-1a vs. TIA-1b in cytoplasmic fractions (± S.E.M., n=4 

independent protein isolations from different animals). *Other information as in Figure 5.3. 

  

a 

b 

a 
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Figure 5.5: The relative expression of RNA-binding proteins in soluble and insoluble protein 

fractions isolated from the liver of thirteen-lined ground squirrels (I. tridecemlineatus) comparing 

euthermic control (EC) and late torpor (LT) conditions. (a) Histogram showing mean relative 

protein levels in soluble vs. insoluble fractions for TIARa/b, TIA-1 p15, TIA-1a/b, and PABP (± 

S.E.M., n=4 independent protein isolations from different animals). (b) Representative Western 

blots are shown with the protein targets labeled to the left of the gel and the experimental 

conditions labeled at the top of the gel. *Other information as in Figure 5.3.  
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Table 5.1: The predicted thirteen-ground squirrel mRNA coding sequences for TIA-1, TIAR, and 

PABP-1 were translated into amino acids and the domains/motifs were predicted using the 

Eukaryotic Linear Motif resource for Functional Sites in Proteins (ELM) and compared to those 

predicted using the ScanProsite tool.  

 

13LGS TIA-1a ELM ScanProsite 

RRM1 8-79  7-83 

RRM2 107-180  106-184 

RRM3 215-282  214-286 

Q-rich domain   295-366 

   

13LGS TIAR ELM ScanProsite 

RRM1 10-98 9-102 

RRM2 115-188 114-192 

RRM3 223-290 222-294 

   

13LGS PABP-1 ELM ScanProsite 

RRM1 12-85 11-89 

RRM2 100-171 99-175 

RRM3 192-264 191-268 

RRM4 295-366 294-370 

PolyA 554-617 542-619 
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Table 5.2: Alignment scores comparing TIA-1, TIAR and PABP-1 protein sequences of thirteen-

lined ground squirrel to human, bovine, mouse and African clawed frog sequences. NCBI 

accession numbers are included.  

 

 Human 

(Homo sapiens) 

Bovine 

(Bos taurus) 

Mouse 

(Mus musculus) 

African Clawed 

Frog 

(Xenopus laevis) 

TIA-1 99% 

(NP_071505.2) 

97% 

(NP_001069577.1) 

96% 

(NP_035715.1) 

85% 

(NP_001087561.1) 

TIAR 99% 

(NP_001029097.1) 

93% 

(NP_001179985.1) 

98% 

(NP_033409.1) 

68% 

(NP_001167497.1) 

PABP-1 100% 

(NP_002559.2) 

99% 

(NP_776993.1) 

99% 

(NP_032800.2) 

93% 

(NP_001080204.1) 
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Table 5.3: The number of cells possessing subnuclear foci as viewed by immunofluorescence of 

cryosections obtained from thirteen-lined ground squirrel liver stained for TIA-1/R and PABP-1. 

Across 4 separate fields (30 nuclei/field), a total of 120 nuclei were counted for either the 

presence or absence of signal localization comparing control (EC) and hibernating (LT) 

conditions.  

Field  1 2 3 4 

TIA-1/R EC 1 1 0 2 

LT 30 30 28 29 

PABP-1 EC 1 0 0 1 

LT 27 29 27 25 

No 1° 

AB 

EC 0 0 0 0 

LT 0 0 0 0 

No. of nuclei 

counted/antibody 

30 30 30 30 
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Discussion 

 The present chapter investigates the presence of alternative isoforms, localization 

and solubility of protein targets involved in mRNA processing in the liver of control (EC) 

and hibernating (LT) thirteen-lined ground squirrels. Hibernating ground squirrels are an 

excellent model system for uncovering mechanisms involved in mRNA processing in 

response to stress since they demonstrate a marked global decrease in transcription 

[Morin and Storey 2006] and translation [Frerichs et al. 1998] during torpor, yet show 

increases in the levels of selected mRNA/protein species [Pan and van Breukelen 2011]. 

While a suite of transcriptional and post-transcriptional controls vital to achieving this 

molecular restructuring have been described [Hittel and Storey 2002; Storey and Storey 

2004; Morin and Storey 2009; Kornfeld et al. 2012; Wu and Storey 2012], many 

regulatory mechanisms remain to be elucidated during hibernation. To further understand 

the mechanisms that direct mRNA fate, a selection of DNA/RNA-binding proteins that 

are stress-responsive and involved in guiding gene transcription, mRNA processing, and 

the formation of stress granules were analyzed.  

 It has been established previously that RNA binding proteins have different roles 

when present in the cytoplasm versus nucleus [Suswam et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005]; 

therefore, the subcellular distribution and localization of TIA-1/TIAR and PABP-1 in 

both cytoplasm and nucleus of euthermic and torpid animals was analyzed. In the 

cytoplasm, RNA-binding proteins such as TIA-1/R and PABP-1 are localized to stress 

granules, which store stalled translational pre-initiation complexes when cells are under 

stress [Zhang et al. 2005; Kedersha and Anderson 2007]. While an attractive candidate 

for involvement in the hibernating liver, the current study did not reveal evidence of 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Morin%20P%20Jr%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16979617
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Storey%20KB%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16979617
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Kedersha%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17923231
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Anderson%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17923231
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cytoplasmic stress granule formation using indirect-fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 5.2a). 

Furthermore, the formation of cytoplasmic stress granules tend to be dependent on the 

concentration of TIA proteins [Gilks et al. 2004]; however, in the present study, the 

relative expression of cytoplasmic TIA-1 and TIAR did not change or decreased 

significantly during LT, respectively. Nonetheless, recent evidence suggests that RNA 

binding proteins such as TIAR may play a more generalized role in translational 

repression which is not exclusively linked with the presence of cytoplasmic stress 

granules [Mazan-Mamczarz et al. 2006]. Additionally, when ribosomal fractions from 

ground squirrel kidney were separated on sucrose gradients, TIA-1 was restricted to 

monosome fractions (i.e. translationally silent) during control and torpor [Hittel and 

Storey 2002]. Taken together, these data suggest that cytoplasmic RNA binding proteins 

may play a generalized role in translational suppression in ground squirrels.   

 In contrast to the diffuse signals observed for cytoplasmic pools of RNA binding 

proteins, the use of fluorescence microscopy revealed strong localization of these proteins 

in nuclei during LT. Antibodies directed towards TIA-1/TIAR and PABP-1 cross-reacted 

with proteins that localized to relatively large (~48 µm) subnuclear foci during LT with a 

27 to 29-fold increase in the numbers of these nuclear foci (Fig. 5.2b). The appearance of 

subnuclear structural components has also been observed as a response to torpor or 

hibernation in the hazel dormouse (Muscardinus avellanarius) and the edible dormouse 

(Glis glis) [Malatesta et al. 1994, 1999, 2001, 2008]. However, the subnuclear structures 

observed by Malatesta and colleagues were numerous and diffuse whereas in the ground 

squirrel each nucleus showed only one of these with distinct characteristics, including 

size. Since nuclear TIA-1 and TIAR perform a range of functions including rendering 
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mRNA translationally silent, modulating the rates of gene transcription, and regulating 

constitutive and alternative pre-mRNA splicing [Förch et al. 2000; López de Silanes et al. 

2005; Suswam et al. 2005], further studies were performed in order to better understand 

the function of subnuclear foci during torpor.  

 Using subcellular fractionation and western blotting, up to a 7-fold increase in 

relative protein expression of TIA-1a and TIA-1b was observed in the nucleus during LT, 

compared with EC (Fig. 5.3). By contrast, the TIARa isoform was largely restricted to the 

cytoplasmic fraction and there was no relative change in the expression of the TIARb 

isoform and PABP-1 in the nucleus between EC and LT. These data suggest that TIA-1 

isoforms are major components of the nuclear foci observed by fluorescence microscopy 

during torpor. It has been shown using both experimental and bioinformatics approaches 

that approximately 3,000 mRNAs interact with TIA-1 spanning a range of cellular 

processes and, when bound by TIA-1, these mRNAs are translationally repressed [Piecyk 

et al. 2000; López de Silanes et al. 2005]. Consequently, it is possible that, when ground 

squirrels enter torpor, nuclear TIA-1 associates with target mRNAs destined for 

translational suppression while the mRNA is still in the nucleus. It should also be noted 

that whereas the localization of TIA-1 into subnuclear structures was correlated with 

significant increases in relative protein levels during torpor, this was not the case for 

TIAR and PABP-1 whereby signal localization occurred despite a lack of observed 

changes in nuclear protein expression levels. These data suggest that TIAR/PABP-1 

proteins undergo a re-organization of the nuclear pool during LT and protein localization 

to subnuclear structures is not necessarily dose-dependent. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=L%26%23x000f3%3Bpez%20de%20Silanes%20I%5Bauth%5D
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 While a case has been made for the role TIA-1 in ground squirrel subnuclear foci 

during LT, proposed roles for nuclear TIAR and PABP-1 may also be gleaned from the 

present data. In the nucleus, TIAR binds single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and ssDNA 

conformations occur in chromatin undergoing active transcription [Suswam et al. 2005]. 

Given that 1) the TIARa isoform occurred mostly in the cytoplasm (Fig. 5.3), 2) there 

was no change in relative expression of TIARb in the nucleus between EC and LT 

conditions, and 3) that a state of enhanced transcription does not agree with the general 

energy conservation strategy of the hypometabolic state [Morin and Storey 2006], it is 

unlikely that TIAR associates with ssDNA during hibernation but further evidence is 

required in order to confirm. Instead, TIAR in the nucleus during hibernation may be 

related to other tasks such as regulating mRNA processing and/or enhancing mRNA 

stability, which are also functions associated with TIA-1 and PABP-1 activity [Minvielle-

Sebastia et al. 1997; Afonina et al. 1998; Förch et al. 2000; Suswam et al. 2005]. In this 

capacity, nuclear TIA proteins and PABP-1 may represent stalled mRNA processing 

factors and, in hibernating hazel dormice, the accumulation of pre-mRNAs at the 

splicing/cleavage stage has been demonstrated [Malatesta et al. 2008]. It should be noted, 

however, that some level of active pre-mRNA processing may be critical during torpor 

since a small subset of genes are selectively activated in order to support the torpid 

phenotype. Consequently, whereas a generalized global repression of mRNA processing 

occur during torpor, a selected subpopulation of mRNA species responds oppositely with 

increased expression of selected genes whose protein products are essential for mitigating 

stresses associated with hibernation. In summary, the nuclear functions of RNA binding 

proteins described above would be highly advantageous during torpor since mRNA could 
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be held in highly organized storage centers, selectively processed when needed, and 

possibly gain benefits of enhanced stability. Indeed, all of these proposed functions 

would support an overall suppression of translation during torpor, while also permitting a 

rapid resumption of protein synthesis when animals arouse back to euthermia.  

 Further to containing distinct functional roles in the cytoplasm versus nucleus, 

structural transitions mediated by the prion-like domains of TIA-1 and TIAR have been 

associated with their function during stress [Gilks et al. 2004]. TIA-1/R proteins are 

composed of a RNA recognition motif (RRM) and a glutamine-rich prion-related domain 

(PRD), which have been shown to be important for RNA recruitment and assembly of 

stress granules, respectively [Anderson and Kedersha 2002]. Similar to infectious prion 

proteins, the PRD of TIA-1 displays conformation-dependent changes of function which 

are related to differences in physical properties, especially solubility [Gilks et al. 2004]. 

Furthermore, the soluble form of TIA proteins has been suggested to function as a 

translational silencer while aggregated forms promote stress-induced translational arrest 

via stress granule formation [Gilks et al. 2004]. As such, the solubility of RNA-binding 

proteins was assessed in the liver of ground squirrels (Fig. 5.5) in order to determine if 

these interchangeable forms were responsive to torpor. During LT, TIA-1a/TIA-1b 

showed a shift towards the soluble fraction and all other targets showed no change, 

suggesting that regulated protein aggregation was not present during torpor. While the 

functional consequences of this shift towards the soluble fraction are not clear, the data 

support the role of RNA binding proteins, especially TIA-1, as translational suppressors 

during torpor. 

 To characterize ground squirrel RNA-binding proteins the amino acid sequences 
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of TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 were deduced using sequencing information available as 

whole genome shotgun reads (Fig. 5.1a). All RNA-binding proteins analyzed were highly 

conserved in comparison to the sequences from other mammals (Table 5.2). For example, 

compared with human TIA-1 and TIAR there were only single amino acid substitutions 

located within the Q-rich domain (residue 305) of TIA-1 or the linker region between 

RRM2 and RRM3 (residue 203) in TIAR. The full length TIA-1 protein is proteolytically 

cleaved in order to derive the C-terminus TIA-1 p15 [Kawakami et al. 1994; Taupin et al. 

1995] and, in the human gene, TIA-1a and TIA-1b are generated by alternative splicing 

surrounding exon 5 [Izquierdo and Valcárcel 2007]. Exon 5 is located between RRM1 

and RRM2 and its inclusion generates the longer TIA-1a isoform, whereas exon skipping 

generates the shorter TIA-1b isoform (Fig, 5.1a). The full length TIAR protein (TIARa) 

uses an alternate in-frame splice site in the coding region, resulting in a longer protein 

compared to TIARb. Overall, the a isoforms of TIA-1 and TIAR are larger than their 

corresponding b forms by 11 and 17 amino acids, respectively. The present study 

detected the presence of the two TIA-1 and TIAR isoforms in the liver of ground 

squirrels, which was confirmed by RT-PCR and SDS-PAGE (Fig. 5.1b and 5.1c). The 

presence of alternate isoforms not only agrees with data obtained by Izquierdo and 

Valcárcel (2007), but also supports the possibility that alternative splicing may indeed be 

occurring in ground squirrel liver and/or play a role during hibernation.  

 Izquierdo and Valcárcel (2007) observed that the relative expression of TIA 

isoforms differed in human tissues and cell lines. For example, overall protein levels of 

TIA-1 were higher in HeLa than NRK cells, with isoform a being dominant in HeLa cells 

and isoform b being the only detectable species in NRK cells. TIAR was expressed at 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
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roughly the same level in the two cell lines but whereas HeLa cells expressed TIARa and 

b equally, TIARb was the dominant isoform in NRK cells. In thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel liver the relative expression of isoforms a and b were analyzed in both 

cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions (Fig. 5.4). When comparing the relative expression of 

TIA-1a to TIA-1b and TIARa to TIARb, a consistently higher expression level of isoform 

b was observed for both proteins across experimental conditions in both cytoplasmic and 

nuclear fractions (Fig. 5.4). The TIA-1 isoforms appear to have overlapping roles, yet 

exhibit functional differences in splicing activity. For example, TIA-1 isoforms exhibit 

identical subcellular distribution and RNA-binding properties, but TIA-1b displayed 

enhanced splicing activity [Izquierdo and Valcárcel 2007]. Previous results have shown 

that TIAR can regulate the levels of mRNA isoforms of TIA-1a versus TIA-1b; thus, a 

reduction in the levels of TIAR resulted in increases in the TIA-1 isoform b in 

comparison to isoform a [Izquierdo and Valcárcel 2007]. While stable levels of TIAR 

were observed in nuclear fractions across experimental conditions in the present study, 

the selective localization of TIARa to cytoplasmic fractions may have influenced the 

relative expression of TIA-1b in the nucleus. Nonetheless, more evidence will be required 

to further elucidate the relationship between TIAR and TIA-1 isoforms in ground squirrel 

liver.  

 In summary, the present chapter provides insight into the regulation of RNA-

binding proteins in the liver of hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrels. Torpor-

specific subnuclear structures were observed by fluorescence microscopy and RNA-

binding proteins such as TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 showed selective increases in 

relative expression in the nuclear compartment as evidenced by subcellular fractionation 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Valc%C3%A1rcel%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
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and western blotting. These data suggest a role for these proteins in reducing translational 

rates, regulating mRNA processing, and/or enhancing mRNA stability during torpor. In 

addition, a case has been made for the presence of alternate splice variants of TIA-1 and 

TIAR in ground squirrel liver, opening up the field to further studies that would elucidate 

a role for alternative gene variants during hibernation. An important future milestone 

would involve delineating the dynamic (i.e. playing an active role in mRNA processing 

and/or splicing) versus static (i.e. acting primarily as storage/sequestering molecules) 

nature of subnuclear structures during torpor. This may be achieved by characterizing the 

interactions of RNA binding proteins with specific mRNA species and tracking their 

movement between subcellular compartments. Since selective increases in gene/protein 

expression must be balanced with an overall reduction in transcriptional and translational 

rates, the hibernating ground squirrel provides a unique opportunity to study nuclear 

dynamics and post-transcriptional control under changing environmental conditions.  
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The set of genes/proteins expressed in a cell largely define it and documentation 

of these expression signatures has helped us to understand innumerable physiological and 

pathological states while also having significant impacts on diagnostics, clinical care and 

outcome. However, much more remains to be learned. While a global understanding of 

all the genes/proteins responsible for shaping a particular phenotype is an exciting goal, 

the real breakthrough will involve the capacity to selectively manipulate gene/protein 

expression profiles in order improve health and treat disease. Crucial advancements in 

our understanding of the cellular regulatory mechanisms which drive the global make-up 

of cells are therefore required. One particular piece of the puzzle that is needed is a better 

understanding of the cellular machinery responsible for directing gene and protein 

expression programs, including a vast array of proteins and non-coding RNAs whose 

complex interplay drives gene expression, mRNA transcript handling, protein synthesis, 

and posttranslational processing to create the final functional protein and place it in the 

correct subcellular destination. A particularly interesting model to use to examine the 

regulation of gene/protein expression in response to environmental stress is mammalian 

hibernation. Hibernating mammals use a suite of molecular and biochemical mechanisms 

to cope with environmental conditions that are known to be harmful or lethal for 

nonhibernating mammals. For example, hibernators survive hypothermia (core body 

temperatures as low as 4-5°C), ischemia-reperfusion, restricted nutritional resources, and 

demonstrate regulatory mechanisms which enhance cellular preservation and ensure 

seamless transitions to and from the hypometabolic state. Consequently, the induction of 

a hibernation-like state which is resistant to parallel stresses holds immense clinical 

promise in diverse fields including increasing the functional shelf-life of excised human 
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organs for transplant. 

 To investigate the mechanisms that regulate cycles of torpor-arousal without 

injurious effects, I surveyed targets across a range of cellular processes including 

epigenetics, signal transduction and cellular survival, transcription factors, and RNA 

binding proteins in thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus). As a 

result, I identified key targets that were responsive to hibernation with involvement in: 1) 

reversible, global controls on transcription including a particular important role for 

histone modifications, 2) signal transduction pathways which stimulate changes in gene 

expression with emphasis on the activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases 

(MAPKs) during early arousal, 3) the regulation of the antioxidant response by Nrf2 and 

the role of posttranslational modifications and protein-protein interactions, and 4) guiding 

posttranscriptional processing by TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 through localization to 

subnuclear structures. The data show that while global molecular controls that inhibit 

ATP-expensive cellular processes are central to achieving a hypometabolic state during 

torpor, arousal from torpor most likely relies on the complex coordination of 

cytoprotective strategies. In this capacity, the present thesis has newly identified a group 

of proteins – RNA binding proteins – that appear crucial not just to the overall 

suppression of translation during torpor, but are hypothesized to be involved in the rapid 

resumption of protein synthesis when animals arouse back to euthermia (Chapter 5). 

Furthermore, these RNA binding proteins displayed differential regulation of alternative 

gene variants thereby representing the first torpor-responsive isoforms to be described in 

thirteen-lined ground squirrels. Data collected on the regulation of MAPKs (e.g. ERK, 

JNK, p38) demonstrated selectivity for downstream substrates (Chapter 3), while 
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transcription factors (e.g. Nrf2) most likely rely on the integration of multiple signals in 

order to achieve a highly specific outcome (Chapter 4). Collectively, therefore, Chapters 

3 and 4 define a new set of molecular targets in the area of stress resistance which help 

support arousal from torpor. Finally, epigenetic mechanisms identified in the present 

thesis showed that lysine acetylation was particularly important during arousal and 

identified novel protein modifications on histone H2B, attesting to the complexity of 

chromatin structure during hibernation (Chapter 2).   

 

DNA methylation and histone modifications  

 Recently, there has been a growing interest in the idea that mechanisms associated 

with epigenetic regulation may also be used to achieve global, reversible suppression of 

transcription [Morin and Storey 2009; Storey 2014]. Early studies on histones revealed 

that actively transcribed genes were associated with hyperacetylated histones [Pogo et al. 

1966]. Moreover, this response occurred broadly on multiple lysine residues within the 

tail region of histone proteins and was not specific to a particular gene [Martin et al. 

2004]. The suggested mechanism involves neutralization of positively charged lysine 

residues through addition of an acetyl group that weakens the charge-dependent 

interaction between histone and DNA. Furthermore, it has been proposed that a 

cumulative effect exists since the addition of multiple acetyl groups acting on the same or 

surrounding histone can achieve enhanced charge neutralization [Zentner and Henikoff 

2013]. While charge neutralization of lysines is often associated with promoting gene 

expression, it is also important for relaxing histone-DNA contacts for efficient DNA 

replication and also occurs at DNA double-stranded breaks in order to increase DNA 
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access to repair factors [Zentner and Henikoff 2013]. While acetylation may be viewed as 

having the general effect of increasing access to DNA, the “histone code” hypothesis 

suggests that specific histone modifications or combinations of modifications confer 

unique biological functions [Strahl and Allis 2000] and provides a mechanism to resolve 

these differing effects on chromatin relaxation.    

In the present thesis, posttranslational modifications on histone proteins including 

phosphorylation, acetylation and methylation were of particular interest since reversible 

protein phosphorylation is already a well-established mechanism of achieving 

hypometabolism and, by extension, may also provide a framework for dynamically 

controlling chromatin structure. Furthermore, acetylation has also been shown to be 

differentially regulated on transcription factors such as Nrf2 (presented in Chapter 4), and 

may alter Nrf2 binding to upstream promoter regions in DNA. Therefore, acetylation may 

prove to be another broadly important reversible protein modification during 

hypometabolism, possibly rivaling the importance of phosphorylation. Initial data 

obtained from mammalian hibernators suggested that coordinated controls on histone 

proteins (mediated by histone deacetylases) and RNA Pol II occurred during torpor 

[Morin and Storey 2006]. Data from the present thesis confirmed that reductions in H3 

phosphorylation at Ser 10 and acetylation at Lys 23 were uniquely associated with late 

torpor (LT) and concerted increases in H3 acetylation at K14, K18, and K27 were shown 

during early arousal. According to the histone code hypothesis these sites are thought to 

be primarily involved in controlling gene expression and, as a result, these data suggest 

that posttranslational modifications acting on histones may have an inhibitory effect on 

transcription during torpor, yet this response is flexible and readily reversible during 
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arousal.  

At least eleven types of PTMs have been reported at over 60 different amino acid 

residues on histones [Tan et al. 2011]. These modifications include acetylation, 

phosphorylation, methylation, and ubiquitination which have been extensively described 

in the literature as well as more exotic modifications such as crotonylation [Tan et al. 

2011].  Indeed, the information collected in this thesis adds to this data set with the 

discovery of unique modifications on histone H2B proteins in thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels. One of these modifications (i.e. methylation of arginine 6) has particularly 

interesting characteristics since 1) it is located within the protruding H2B tail thereby 

potentially interacting with the surrounding environment, 2) the peptide housing the 

modification is also found in the naked mole rat perhaps reflecting parallels in their 

physiology (e.g. hypoxia tolerance or heterothermic capacity), and 3) the modified 

residue is an amino acid substitution which, in the human protein, is a well-known 

regulatory lysine. Consequently, these characteristics may have substantial cellular 

consequences and warrant further investigation. Since there are no antibodies available at 

present to assess this arginine-containing peptide, one particularly interesting future 

direction would be a mass spectrometry approach which would allow the quantification 

of posttranslational modifications of the specific arginine-containing peptide comparing 

control and other time points over the torpor-arousal cycle.  

 

Signal transduction and transcription factor regulation    

The ability of cells to respond to extrinsic and intrinsic cues depends on the 

transmission of signals along highly ordered signalling networks, leading to changes in 
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cell metabolism, gene/protein expression, intracellular trafficking, etc. Understanding the 

mechanisms which provide the cell with the information required to react appropriately to 

its environment is essential to our understanding of human health and disease. In recent 

years, research has begun to illuminate how these intracellular networks are coordinated 

and, even further, how cells direct a highly specific response based on the integration of 

multiple signals. Reversible phosphorylation of intracellular proteins carried out by 

protein kinases and protein phosphatases is a vital regulatory mechanism responsible for 

activating/inhibiting many specific cellular responses which modulate the cellular 

environment and return the cell to its preferred homeostatic milieu. While it is widely 

accepted that signal transduction pathways and transcription factors play a vital role in 

the overall health of the cell [Rose et al. 2010; Akazawa and Komuro 2003], the 

underlying molecular mechanisms which connect signaling to gene expression are not 

well understood. The impact of this gap in knowledge is therapeutic targets with 

inconsistent results and difficulties delineating protective versus injurious molecular 

cascades [Rose et al. 2010]. As a result, the points at issue are how extracellular stimuli 

are perceived, how these are converted into intracellular signals, and how these signals 

change the transcriptional program. 

Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are seemingly promiscuous Ser/Thr 

kinases with the capacity to respond to diverse stimuli, relay this information to 

intracellular responses, and yet achieve specific cellular outcomes. The best known 

MAPK enzymes, or conventional MAPKs, include ERK1/2, JNK1/2/3, p38 α, β, γ, δ, and 

ERK5; however, other understudied MAPKs also exist (e.g. atypical MAPKs including 

ERK3/4, ERK7/8, and Nemo-like kinase, NLK) [Cargnello and Roux 2011]. Similarly, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Akazawa%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=12775656
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Komuro%20I%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=12775656
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transcription factors respond to incredibly diverse stimuli and contain binding sites for 

the promoter/enhancer regions of a large number of genes. This characteristic implies that 

understanding how transcription factor activation is translated into a cell-type, tissue-

specific, disease-specific, and stress-specific response would be vital to understanding the 

initiation program that directs gene expression. A growing number of well-studied 

transcription factors have already allowed large strides to be made in our understanding 

of the regulatory mechanisms that govern the specific activity of important transcription 

factors [e.g. Oeckinghaus and Ghosh, 2009; Zhang et al, 2011]; however, the data 

remains incomplete. Hibernation in ground squirrels represent an opportunity to 

understand the role transcription factors play in activating a subset of stress-responsive 

pathways and their regulation by upstream signal transduction pathways, aimed at 

overcoming the stresses associated with the hibernating phenotype.  

In light of this, I chose to identify the activation profile of conventional signal 

transduction pathways (e.g. ERK, JNK, p38) and trace this down to selected transcription 

factors (e.g. CREB1, ELK1, c-Jun, ATF2, p53, Nrf2) which may aid in meeting 

challenges associated with hibernation.  Importantly, I proposed that these signal 

transduction pathways and transcription factors would be regulated by fine cellular 

controls (e.g. post-translational modifications and protein-protein interactions) which 

require very little ATP expenditure, result in a rapid response and directed changes in 

gene transcription during hypometabolism. Additionally, through a combinatorial 

mechanism, transcription factor complexes and their PTMs will ensure the expression of 

select genes/proteins at the optimal time, concentration and in the optimal cellular 

compartment. Indeed, the data showed that MAPKs and select transcription factors are 
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subject to differential phosphorylation during hibernation. Additionally, other 

understudied posttranslational modifications including acetylation, ubiquitination, and 

sumoylation are also important regulatory mechanisms on Nrf2 as well as changes in its 

physical interactions with its binding partner protein, KEAP1. 

Of particular interest was the capacity to achieve a highly specific response during 

hibernation; JNK2/3 was activated, whereas JNK1 and all other MAPKs studied were not 

responsive to torpor-arousal in muscle. In heart, there was a much more concerted 

response in MAPK activation during arousal; however, similar to skeletal muscle, many 

of the transcription factors and heat shock proteins presently studied did not respond to 

torpor-arousal in muscle or heart. Taken together, these data support the capacity of 

MAPKs to direct highly specific cellular effects. A particularly relevant lead which may 

be activated by JNK2/3 in the muscle is the Nrf2 transcription factor since parallel 

activation patterns were observed between them during hibernation; JNK2/3 and Nrf2 

phosphorylation was enhanced during early arousal. Nrf2 can be regulated by 

phosphorylation from many kinases; however, Nrf2 activation by MAPKs is thought to 

aid in nuclear localization, although MAPKs only moderately induces Nrf2 transcription 

on their own. As a result, it may be hypothesized that Nrf2 may be phosphorylated during 

late torpor by kinases which are known to disrupt the inhibitory action of KEAP1 (e.g. 

PKC) and the mounting signal observed in early arousal (phosphorylation levels peaked 

during early arousal) may be as a result of JNK2/3 activation. This response is also 

correlated with enhanced levels of lysine acetylation during early arousal. Consequently, 

this proposed mechanism would rely on the integration of multiple signaling pathways 

(i.e. at least two kinases and one acetyltransferase) and may provide a framework for 
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achieving a directed cellular response.  

Of course, further data are required in order to confirm or deny the direct 

regulation of Nrf2 by JNK2/3 during early arousal, but the general concept of kinase 

specificity would nonetheless be an interesting future direction. In fact, JNK is a 

particularly fascinating example in the field of kinase specificity since it displays 

differential regulation of its isoforms [Waetzig and Herdegen 2005] and interacts 

uniquely with scaffold proteins depending on the cellular stimuli/stress [Dhanasekaran et 

al. 2007]. The JNK family is known to consist of ten isoforms derived from three genes; 

JNK1 (four isoforms), JNK2 (four isoforms), and JNK3 (two isoforms). JNK isoforms 

have differential expression patterns in select tissues; JNK1 and JNK2 are ubiquitously 

expressed whereas JNK3 is present primarily in the heart, brain and testis [Waetzig and 

Herdegen 2005]. JNK isoforms exhibit downstream preferences for subsets of JNK 

targets. For example, JNK1 and JNK2 differ in their ability to interact with c-Jun, a 

transcription factor which is tightly linked with survival [Kallunki et al. 1994]. JNK2 

binds to c-Jun 25-times more efficiently than JNK1 and the reason for this was traced to a 

small, β-strand-like region (near the catalytic site of the enzyme) which serves as a 

docking site that effectively increases the concentration of c-Jun near JNK2 [Kallunki et 

al. 1994].The binding affinity of JNK1β1, JNK2α1 and JNK2α2 for c-Jun is twofold 

higher than that for ATF2, whereas the affinity of JNK2β1 and JNK2β2 for ATF2 is 

twofold higher than that for c-Jun [Gupta et al. 1996]. These differences in substrate 

affinities lead to differentially regulated sets of target genes [Chen et al. 2002]. Indeed, 

the isoform variation of JNKs in ground squirrels may shed light on how this kinase 

specificity achieves such selectivity during hibernation. 
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Scaffold proteins have been shown to play a role in diverse signaling pathways 

and MAPKs provide an elegant example of how scaffold proteins can promote kinase 

specificity by organizing closely related kinases in microdomains [Dhanasekaran et al. 

2007; Morrison 2001; Waetzig and Herdegen 2005; Tao et al. 2010]. By organizing the 

cell in microdomains, the diversity of substrates for a given kinase may be severely 

limited since a kinase may come into contact with only a subset of these targets resulting 

in a directed response. For example, a critical scaffold protein for the organization of the 

ERK1/2 cascade is the Kinase Suppressor of Ras (KSR) protein [Morrison 2001]. KSR 

ensures both kinase specificity and efficiency of signal propagation through recruitment 

of all 3-tiers of the ERK cascade (i.e. MAPKKK, MEK, ERK). Activation of other 

MAPK modules, such as JNK and p38, are mediated by different, yet overlapping, 

scaffold proteins [Waetzig and Herdegen 2005]. The JNK-interacting proteins (JIPs) 

form an important family of JNK scaffolds. The scaffold protein JLP (a variant of the 

JIP4 scaffold protein) assembles MEKK3-MKK4-JNK leading to cellular differentiation, 

JIP3 recruits MLK/MEKK1-MKK4/MKK7-JNK under growth factor withdrawal, and 

JIP1 recruits MLK-MKK7-JNK upon excitotoxic stress and obesity [Waetzig and 

Herdegen 2005]. Furthermore, JNK is activated by two other scaffold proteins, plenty of 

SH3 (POSH), which upon apoptosis stimuli or growth factor withdrawal activates the 

Rac1/MLKs-MKK4/7-JNK module and the Connector Enhancer of KSR-1 (CNK1) that 

links MLK3-MKK7-JNK for gene regulation [Waetzig and Herdegen 2005]. The p38 

MAPK, on the other hand, can be activated by JIP2, JIP4, and JLP; JIP4 provides a 

platform for activating p38 that requires MKK3 and MKK6 whereas JLP requires 

signaling input from the novel scaffold BNIP-2/Cdc42 perhaps acting as a mechanism to 
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distinguish JNK -JLP vs. p38-JLP pathways [Waetzig and Herdegen 2005].   

In summary, much remains to be explored as it pertains to MAPKS and 

transcription factor regulation during hibernation. As result, a long list of future 

directions for analysis of MAPK regulatory involvement in hibernation may include: 1) 

expanding the involvement of conventional MAPKS to include ERK5 in muscle and 

heart, while also investigating MAPK responses in additional tissues, 2) looking at the 

atypical MAPKs including ERK3/4, ERK7/8, and Nemo-like kinase (NLK), 3) 

identifying the specific MAPK isoform(s) which are activated during torpor including 4) 

evaluating possible links between MAPK regulation and epigenetic mechanisms 

including the involvement of p300/CBP , 5) identifying the interactions of MAPKs with 

scaffold proteins and their organization in subdomains, and 6) identifying the specific in 

vivo targets and cellular consequences of MAPK activation during hibernation. Similarly, 

future directions for transcription factor regulation may include: 1) examining the 

changes in and consequences of additional PTMs (e.g. threonine and tyrosine 

phosphorylation, arginine and lysine methylation) and protein-protein interactions (e.g. 

small Mafs for Nrf2) for transcriptional control in hibernation, 2) performing analogous 

studies on other transcription factors known to play a role in hibernation (e.g. MEF2, 

FOXO, PGC-1α), 3) using co-immunoprecipitation studies on cytoplasmic and nuclear 

fractions in order to assess regulatory mechanisms which define each subcellular 

compartment, and 4) performing mass spectrometry in order to determine the specific 

amino acid sites containing PTMs. Analysis of the mechanisms of selective regulation 

through this comparative approach will shed light on the context-dependent selectivity of 

kinases for downstream substrates and the resulting changes which alleviate the stresses 
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associated with extreme environmental conditions.    

 

Subdomains during hibernation   

Cytoplasmic stress granules have been shown to form in response to hypoxia 

[Gottschald et al. 2010], heat/cold shock [Kramer et al. 2008; Hofmann et al. 2012], 

oxidative stress [Emara et al. 2012], viral infection [Lindquist et al. 2010], and nutrient 

deprivation [reviewed in Anderson and Kedersha 2008; Jones et al. 2013]. Nuclear bodies 

respond to cell stress of many kinds including heat shock, apoptosis, senescence, heavy 

metal exposure, viral infection, and DNA damage, and are involved in multiple human 

disease pathologies such as neurodegenerative diseases and cancer [reviewed in Zimber 

et al 2004; Morris 2008; Busà et al. 2010]. These nuclear structures are thought to 

represent highly organized subdomains that comprise the nucleus of metazoan cells 

[Denegri et al. 2001], yet their function has remained enigmatic despite being the focus of 

intense research. One way in which the cellular functions of these subdomains can be 

delineated involves characterizing the residing constituents. Consequently, I was greatly 

interested in the involvement of RNA binding proteins that have known roles in 

translational suppression as well as in forming subcellular compartments. The present 

thesis identified a novel subcellular body during deep torpor in thirteen-lined ground 

squirrels (Chapter 5). This subnuclear body consists of RNA-binding proteins such as 

TIA-1, TIAR, and PABP-1 which are also markers of cytoplasmic stress granules. While 

further evidence is required to associate these hibernating-specific subnuclear foci with a 

specific function, I hypothesized the following possible roles; 1) the enhancement of 

mRNA stability, 2) sites of transcript storage while mRNA is still in the nucleus, and/or 
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3) selective processing of pre-mRNA essential to the stress response. All of these 

functions likely support the overall suppression of translation during torpor, while also 

promoting a rapid resumption of protein synthesis when animals arouse back to 

euthermia.  

While research on nuclear dynamics as it pertains to hibernating thirteen-lined 

ground squirrels remains quite sparse, significant advances have been made through 

studies of hibernating edible and hazel dormice and these are summarized herein. Firstly, 

the general morphology of cell nuclei does not change substantially between euthermia 

and torpor [Malatesta et al. 1994a], although the cell nucleus undergoes an important 

structural reorganization in the hypometabolic state [Malatesta et al. 1999; Malatesta et 

al. 2008]. In this capacity, nuclear bodies including fibro-granular material, amorphous 

bodies, coiled bodies, perichromatin granule-like granules and nucleoplasmic fibrils have 

been shown to be strictly correlated with hibernation [Malatesta et al. 1999]. 

Furthermore, these nuclear structures are present across different species, although 

nuclear bodies were less frequent in edible versus hazel dormice and displayed 

morphological differences [Malatesta et al. 1999]. Whereas tissue specific differences in 

the distribution of nuclear bodies have been shown, most contain some mRNA splicing or 

processing factors (except for nucleoplasmic fibrils for which the composition remains 

unknown) suggesting that post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms during torpor-

arousal are quite complex. While sensitive to low body temperatures, the presence of 

nuclear bodies is correlated with strongly reduced metabolic rate [Malatesta et al. 1999; 

Malatesta et al. 2001]. Finally, structures including coiled bodies (CBs) and amorphous 

bodies (ABs) are suggested to represent storage sites for splicing factors that can be 
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rapidly used upon arousal, nucleoplasmic fibrils are hypothesized to play a role in the 

dynamics of the associated structural components, and fibro-granular material (FGM) is 

thought to be involved in transcription and processing of pre-mRNA during hibernation 

[Malatesta et al. 2001].  

 In addition to nuclear dynamics, well-studied cytoplasmic foci/granules also 

appear to be involved in RNA silencing during mammalian hibernation. Cytoplasmic 

stress granules and processing bodies are both non-membranous, ribonucleoprotein 

containing structures that each recruit distinct proteins during stress which are reflective 

of their cellular roles. The core components of stress granules are small ribosomal 

subunits and translation initiation factors (eIF4E, eIF3, eIF4A, eIFG), RNA-binding 

proteins (HuR, TIA-1, TIAR), and other components of mRNA metabolism [Kedersha 

and Anderson 2007]. By contrast, processing bodies contain components of the RNA 

decay machinery (DCP1/DCP2, Hedls/GE-1, SMG5/7, UPF1) and RNA-induced 

silencing machinery (GW182, microRNA, argonaute) [Kedersha and Anderson 2007]. As 

a result, stress granules are generally considered to be sites of mRNA storage whereas 

processing bodies are places for mRNA degradation. Moreover, it has been proposed that 

mRNAs selected for degradation are passed from stress granules to processing bodies. 

While an attractive candidate for involvement in the hibernation state, there was no 

evidence of stress granules in hepatocytes of hibernating thirteen-lined ground squirrels 

(Chapter 5).  However, given tissue specific mechanisms employed by each tissue to 

repress translation, the involvement of stress granules nonetheless remains a plausible 

hypothesis in other tissues, especially in the kidney. Hittel and Storey (2002) analyzed 

protein and ribosome distributions in a sucrose gradient between euthermic and torpid 
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states. They found a redistribution of PABP within a sucrose gradient changing from 

association with monosome fractions (fractions 8–10) in euthermia to PABP presence in 

fractions 4, 5, and 7 during hibernation, fractions apparently associated with stress 

granules. This suggested that stress granules play a role in the inhibition and stabilization 

of mRNA during hibernation. While stress granules were not verified by 

immunofluorescence and fluorescence microscopy, further research in this area will 

clarify the functional significance of data obtained from these polysome profiles. 

 

Alternative splicing during hibernation  

Adding to the amazing complexity of mRNA processing, it is estimated that 

alternative splicing occurs in about 60-80% of human genes [Johnson et al. 2003; Lander 

et al. 2001]. Alternative splicing can affect the untranslated region (UTR) of mRNA that 

plays a major role in the control of transcript fate; therefore, alternative splicing may 

provide a mechanism to evade stress-induced repression of translation. Furthermore, 

alternative splicing may also occur within the coding sequence of mRNA, effectively 

diversifying the functional properties of proteins with potential for significant cellular 

consequences. Indeed, various forms of stress induce a large spectrum of modifications in 

alternative splicing [Muñoz et al. 2009] and the misregulation of pre-mRNA splicing has 

been associated with various human disease states [Faustino and Cooper 2003; Singh and 

Cooper 2012]. While the regulation of alternative splicing has been extensively studied in 

a tissue- and developmental stage-specific manner, data on the role of alternative splice 

variants in mammalian hibernation is very limited. Studies of the American black bear 

(Ursus americanus) aimed at the development of genomic resources was able to gain a 
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perspective on the proportion of alternatively spliced genes through in-depth analysis of 

large scale Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) [Zhao et al. 2010]. The data revealed that 

alternative 5’splice sites had the highest occurrence (35%), followed by alternative 3’sites 

(29%), exon skipping (24%), and intron retention (12%). The frequency of each category 

was not significantly different from the distribution of splicing events in other 

mammalian species but the order of each category from highest to lowest was different; 

e.g. in humans, the order was exon skipping (42%), alternative 3’sites (26%), alternative 

5’splice sites (24%), and intron retention (8%). Although these data do not comment on 

the importance of alternative splicing events to torpor-arousal, other groups have begun 

to describe these changes.     

 Accumulating data have identified hibernators including arctic ground squirrels, 

Syrian hamsters, and black bears as models for understanding the pathobiology of 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s [Stieler et al. 2011]. The pathogenesis of 

neurodegenerative disease is thought to be related to Tau proteins whereby increased Tau 

phosphorylation is a pivotal aspect for aggregation and formation of neurofibrillary 

tangles [Iqbal et al. 2005]. Consequently, studies with these hibernators have focused on 

Tau proteins and microtubule assembly/stability as well as changes in Tau 

phosphorylation. Tau exhibits six alternatively spliced mRNA isoforms that differ in the 

number of N-terminal inserts and their differential expression, in combination with 

protein modifications by phosphorylation, influences their affinity to microtubules. In 

arctic ground squirrels, mRNA isoform expression data revealed two distinct PCR 

products resulting from an alternative splicing event surrounding exon 10 that encodes 

for an additional microtubule binding repeat. Moreover, the results showed a significantly 
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altered Tau isoform expression pattern during hibernation whereby the tau isoforms 

including exon 10 were significantly decreased during torpor and following arousal. Exon 

10 encodes for an additional microtubule binding repeat [Stieler et al. 2011], suggesting 

that alternative splicing events surrounding exon 10 may alter the binding capacity of Tau 

with microtubules during hibernation. Similarly, results from the greater horseshoe bat, 

obtained from a suppression subtractive hybrizidation library, revealed that the bat brain 

calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase kinase β1 (CaMKKβ1) gene has four 

transcript isoforms differing primarily in exons b and d [Yuan et al. 2007]. CaMKKβ1 

was of particular interest because it plays an important role in calcium mediated 

neurotransmission and normal brain activity [Hsu et al. 2001]. Interestingly, the authors 

showed that the functional and non-functional splicing isoform of CaMKKβ1 displays 

distinct expression patterns between hibernating and active states whereby the non-

functional isoform was selectively upregulated. Furthermore, the authors suggest that this 

differential regulation may represent a novel neuroprotective strategy adopted by bats to 

avoid tissue damage during hibernation by decreasing the sensitivity of neurons to 

calcium influx. Consequently, these studies determined that alternative splice variants are 

responsive to hibernation and, moreover, suggest that changes in alternative splice 

variants could have significant functional consequences. 

Hibernator brains are not the only tissue to show evidence of alternative splicing 

in response to hibernation since additional data from the liver of the greater Egyptian 

jerboa (Jaculus orientalis) and thirteen-lined ground squirrel have also recently been 

described. The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) family of transcription 

factors play a key role in lipid metabolism and controlled regulation of lipid metabolism 
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is integral to mammalian hibernation [Eddy et al. 2005]. While PPARgamma and the 

PPARgamma co-activator (PGC-1alpha) have been shown to respond to hibernation in 

thirteen-lined ground squirrels [Eddy et al. 2005], PPARα also plays a role in J. orientalis 

liver during hibernation [El Kebbaj et al. 2009]. The data showed that jerboa liver 

expressed an active wild-type form of PPARα (PPARα1wt) and a truncated PPARα 

(PPARα2tr) and the ratio of wt:tr was differentially regulated during hibernation. As a 

result of a posttranscriptional exon-skipping event, PPARα2tr lacks the ligand-binding 

domain and is thought to repress the activity of PPARα1wt by competing with essential 

coactivators [Gervois et al. 1999]. During hibernation, the level of the active PPARα1wt 

did not vary significantly but PPARα2tr nearly disappeared so that the wt:tr ratio rose by 

3.74-fold as compared with liver of active jerboas.  

In the present thesis, I described data whereby alternative TIA-1 and TIAR gene 

variants were detected in the liver of thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Chapter 5). T cell 

intracellular antigen 1 (TIA-1) and TIA1-related (TIAR) are RNA-binding proteins that 

play a role in pre-mRNA splicing [Minvielle-Sebastia et al. 1997; Suswam et al. 2005], 

translation [Sachs and Davis 1989; Kedersha and Anderson 2007], mRNA stabilization 

[Decker and Parker 1993], and decay [Caponigro and Parker 1995]. The data revealed 

that TIA-1a and TIA-1b isoforms were significantly enhanced in nuclear fractions during 

torpor, as compared with controls, suggesting that both isoforms were responsive to 

hibernation. TIAR isoforms a and b also exhibited parallel changes in response to torpor; 

however, the subcellular distribution of these isoforms differed whereby TIARa was 

mostly restricted to cytoplasmic fractions. Another interesting point was the prevalence 

of the TIA-1b isoform relative to the TIA-1a isoform in both nuclear and cytoplasmic 
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fractions across control and torpid conditions. Studies of the functional consequences of 

TIA-1 alternative processing indicate that isoform b has higher splicing activity 

[Izquierdo and Valcárcel 2007], supporting the possibility that alternative splicing may be 

occurring during torpor (albeit at low levels) or that pre-mRNA preloaded with TIA-1b 

during torpor may help to fuel the rapid reversal of the hibernating phenotype. While the 

above mentioned data gives us a first glimpse into the role of alternative gene variants as 

significant biological processes during mammalian hibernation, I anxiously await further 

studies in the area since much remains incompletely understood.  

mRNA stability  

In comparison to proteins, mRNA is significantly less stable with half-lives of 

different transcripts ranging from a just few minutes to 12 hours [Hargrove and Schmidt 

1989]. Hence, multiple regulatory mechanisms have evolved that enhance mRNA 

stability. These involve interactions with RNA binding proteins which protect mRNA 

from decay pathways and sequester mRNA into cytoplasmic stress granules, structural 

transitions, and/or alterations to the length of the poly(A) tail [Ross 1995]. Given the 

instability of mRNA relative to protein, the length of a torpor bout (as long as 3 weeks), 

and the low transcriptional rates during torpor, one could predict that gene products 

would become limiting during torpor. This could hold true despite low body temperatures 

which would passively slow mRNA decay pathways during deep torpor. Surprisingly, 

data from several mammalian hibernators have shown that the total pool of mRNA 

remains constant through a torpor bout [Srere et al. 1995; Frerichs et al. 1998; O’Hara et 

al. 1999], suggesting that global reductions in degradation pathways and enhanced 

mRNA stability may be components of torpor. Since changes in mRNA half-life may 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Izquierdo%20JM%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=17488725
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play a direct role in mRNA abundance without any change to transcription, this 

regulatory mechanism could have significant consequences for torpor when energy 

conservation is critical. Indeed, studies with mammalian hibernators are beginning to 

identify mechanisms that prolong mRNA half-life and enhance stability.  

Pathways involved in mRNA decay include removal of the poly(A) tail prior to 

nucleolytic cleavage; therefore, the length of the poly(A) tail can be used as a measure of 

mRNA stability [Korner and Wahle 1997]. As such, studies in arctic ground squirrels 

used the length of the poly(A) tail as a proxy for mRNA stability [Knight et al. 2000]. 

The data revealed that poly(A) tail lengths are conserved during torpor, suggesting that 

mRNA is stabilized during hibernation. Further to this, when the distribution of poly(A) 

tail lengths were plotted as a function of torpor bout progression, the distribution pattern 

was consistent with the binding of poly(A)-binding protein (PABP), indicating a possible 

role of PABP in mRNA stability, as has been shown in other studies [Bernstein et al. 

1989; Korner and Wahle 1997]. While the interaction between mRNA and PABP-1 has 

not been fully described, I also suggested a role for PABP-1 as an mRNA stabilizer in 

hepatocytes of thirteen-lined ground squirrels during deep torpor (Chapter 5). The data 

showed that despite a lack of observed change in the relative expression levels of PABP-

1 in nuclear fractions from liver of euthermic versus torpid ground squirrels, RNA 

binding proteins including PABP-1 and TIA-1/R localized to subnuclear structures during 

torpor. It may be proposed that this nuclear localization has a role to play in enhancing 

the stability of mRNA transcripts during torpor. Hence, taken together, studies in arctic 

and thirteen-lined ground squirrels suggest that PABP and other RNA binding proteins 

play a prominent role in enhancing mRNA stability during torpor.  
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Concluding remarks  

 In conclusion, my thesis offers insights into some of the mechanisms which 

regulate gene expression including epigenetics, signal transduction pathways, 

transcription factors, and RNA binding proteins. When a stress occurs, it is converted into 

various biological signals following cell signaling pathways and leading to modifications 

of the properties of existing enzymes/proteins and gene transcriptional/translational 

events that change the numbers and types of cell proteins. While global changes to gene 

transcription may rely on epigenetic mechanisms, select genes are strategically 

upregulated by transcription factors which are subject to complex regulatory mechanisms 

(e.g. PTMs and protein-protein interactions). Finally, posttranscriptional processing of 

mRNA by RNA binding proteins allows mRNA to respond to a multitude of inputs and 

play a role in nuclear dynamics. In particular, I show that histone modifications on 

histone H3 are important in muscle, responding during late torpor and early arousal. 

Additionally, I have identified novel modifications and amino acid substitutions at 

important regulatory sites on histone H2B and further studies into their biological 

significance are surely warranted. I found that MAPK activation is particularly significant 

during arousal from torpor, likely coordinating essential cellular functions and places new 

interest in the importance of the transitory phases of hibernation. Nrf2 transcription 

factors are regulated primarily by phosphorylation, acetylation, and interactions with 

KEAP1, and the integration of multiple signals allows the transcription factor to achieve 

a highly specific outcome. Finally, this thesis is the first to look at the subcellular 

distribution of RNA binding proteins during torpor and has identified a novel subcellular 

structure.  
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